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 Introduction  
Climate Change poses a substantial risk to humans and the world‘s ecosystem. Although there is 
scientific uncertainty in relation to the magnitude that global warming will have, the risk is real. There 
is a need to acknowledge and reduce the risks of climate change through the implementation of a 
means to lower greenhouse gas emissions. Climate change is an example of market failure which 
involves externalities in relation to the consumption and production and the subsequent use public 
goods. The atmosphere is a common resource that is being exploited and exhausted. Public policy 
must be implemented to reduce market failure which is why the Australian Government is placing a 
price on carbon to create a market and promote the reduction of emissions.  
The issue of greenhouse gases is a global concern and a solution to human-induced climate change 
is required through both local and international responses. The Australia Government has 
implemented a carbon price mechanism which will enable the transition to an Emissions Trading 
Scheme (ETS) that will see the Australian carbon market link with the European Union Carbon Permit 
Scheme (2015). This corresponds with the aim of promoting international effective climate change 
mitigation.   
The Australian Government‘s, environmental policy is based on the recommendations of Ross 
Garnaut. The Garnaut Climate Change Review (2008) was commissioned by Kevin Rudd and by 
Australia‘s State and Territory Governments on 30 April 2007. In September 2010 Garnaut was 
selected to be the independent expert advisor to the Multi-Party Climate Change Committee. In 
November 2010, Garnaut was appointed by the Minister of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency to 
update his 2008 Garnaut Climate Change Review. The Committee explored the options for the 
implementation of a carbon price and helped to build consensus on how Australia will tackle the 
challenge of climate change. The Garnaut Climate Change Review Update (2011) was presented to 
Government on 31 May 2011. The Climate Change Minister Penny Wong wanted the economic 
concerns in response to the report to be addressed, thus Treasury modelling in relation to climate 
change mitigation was provided. Therefore it is Ross Garnaut‘s policy recommendations that formed 
the foundations of the Australian public policy in relation to climate change mitigation that is now in 
place.  
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Climate change is a risk to Australia‘s future prosperity. Global action can reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions to the level that can lower the risk of dangerous climate change. Effective global agreement 
and actions are required and the developed world needs to lead. Australia is making a contribution by 
implementing efficient market-based policies to reduce domestic emissions in a cost-effective way. 
The Carbon Price Mechanism and the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) are the core 
components of Australia‘s mitigation policy. A low carbon future plan will help provide sustainable low-
emission growth that will allow Australia‘s future prosperity.  
In 2011 the Australian Government needed to understand the costs and benefits of the economy 
meeting its emission reduction targets. The Treasury Department conducted one of largest economic 
modelling projects ever undertaken in Australia which analysed the potential impacts of reducing 
emission over the medium to long-term. The Report examines national, global and sectorial areas and 
refers to the distributional impacts which include the implications of carbon pricing on goods and 
services that household‘s consume. The Government will continue to analyse the costs and benefits 
of climate change policy which will make sure Australia makes a substantial contribution to global 
efforts in relation to climate change mitigation. Australia must take advantage of the transition to a low 
carbon economy in order to remain competitive, and it must consider renewable energies and 
sustainable technologies.  
The Australia and the global economy will continue to grow as governments cut pollution in order to 
lower the risk of dangerous climate change. Global action is cheaper than delayed action, the 
occurrence of a delay will only add to the cost of action as it will imply that there would be more 
emissions-intensive industry and infrastructure. This would in turn delay investment in low-emissions 
technology, industry and jobs. A price on carbon will drive structural change in the economy; alter 
resource direction towards lower emission-intensive industries. This will enable Australia to maintain 
and improve its competitiveness in a world moving towards a new low-carbon future. 
 
Structural change within the economy will result from the existence of a market-based carbon pricing 
mechanism, compared with other changes within the economy, those driven by high terms of trade, 
demographic changes and consumer taste preferences. Treasury indicates the economy will continue 
to grow strongly, whilst reducing carbon emissions. Treasury policy modelling analysis aim was to 
provide details of the economic, environmental and social impacts of climate change and the benefits 
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of lowering global emissions. The level of Australia‘s real income per person is expected to be higher 
with a carbon price than without a price on pollution. For example, real national income per person will 
slow by one approximately one-tenth of one percentage point per year under a carbon price, with real 
incomes around $9000 higher in 2020 in relation to today‘s dollars. In 2020 national employment is 
predicted to increase by 1.6 million with or without a carbon price. Household‘s consumption will face 
higher prices for highly emissions-intensive products such as electricity and gas (Clean Energy Future 
2012).  
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Scope 
There will be a presentation in Chapter 1 of the science of climate change to indicate that human 
activity is contributing to the climate change issue which indicates why Australia is acting to reduce 
emissions. Our climate is changing, mainly due to the observed increases in human activities 
involving the burning of fossil fuels (coal, oil, and natural gas), agriculture and deforestation. There 
have been changes over the 20
th
 century which include, increases in global average air and ocean 
temperature, widespread melting of snow and ice and rising global sea levels. Chapter 2 will provide 
an analysis of the greenhouse gas reduction policy choices that the Australian Government could 
have selected and the overall conclusions as to why the Australian Government chose a carbon price 
mechanism will be analysed. This will see an analysis of what makes an effective policy and what are 
some of the criticisms of alternative policy choices. Chapter 3 will examine the Carbon Price 
Mechanism and the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) the details of the policy will be 
addressed and key criticisms will be proposed particularly in relation to Australia linking with the 
European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS) in 2015. The aim of this thesis is provide an 
analyse of the economic impacts of Australia‘s carbon price and to provide a basis for conclusions as 
to what effect the carbon price initially had on the Australian economy. These arguments will be 
presented in Chapter 4 as the economic impacts of the carbon price will be analysed. There will be 
concluding remarks and recommendations provided in Chapter 5, which will see particular findings 
and potential future areas research to be presented.  
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Chapter 1: The Need for Action: Climate Change Concerns 
Addressed 
1.0  Introduction  
The Australian Government has been advised by scientists that the climate is changing and there will 
be both negative economic and negative environmental impacts resulting from climate change due to 
the continuing trend of increasing temperatures. The science is clear as there is scientific consensus 
that more than 97% of scientist and a majority of national science academy agree that the planet is 
warming due to human activity. The science indicates human activity involving the release of 
greenhouse gases (GHGs), mainly through the use of fossil fuels, which is contributing to the problem 
of climate change. The Garnaut Report provided an analysis as to how Australia would be affected by 
climate change, how it could enable mitigation, and thus transition to implement climate change 
initiatives. The Garnaut Report aimed to reflect both the international and domestic landscapes for 
climate change mitigation following international climate change conferences in Copenhagen (2009) 
and Cancun (2010) and in relation to the global financial crisis (2010).  
The Garnaut Review (2008) compared the costs and benefits of Australia taking action to reduce the 
damage of climate change caused by humans. It is in Australia‘s national interest to contribute to the 
global effort to mitigate climate change. Garnaut used scientific evidence to model the climatic change 
impacts on the Australian economy in relation to various areas such as infrastructure, terms of trade 
and agricultural productivity. Garnaut recommended that Australia should have a three-year fixed 
carbon price period followed by a carbon trading scheme with a floating price. This was promulgated 
to be Australia‘s best option to allow effective participation to reduce the risks of climate change 
without damaging Australian prosperity. 
The Australian Government designed a comprehensive plan for a clean energy future which would 
see a reduction in carbon pollution, and an increase in investment into renewable technologies. This 
plan was implemented on 1 July 2012 through the introduction of a carbon price. This is not a tax on 
individuals - it is a price on carbon for approximately 500 of Australia‘s largest polluters (refer to 
Appendix A) who are required to pay for every tonne of carbon pollution produced. The carbon price 
will be a fixed price before moving to an emissions trading scheme (ETS) in 2015. The fixed price 
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stage started at $23 a tonne and will rise 2.5 per cent a year in real terms. From 1 July 2015 the 
carbon price will be set by the market which will see the ETS become established and link with the 
European Union (EU) ETS.  
A carbon price will provide the stimulus to make financial investments to reduce carbon pollution 
footprints throughout the economy. Households will receive tax cuts, higher family payments, pension 
increases and other benefits to counteract the costs passed on by businesses. It is expected that a 
carbon price will alter Australia‘s electricity generation by enable investment in renewable energy 
including wind, solar, and the use of cleaner fuels. The Treasury‘s modelling (2011) has indicated that 
the economy will continue to grow strong even with a carbon price, which is an effective way to cut 
pollution. The Government will support jobs in areas such as manufacturing, steel, coal mining and 
food processing as the economy undergoes transition. Australia has a large amount of renewable 
energy resources which can be used to the country‘s advantage. Carbon pricing and moving towards 
a clean energy future is a required decision in order to enable the economy to remain competitive, 
care for the environment, and to look after future generations. The provisions are in place to help 
individuals adjust to the changes and to encourage them to reduce their carbon pollution whilst 
protecting Australia‘s international competitiveness. 
Australia‘s per capita emissions are extremely high due to reliance on coal-fired powered energy 
(Fernandez et al 2012). The Climate Commissions stated that Australia is the 15th biggest emitter, 
and the carbon price will place Australia in the middle of global climate action. Professor Tim Flannery 
suggests the Report indicates that it is myth that Australia is a leader in climate change or is acting 
alone. Tim Flannery suggests Australia should see 2012 in relation to renewables and reducing 
energy costs. The media should display the reality of what the world is doing in relation to global 
climate change (Henderson et al 2012).  
1.1 Climate change is real  
The Australian Government has a plan for a clean energy future due to the scientific advice that 
climate change is occurring and the cause is certainly carbon pollution resulting from human activity 
which is a threat to the environment and the economy. The Australian average annual temperature 
mean has increased over the decades. Figure 1.0 below represents the maximum annual 
temperature average over decades is increasing. In Australia and globally, the decade ending in 2010 
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has easily been Australia‘s warmest decade since recording began. The trend since the 1940s is that 
each decade is warmer than the previous decade which indicates climatic changes. The hottest year 
on record is 2005 which is the based on the mean annual temperatures across Australia, whilst 2009 
is the hottest year on record. These models provide the scientific consensus that climate change is a 
prominent concern and a risk globally (Bureau of Meteorology 2011).  
Figure 1.0: Annual mean temperature anomaly- Australia (1910-2012) 
 
     (Australian Government, Bureau of Meteorology 2013) 
 
Similarly the IPCC has concluded that global average temperatures have increased since measuring 
began in mid-1800s as depicted in Figure 1.1 below, which illustrates a large proportion of countries 
are experience average temperatures between 26 to 30°C. Similarly, global surface temperatures 
have increased 0.76 °C [+/- 0.19°C] compared to pre-industrial times (1850-99). The World 
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Meteorology Organization (WMO) has stated that global average temperature was 0.53°C above the 
1961-1990 mean (Garnaut 2011, 6).  
Figure 1.1:  Global annual temperatures averages (°C) for 1961- 1990 
 
     (Australian Government, Bureau of Meteorology 2013) 
The IPCC concludes that the warming trend is not based only on surface temperature data, but also 
on the changes in other levels in the atmosphere. Trends in other areas of the climate system indicate 
that there is uptake of heat in oceans, melting of land ice and the ice caps at the poles. These various 
indicators show the warming trend is consistent with the warming of the globe (Garnaut 2011, 5).  
 
Similarly Figure 1.2 shows the time series of the global surface air temperature from 1880 through 
2012. There is a high degree of variability from year-to-year, and decade-to-decade. However, from 
about 1970, the long-term temperature has been increasing consistently along with the greenhouse 
gas emissions rate since the mid-20th century. Global average air temperature over the past century 
has increased approximately 0.8°C. 
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Figure1.2: Global surface air temperature from 1880 through 2012 
 
      (Australian Government, Critical Decade 2013)  
1.2 Human activity is contributing to Climate Change 
Greenhouse gases are within the atmosphere and they trap the radiation given off by the Earth. The 
radiation keeps the planet warm enough to sustain life. The industrial revolution increased the number 
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere which has increased significantly. The concentration of 
greenhouse gases is rising, thus resulting in the Earth heating up.  There is scientific consensus that 
humans are responsible for the majority of the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere – approximately one 
third of carbon emissions. The human activity of burning fossils fuels and deforestation are the 
leading causes of global climate change (Climate Commission, Critical Decade 2011).  
 
Economies globally, have undertaken significant development in relation to production and 
manufacturing which has not only increased living standards but the level of greenhouse gas 
emissions in the atmosphere as well. The world economy is producing large amounts of carbon 
pollution thus releasing increasing amounts of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. The burning of 
fossil fuels – coal, oil or gas, is generating carbon pollution. The issue of carbon pollution also results 
from deforestation, the breakdown of plants, farming, agriculture and industrial processes including 
cement, aluminium or steel (Critical Decade Critical Decade 2011).  
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The greenhouse effect of global warming is described below in Figure 1.3. The energy from the sun 
passes through the atmosphere to warm the Earth‘s surface temperature to enable life. The natural 
process is known as the greenhouse effect. The trapping of heat is caused by greenhouse gases 
which occur naturally, although the accumulation of greenhouse gases through human activity alters 
this balance. The consequences is that more greenhouse gases increase the temperature of the 
Earth‘s surface thus causing climate changes and rising sea levels through an enhanced greenhouse 
effect. Since the 1800‘s the average surface temperature across the globe increased by 0.76°C.The 
rising temperatures globally have caused changes to patterns of precipitation, winds and the 
frequency of severe weather events (Department of Climate Change 2012) 
Figure 1.3: Greenhouse Effect and the Enhanced Greenhouse Effect.  
 
(Department of Industry, Innovation Climate Change, Science, Research and Tertiary 
Education. 2013) 
Australia needs to reduce carbon pollution in order to reduce the extent of climate change. However 
some greenhouse gases stay in the atmosphere for about 100 years after they are first emitted, there 
will be some changes that cannot be avoided due to past and future global emissions. There needs to 
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be an adaption to climate change as there will be an ongoing challenge for all Australians. The issue 
of climate change needs to be addressed by all levels of government, businesses and individuals. 
The opportunity to avoid climate change has passed the effort to achieve significant reductions in 
global greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore the aim is to minimise the extent of climate change to 
avoid the concern of dangerous climate change. The impacts are unavoidable thus it is necessary to 
have an effective climate change response. Australia‘s effort is to reduce emissions and thus 
encourage a global solution. The Australian Government has a comprehensive three pillar plan which 
involves a climate change strategy – mitigation, adaptation and international engagement 
(Department of Climate Change 2011, 1). 
 
Since the Industrial Revolution (1750) the following impacts have occurred:  
o Global carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations have risen 37 per cent, methane 150 per cent 
and 18 per cent rise of nitrous oxide.  
o Carbon dioxide concentrations in 2008 of 383 parts per million (ppm) is higher than the 
natural rate 172 to 300ppm that was prevalent for the past 800 000 years.  
o The emissions trend show that by 2030, CO2 emissions may be 17 to 52 per cent higher than 
the IPCC in 2007 predicted, such means that global warming of 0.8 to 1.5 ºC by 2030 is likely 
to occur.  
o To stabilise CO2 concentrations at 445 to 490 ppm, there would need to be a peak between 
the 2000 and 2015, with a 50 to 85 per cent reduction in CO2 by 2050 in relation to 2000 
levels. This would lead to a 2.0 to 2.4 ºC warming compared to 1750.  
o The level of greenhouse gases emitted over the next few decades will have an impact upon 
the climate beyond 2050.  
o The CO2 equivalent concentration of 590 to 710ppm CO2 emissions would peak between 
2020 and 2060 with a 25 to 85 per cent increase in CO2 by 2050 compared to 2000 levels. 
This would result in a 4.0 to 4.9ºC warming in comparison  to 1750 levels 
(CSIRO 2012) 
1.3 Environmental Damage  
The Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency (2011) states that ―Australia faces 
potentially significant environmental and economic costs from climate change impacts, including on 
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coastal communities, natural environments, water security, human health and agriculture‖. The longer 
action takes to address climate change the more it will cost and the worse the effects will be. The 
effects for Australia‘s States and Territories can be seen below in Figure 1.4  
 
Figure 1.4: Climate Impacts – Australian Sates examined 
 
(Treasury Strong Growth, Low Pollution — Modelling a Carbon Price: Overview 2011, 6) 
 
Climate change is likely to result in severe weather events – including heatwaves, bushfires, floods, 
droughts and tropical cyclones. The impacts of these severe weather events are expected to occur 
both globally and in Australia. However we are only in the early stages of global warming. The land 
temperatures have increased by less than half of the predicted level expected with strong mitigation to 
hold greenhouse gas concentrations to 450 ppm carbon dioxide equivalent. The extreme weather 
events are likely to be proportionate with the increase in average global temperatures thus the link 
between global warming and severe weather events in an early weak stage. The overall occurrence 
of wet weather extremes and hot weather extremes is consistent with the increase in greenhouse 
gases (Garnaut 2011, 7-8).  
The world‘s oceans hold the majority of heat within the climate system. The changes in the heat level 
within the oceans are critical in relation to climate change. The increase of temperatures in sea 
surface contributes to changes in sea level. The historical observation confirms that the oceans have 
warmed since the 1950‘s and that they accumulated more than 90 %of the heat resulting from climate 
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change. There are observations that indicate that the sea level has risen over the last two decade. 
The average rate changes since 1993 have been approximately 3.2 millimetres annually. The sea-
level predictions from 1990 were predicted in two of the most recent IPCC reports. The observed sea 
level is near the upper limit of the IPCCs 2007 projections for sea-level rises as indicated in Figure 
1.5. 
 
Figure 1.5: Changes in observed global sea level since 1970, compared with the IPCC Fourth 
Assessment report sea-level rise projections 
 
Note: observational estimates of global averaged sea level estimated from tide gauges and the satellite altimeter data are 
shown in blue and black respectively. The shaded area shows the full range of global averaged projections of sea-level rise 
based on the scenarios used in the 2007 IPCC fourth Assessment Report up to 2015. These projections do not include an 
additional allowance for a potential rapid loss of the Greenland and west Antarctic icesheets, which only becomes significant in 
the IPCC projections after about 2020. The tide  gauge data is set to zero at the start of the IPCC projections in 1990 and the 
altimeter data is set equal to the  tide gauge data at the start of the record in 1993. 
         (Garnaut 2011, 10) 
The climate science indicates that there is large evidence in support of human activity causing climate 
change despite the existence of climate sceptics. There are climate sceptics such as Lord Monkton 
who ―likened Government climate change advisor Ross Garnaut to a nazi‖ (Tillet et al 2011). Lord 
Monkton travels the world to dispute global warming science and he linked the science of global 
warming to Adolf Hilter manifesto and he placed a swastika with the words ―Professor Garnaut, 
Australian Government economist, final report‖ (Tillet et al 2011) He believes that the United Nations 
and global climate change action was part of the conspiracy to control global population (Tillet et al 
2011). The evidence in support of climate science far outweighs the shared opinions of climate 
sceptics.  
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1.4 The Sources of Emissions  
It is important to understand the profile of Australia‘s carbon pollution – how much pollution we emit 
and how is it generated. There needs to be an understanding of the structure of the economy which 
indicates Australia‘s challenge to reduce emissions. Australia‘s carbon pollution levels are high in 
comparison to our level of population and the economy is dependent on high polluting energy 
sources. Therefore retain international competitiveness in the future as more countries act to address 
climate change we need to cut our carbon pollution, whilst meeting economic growth objectives. 
Australia emitted 565 million tonnes of carbon in 2009, which is the equivalent to every Australian 
adult driving a medium-size petroleum car approximately 200,000 kilometres annually.  
 1.4.1: Australia’s per capita pollution is high? 
Australia‘s carbon pollution represents 1.5% of global greenhouse gas emissions. This makes 
Australia be one of the top polluting countries globally. The annual carbon pollution level of Australia 
is approximately the same as Spain, France, South Korea and the United Kingdom. However, these 
countries have populations that are two to three time larger than Australia‘s. Australia produced the 
mot carbon pollution per capita in comparison to any other developed country, even more than the 
United States. The main areas of greenhouse gas emissions arise from economic activities which 
involve energy generation, industrial processes, deforestation and transportation. The activities that 
rely on fossil fuels as a means of production or consumption lead to the emissions of greenhouse 
gases. 
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Figure 1.6:  Global comparison – overall and per person emissions in 2005 
 
      (Australian Government, Clean Energy Future 2013) 
1.4.2: What are the sources of Australian pollution? 
Australia‘s carbon pollution is mainly from the use of fossil fuels. The level of pollution per capita is 
high as the Australian energy sector is emissions-intensive. There is more pollution generated for 
every kilowatt of electricity generated in Australia, compared to carbon pollution released by other 
countries. This is due to the availability of cheap coal; electricity generation is Australia‘s main source 
of pollution. The Australian pollution profile is as follow:  
o Electricity generation is responsible for more than a third of Australia‘s total carbon pollution.  
o  Direct fuel combustion – the use of gas and other fuels in industry and homes accounts for 
15% 
o Transport and agriculture each contribute approximately 15%  
o The remain emissions are from ‗fugitive‘ emissions – particularly the methane and carbon 
dioxide which escape into the atmosphere when coal is mined and gas is produced, pollution 
from industrial processes and decomposition of waste in landfills etc.  
o Deforestation - Trees absorb carbon dioxide, so when land is cleared carbon pollution 
increases and when vegetation grows there is a decrease. The net impact of these sources – 
deforestation, reforestation and afforestation represents to 3% of Australia‘s total carbon 
pollution. 
(Australian Government, Clean Energy Future 2013) 
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Figure 1.7: Australia’s Carbon Pollution Profile  
 
      (Australian Government, Clean Energy Future 2013) 
1.4.3 How is Australia’s Pollution Growing? 
Australia‘s carbon pollution is increasing, even if the existing climate change policies are taken into 
account such as the Renewable Energy Target and the Carbon Farming Initiative, our carbon 
pollution is projected to increase to 679 million tonnes by 2020 if there is no further action undertaken. 
This represents an increase of 22 per cent over two decades from 2000 to 2020. Therefore, if there 
was no plan to reduce carbon pollution, emissions are projected to increase at an increasing rate. 
Carbon pollution over the next decade is thought to be from associated with the extraction and 
processing of energy resources due to strong export demand. Similarly fugitive emissions from coal 
mines, oil and gas projects and from direct fuel combustion from liquefied natural gas projects, 
account for more than half of the growth in Australia‘s total emissions from 2010 to 2020 (Australian 
Government, Clean Energy Future 2013).  
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Figure 1.8: Sectoral emission growth 2010 to 2020 
 
      (Australian Government, Clean Energy Future 2013) 
1.5 Targets to Reduce Emissions 
Carbon pollution reduction targets to set goals for Australia. The targets need to be environmentally 
meaningful, economically manageable and practical and are required to represent the nation‘s fair 
share of global reductions. Pollution reduction targets allow businesses to have certainty to allow 
them to have confidence to invest, for governments to design policies and for households to 
understand how they can contribute to reduce emissions to meet national objectives. Scientific advice 
provide Australia with the objective to stabilise carbon pollution concentrations within the atmosphere 
at 450 parts per million (ppm), which would allow the chance to avoid dangerous climate change, by 
limiting global temperature rises to less than 2°C. The United Nations 2009 Copenhagen Climate 
Conference and the 2010 conference Cancun saw more than 100 countries agree to limit carbon 
pollution so that average global temperature rise can be below  2°C above pre-industrial levels, which 
is consistent with greenhouse gas concentrations of 450 parts per million. Globally, countries 
including China and the United States have committed to set targets to reduce emissions (Australian 
Government 2013) 
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1.5.1 Australia’s targets  
The Government has committed to targets to reduce carbon pollution and to take part in global effort 
to mitigate climate change. This commitment will see carbon pollution be reduced by 5% from 2000 
level by 2020, regardless of what other countries do and up to 15-20% depending on the level of 
global action. The 5 % target will need abatement of at least 159 Mt CO2 – e or 23% by 2020, refer to 
Figure 1.9 depicted below: 
 
Figure 1.9:  Projected Growth in Emission and Abatement Challenge 
 
      (Australian Government, Clean Energy Future 2013) 
 
The Clean Energy Future Plan has resulted in the Government adopting a long-term target to lower 
carbon pollution by 80% compared with 2000 levels by 2050. This is relevant to the finding of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change‘s – Fourth Assessment Report, which states that to 
stabilise concentration of carbon pollution at 450 parts per million, 2050 targets for developed 
countries need to be between 80-95% below 1990 emissions. Treasury modelling indicates that this 
target can be achieved with modest cost to our economy (Treasury 2011). The Australian 
Government‘s long-term target is consistent with targets announced by other developed countries 
such as the United Kingdom and Germany (Australian Government 2013).  
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1.6 Action Globally  
Globally there is more money being invested in new renewable power than in new fossil fuel electricity 
generation. There are more than 85 countries that have renewable energy targets either legislated or 
planned. China is major manufacturer of solar panels and wind turbines. China has the most 
renewable energy generation capacity than any other country. The United States is moving to monitor 
and regulate carbon pollution. President Barack Obama announced a clean energy standard which 
will have the objective to double the share of clean energy in America‘s energy supply by 2035 
(Australian Government Clean Energy Future 2013).  
 
There are many other countries that have place a price on carbon through an emissions trading 
scheme, which provides the incentive to lower industry pollution. For example European countries 
have a price on carbon through an emissions trading scheme. New Zealand started an emission 
trading scheme in 2008. Carbon taxes are present in the United Kingdom, India, Switzerland, 
Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands, Costa Rica and Ireland (Australian 
Government Clean Energy Future 2013).  
1.7 Conclusion  
The science of climate change has identified and quantified the effects and causes of climate change, 
which is predominately the result of human activity and how greenhouse gas emission might be 
reduced. Economic theory and policy can alter human activities and other behaviours in a cost 
effective way in order to reduce emissions. The science cannot provide certainty in relation to how 
fast climate change will occur, thus economics can play a vital role in managing the risks and impacts 
of climate change through policy initiatives.  
Greenhouse gases in the atmosphere expose the world to global warming. It is widely accepted that 
to reduce the risks of climate change it is necessary to reduce emissions. There are 97% of scientists 
that believe climate change is humanly caused. Although there are sceptics that believe that climate 
change is a myth and they know too little about the costs and benefits of climate change mitigation.  
A solution is necessary to alleviate or reduce the potential risks. Since emissions are cumulative and 
regressive in that climate change will impact on economies globally. The solution requires an 
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international framework which captures domestic objectives and environmental goals to meet the 
reduction targets in emissions at the least possible cost.  
Australia‘s economy is able to respond to market based-mitigation policies. Australia can achieve 
emission objectives of 5% reduction of emissions by 2020 and an 80% reduction in emissions by 
2050, whilst maintaining economic growth. There needs to be global action to reduce the economic 
cost of achieving environmental objectives, to reduce distortion in trade-exposed sectors and provide 
confidence in face of climate change uncertainty. Emission pricing is gradually expanding across the 
world and there is an advantage to starting early in relation to the cost of mitigation. A broad market-
based policy such as emissions trading, allow the market to respond as new information becomes 
available. Australia‘s economy will respond to emission pricing and thus there will be structural 
adjustment as a result. Most sectors of the economy will continue to grow. Although there will be 
some industries that will face lower levels of output and thus need to consider options in response to 
a price on carbon.  
Chapter 2 will provide a further understanding of climate change by illustrating the economics of this 
key concern affecting the world. There will be an examination of the theory of public goods, 
externalities and market failure to identify why the atmosphere, a global common resource is being 
depleted. In addition, there will be an examination of the various policy options to mitigate climate 
change. There will be a discussion of the reasons as to why Australia selected a fixed price period 
and a transition to a flexible priced where an emissions trading scheme will be established thus linking 
with the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS),   
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Chapter 2: Environmental Policy Comparisons 
2.0  Introduction  
Global and national economies all face the concern of climate change thus they need to refer to the 
economic principles of climate change. First, it is necessary to discuss the concept of public goods, 
which are non-rival and non-excludable. An example is the air we breathe. Public goods are relevant 
to the economic concept of externalities, which indicate the costs and benefits that are created in 
markets have additional and external products which are produced by the market. Externalities that 
produce benefits pose no problem. It is externalities that incur costs that are of concern, often termed 
―market failure‖. The Former Chief Economist of the World Bank, Nicholas Stern indicated that 
―climate change is a result of ‗the greatest market failure the world has seen‖. Therefore, market 
failure occurs due to ―those who damage others by emitting greenhouse gases generally do not pay‖ 
(van den Berg 2011, 405).  
―A carbon price will see individuals and businesses take into account the cost of their actions 
that are borne by society as a whole. Individuals and firms can decide how emissions will be 
reduced to meet Australia‘s fair share in global emission reductions‖  
(Garnaut 2011, 68).  
The cost of market failure have been discussed by the Stern Review, calculations indicate that the 
costs concerning climate change would amount to 1 per cent of global domestic product (GDP) 
annually. This amounts to US$600 billion to provide preventative means in relation to climate change. 
This would cover the costs of changing our energy sources and altering energy consumption to allow 
a shift to a ‗green economy‘ that tackles the concern of greenhouse gas emissions. The Stern Review 
calculates that if climate change mitigation is delayed the costs will increase. Therefore global 
mitigation is cheaper than global climate change. The current expenditure to tackle climate change is 
insufficient to address the concern. The adaptation of climate change will cost between US$100 and 
US$200 billion annually and the world will be concerned with a reduction of 5 per cent in future GDP. 
The longer we delay action, the higher the costs will be to solve the problem or enable adaption (van 
den Berg 2011, 407). Government intervention can affect human behaviour and alter production 
processes to reduce emissions (van den Berg 2011, 410).  
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Climate change is an example of climate change as it involves both public goods and externalities:  
“Human-induced climate change is at its most basic level an externality. Those who produce 
greenhouse-gas emissions are bringing about climate change, thereby imposing costs on the 
world and on future generations, but they do face directly, neither via markets nor in other 
ways, the full consequences of the costs of their actions” (Stern 2007,  24).  
Climate change is a human induced externality that cannot be corrected by any institution or market 
unless there is government intervention in relation to prevention. The climate is a public good as 
those who do not pay cannot be excluded from the benefits derived and ones enjoyment does not 
lessen the ability of others to participate in consumption. Markets do not provide the appropriate type 
or quantity of public goods in the absence of public intervention (Stern 2007 24). Climate Change is 
an externality that has both global causes and consequences. The progressive impact of a tonne of 
GHGs on climate change is independent of where in the world it is emitted.as they diffuse in the 
atmosphere. Countries produce differing amounts of marginal damage of an additional unit which is 
independent regardless of where it comes. The impacts of climate change develop and are persist 
over time. Greenhouse gases remain in the atmosphere for hundred years. The climate system 
responds to concentrations gradually and there are lags in the environmental, economic and social 
responses in climatic changes thus having long term effects. There is considerable uncertainty 
concerning the timing of impacts and the cost of tackling climate change. Therefore a framework is 
required to address the risks and uncertainty of climate change. The impacts on the global economy 
are likely to be large if there is no action taken to respond to climate change (Stern 2007, 25) 
Global market failure in relation to environmental goods is prevalent. This Chapter will provide the 
economic analysis to understand market failure in relation to the environmental problem and in turn 
what possible policy options are available to tackle the concern of climate change. The Australian 
Government has designed a comprehensive plan for a clean energy future for Australia. The plan will 
see a reduction in carbon pollution and investment into renewable technologies. This plan was 
implemented on 1 July 2012 through the introduction of a carbon price which is not a tax on 
individuals - it is a price on carbon for approximately 500 of Australia‘s largest polluter who will be 
required to pay for every tonne of carbon pollution produced. The carbon price will be a fixed price 
before moving to an emissions trading scheme (ETS) in 2015. The fixed price stage started at $23 a 
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tonne on 1 July 2012 and will rise 2.5 per cent a year in real terms. From 1 July 2015 the carbon price 
will be set by the market which will see the ETS become established and link with Europe (Clean 
Energy Future 2012). The reason for the Australian Government deciding to implement a carbon price 
mechanism and relevant emission trading scheme to tackle climate change will be compared to the 
alternative policy options available  
A carbon price will provide the stimulus to make financial investments to lower carbon pollution 
footprints which will be seen throughout the economy. Households will receive tax cuts, higher family 
payments, pension increases and other benefits to counteract the costs passed on by businesses. It 
is expected that a carbon price will alter Australia‘s electricity generation by enabling investment in 
renewable energy including wind, solar, and the use of cleaner fuels. Treasury modelling (2011) has 
indicated that the economy will continue to grow strong even with a carbon price, which is an effective 
way to cut pollution. The Government will support jobs as the economy undergoes transition, in areas 
such as manufacturing, steel, coal mining and food processing. Australia has a large amount of 
renewable energy resources thus it should be used to the country‘s advantage. Carbon pricing and 
moving towards a clean energy future is a required decision in order to enable the economy to remain 
competitive, care for the environment and to look after future generations. The carbon price will be 
accompanied by assistance supporting jobs, households, businesses and the general community. 
The provisions are in place to help individuals adjust to the changes and provide encouragement to 
reduce their carbon pollution whilst protect Australia‘s international competitiveness (Clean Energy 
Future 2012). 
The Australian Government has identified a way to respond to the concern of climate change through 
the three pillars:  
 reducing Australia‘s greenhouse gas emissions; 
 adapting to climate change that cannot be avoided; and 
 helping to shape a global solution. 
The Government has implemented a long-term greenhouse gas emission reduction target of 60 per 
cent below 2000 levels by 2050. Therefore the timing and scale of emissions reductions Australia 
should be pursued to meet the specified goals. The Carbon Pricing Mechanism and the Carbon 
Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) are mechanisms to achieve emission reductions and targets, 
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whilst enabling the lowest possible cost to be incurred (Department of Climate Change 2008). It is 
important to discuss the reason as to why market failure occurs in relation to the use of public goods. 
2.1 The Theory of Public Goods  
―If the market is defined as ―environmental quality‖, then the source of market failure is that 
environmental quality is a public good… Those who fail to pay for it cannot be excluded from 
enjoying its benefits and one person‘s enjoyment of the climate does not diminish the capacity 
of others to enjoy it‖  
(Stern 2007, 24) 
A pure public good is characterised by being non-rival in consumption and there is an inability to 
exclude others from its consumption once it is supplied. Markets capture the benefits in relation to the 
consumption of the associated benefits. In comparison, a private good is excludable; its benefits can 
only be attained through the purchasing of goods. Private goods can be considered in relation to the 
willingness to pay (WTP) for the anticipated marginal benefits of consumption. Therefore due to the 
public good property of being non-excludable, pure public goods cannot be supplied privately as it is 
susceptible to the free-rider problem. The correction of this sort of market failure requires appropriate 
government intervention (Berlemann 2009, 421-422) 
The characteristic of being non-rival refers to an individual‘s ability to consume a good or service 
which is not diminished by allowing additional individuals to consume the same good or service (Field 
and Field 2013, 77).  Similarly non-excludability refers to a situation when non-paying individuals 
cannot be excluded from enjoying the benefits of a good or service.  Any individual can consume a 
public good even if it is owned by someone else, e.g. lighthouse. A lighthouse is available for 
everyone in the vicinity. If the services are made available, non-one can be excluded from using the 
service (Berlemann 2009, 422).  
Public goods tend to suffer from the problem of free-riding as people have an incentive to free ride on 
the efforts of others. Free-riding occurs when individual‘s pays less for a good than their willing to pay, 
thus they underpay in relation to the benefits that they receive.  The concern of free-riding is a global 
phenomenon as consumption produces external benefits. Firms will not supply public goods due to 
reduced revenues, thus private firms undersupply such goods and services (Field and Field 2009, 
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80.) The market system is not able to provide sufficient quantities thus non-market institutions require 
collective action. The issue of free-riding can only be corrected with direct government intervention 
and collaboration (Peetz 2009, 709). This is where the public policy objective for environmental quality 
can be addressed to provide adequate solutions. The free-riding approach can be used to negotiate 
with polluters the appropriate ambient air quality that should be achieved. The polluters may hide their 
true preferences in order to avoid the cost of pollution controls. Public goods are decentralised, thus 
the concern of property rights will not bring about efficient outcomes thus government intervention and 
the provision of government revenue is necessary (Field and Field 2009, 198).   
In conclusion, the environmental quality even if the consumer does express their willingness to pay for 
the climate the demand price will likely underestimate the true benefits received. Therefore markets 
cannot provide an efficient allocation of public goods thus intervention is required. The non-
excludability and non-rival nature of public goods tends to make it difficult to indicate the demand and 
supply functions correctly. Governments are required to respond to free riding and preferences 
through the provision of public goods through the existence of revenue expenditure. Pure public 
goods can accommodate any number of users. 
2.2  Impure Public Goods and Open Access Resources (Mixed-Goods) 
There is awareness of the negative spill-over effects from inadequately supplied public goods - 
relating to transitional public goods such as the environmental degradation for example. The benefits 
and costs of transitional public goods can reach one country and in some cases impact upon future 
generations, known as global public goods. There needs to be the provision of public goods and how 
to address the nature of these goods- the benefits or costs and the application of cooperation required 
to provide them. There are different three dimension of the characteristics of public goods—non-
rivalry of benefits, non-exclusion involving nonpayers, and the aggregation of technology. These 
features can impact upon how these public goods are provided in relation to provision efficiency as it 
will help determine whether to contribute and direct contributors to enable them to determine how 
much they are willing to pay (Sandler 2001, 132). 
Transitional public goods can be either partly rival or partly excludable, or both, which are referred to 
as ―impure public goods‖. The characteristic of rival benefits results in congestion or crowding costs if 
the users reduce the quality or quantity for other individuals. Therefore the benefit of public goods to 
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another user does not mean there are zero marginal costs. An impure public good is partially or fully 
rival and non-excludable which leads to the concern of the ―crowding externality‖. The user imposes 
costs that may not be taken account of thus resulting in over-use. There is a reduction in the return 
that a public good provides given each user as the use of a given supply increases. The non-
exclusion characteristic plays a role in the under-provision and over-provision of goods (Sandler 2001, 
133). An example of a rival and non-excludable good is an open access resource there are no defined 
property rights. Therefore there is no incentive for individuals or firms to maintain the good or 
resource to prevent exploitation or degradation of quality (Goodstein 2011, 41).  
Natural capital is an example of open access resources which is a free input in the production and 
consumption process. Therefore:   
o Production and consumption rely on the environmental to provide resources to meet 
demands.  
o The environment is exploited as it is used as a sink for waste materials and pollution.  
The environmental natural capital provides sources and sinks which mean that pollution occurs when 
there is an overuse of sinks, whilst resource degradation occurs when natural resources are exploited 
excessively. The sinks and sources of the environment are not owned. Thus the free-market system 
generates excessive pollution and environmental degradation which is measured in relation to 
economic efficiency, safety and sustainability standards. The concern to open access resources can 
be discussed in relation to the weigh people place on the benefits against the private cost as opposed 
to social costs. There is an over- exploitation of common resources when they are given to be open 
access natural capital. This is referred to as ―the tragedy of the commons‖ (Goodstein 2011, 43).  
2.3 Tragedy of the commons and Environmental Policy  
The common ownership of a resource is linked to the apparent exhaustion viewed within society. The 
issue of over-exploitation is a concern for the world as with modernisation and population pressures, 
the issue of open access exploitation is prevalent and a tragedy of the common is the likely outcome. 
The open access problem discusses why environmental sinks and sources are over exploited and 
hence depleted (Goodstein 2011, 44).  
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Environmental policy involves various environmental regulations, instruments, tools and negotiations 
both internationally and nationally. Environmental policy helps to construct, design and apply 
allocations to help with a particular concern in relation to externalities. The concept of ―Tragedy of the 
Commons‖ is applicable to the environmental of climate change as:  
“The familiarity with this simple but powerful mechanism helps to understand why it generally 
takes a long time to „motivate‟ a vast majority of consumers and/or producers to adopt 
environmenally friendly behaviour, if there is no immediate or direct benefit perceived with 
such behaviour. Theory recommends addressing each individual agent in such a case” 
         (Wiesmeth 2012, 4) 
Pollution taxes are assumed to be punishment for a polluter and a way to solve the issue of the 
tragedy of the commons. The theory indicates that pollution tax is an applicable form of a Pigou Tax 
the equilibrium price is the artificial market price which internalises the externality. Consumers and 
producers will have various ways to react to this new market. The alternatives available will not all be 
environmentally friendly and thus a market analysis is required to understand the individual agents 
involved (Wiesmeth 2012, 4).  
2.4  Theory of Externalities  
Figure 2.0: The Marginal External Cost (MEC) = Marginal Social Costs (MSC) - Marginal Private 
Costs (MPC)  
 
          (Hjalte 1977, 36) 
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When a market has external effects there are two supply curves, representing the operational costs 
within the market when firms are able to pollute. A firm‘s private marginal private cost (MPC) is a 
supply curve, whilst the other supply curve is based on the marginal social costs (MSC) which 
discusses the private and external costs. Therefore the vertical distance between MSC and MPC is 
the Marginal External Cost (MEC). Externalities can be either positive or negative. The benefit of 
production can be conferred upon individuals or firms as a result of the production or consumption 
activities undertaken by others. Production can incur private benefits in relation to the profit to the 
owners of the firm, thus private benefits of consumption are indicated by the utility of consumer. The 
social benefits may exceed private benefits if production or consumptions that enable utility for the 
people concerned with their consumptions and production activities. Therefore prior to intervention the 
quantity produced would have been Q at price P. When the external cost/benefit is incorporated into 
the price thus quantity Q‘ at P‘S is produced such is the socially optimal level. Marginal external cost 
(MEC) is derived through MSC- MPC which provides the overall externality that is apparent (Hjalte 
1977, 36).  
Figure 2.1: Under-Production of Goods Generating Positive Externalities  
 
(Mankiw 2010, 212) 
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The supply curve (MPC) represents the marginal private costs of an individual or firm that is involved 
in an activity. When external costs are accounted for results from the consumption or production 
activity, marginal social costs (MSC) equals marginal private costs thus MPC and MSC intersect. The 
demand curve represents the marginal benefits experienced when an individual or firm engages in 
consumption or production activities. MPB is the marginal private benefit when an individual is 
involved in an activity and MSB is the social and total marginal benefit of the activity. The vertical 
summation of the external marginal external benefits (MEB) and private marginal benefit (MPB) 
represents the externality (Mankiw 2010, 212).  
To maximise its own utility or profit, consumer or firm chooses activity level Q2, where the marginal 
private cost equals the marginal private benefit. However, the external marginal benefit, social 
marginal benefits exceeds the private marginal benefits of the consumer or firm involved. Therefore 
the private activity is not enough for the maximisation of social welfare at point Q1 (Mankiw 2010, 
212) 
Alternatively, when a negative externality is being discussed the total production of the private costs 
of production plus externality exceeds the costs of production of consumption: 
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Figure 2.2: Under-Production of Goods Generating Positive Externalities  
 
(Mankiw 2010) 
The demand curve is the marginal private benefit (MPB) which results from the individual or firm 
engaging in activity. The marginal utility curve represented by MPB when consumption activity is 
occurring, whilst in production activity thus providing the marginal revenue curve. The supply curve 
shown in Figure 2.2 represents the marginal costs as a result of consumption and production activity. 
The MPC curve is the marginal private cost for an individual or firm undertaking the activity. The MSC 
curve represents the social or total marginal costs of engaging in an activity thus it is the vertical 
summation of the marginal external costs (MEC) and Marginal Private Cost (MPC) (Mankiw 2010, 
221).  
The individuals involved in the consumption or production activity maximise their utility or profits by 
equating MPC and MPB which occurs at Q1. This ignores marginal external costs that cause marginal 
social costs to be greater than the marginal social benefits. Therefore social welfare is maximised 
when MSC=MPB at Q2 thus this level of activity is optimal. The level of utility and profit is maximised 
when the consumption or production activity is reduced from the private optimal level of Q1 to Q2, the 
socially optimal level is Q2. The social costs in relation to the marginal social cost will be optimal 
when the firms internalise the external cost of production (Mankiw 2010, 221). 
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The spill-over effects that occur outside a market transaction are not incorporated into transactions. 
Therefore the effect is not incorporated into the overall price of the item. The market fails when the 
price does not include the benefits and costs associated with consumption and production. There will 
be a misallocation of resources if the price does not represent the true cost of production and 
consumption.  Therefore, if consumption generates external benefits the market price undervalues the 
goods and there is under production such is represented in Figure 2.1 where Q1- Q2.  If there is a 
negative externality apparent the market price will not represent the external costs and there will be 
over production of the commodity, such is represented in Figure 2.2 from the point Q2 - Q1. If 
production generates a negative externality, the market will results in an inefficient outcome thus 
providing excess supply and a misallocation of resources. The externality when incorporated provides 
a gain for society, thus individuals are better off. This can be applied to environmental externalities 
that affect resources for example air, water and land all have public good characteristics (Mankiw 
2010, 221-222). 
2.5 Environment Policy Methods  
There is a need to solve the issue of climate change through the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHGs) 
emissions. The consideration of climate science brings about the discussion of market failure, 
government failure and externalities. The important concern in relation to public goods and externality 
leads us to address the environmental issues and lack of property rights. Since some resources are 
not privately owned and are non-exclusive the market operations do not price these resources into the 
cost of production or consumption thus the sub-optimal levels of resources are supplied. There is a 
need for government public policy provisions that correct market failure by providing a market and a 
price for the resource. The alternative policy options need to be considered in relation to the chosen 
policy initiatives to address why Australia‘s climate mitigation plan is to initially implement a carbon 
price that will transition to an ETS on the 1 July 2015. Similarly there needs to be a discussion of 
various economic, political and social opinions in relation to Australia‘s policy choices and a 
comparison to other policy options (refer to Appendix B).  
First the theory of externalities provides two options to address the concern of externality:  
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1) Ronald Coase (1960), property rights can be allocated among those either causing the 
externality or those affected by the externality – which involves bargaining or trading of 
property rights.  
2) The social cost of emissions can be incorporated into emitter‘s costs through a tax. Arthur 
Cecil Pigou (1920) indicated that taxes could be used to enable marginal costs to equal 
marginal damages resulting from pollution (Stern 2010).  
2.5.1 Coase Theorem  
 
The concerns of environmental externalities are apparent due to the property rights to use the 
environmental resources being non-existent or ill-defined. The lack of property rights could be solved 
if there is a clear legal allocation of the rights, so environmental conflicts can be solved privately 
through negotiation. Ronald Coase discussed the issue of externalities in his paper ―The problem of 
Social Cost‖ in 1960 which won a Noble Prize in 1991. The Coase Theorem refers to the appropriate 
allocation of property rights even if externalities are apparent, thus to allow bargaining between the 
affected parties. The efficient outcome can be achieved no matter which party holds the rights. 
However there are two key areas that need to be acknowledged as they are underlying assumptions:  
 
o Transaction costs are zero-cost or are costless 
o Damages are measurable, accessible and accountable.  
 
The Coase Theorem assumes transaction costs are zero and that property rights are defined. 
Therefore resources will be used to enable their highest value to be achieved without the need to 
have government intervention. Property rights are characterised as defining the rights and thus 
allocating resources and assets appropriately. The Theorem discusses that private bargaining will 
tend to produce a socially efficient outcome no matter where liability is assigned (Coase 1960). 
Externalities can be resolved through free market negotiation regardless of who is assigned to the 
liability and property rights. However the Theorem is not always applicable as sometimes negotiating 
is too costly thus it is not feasible. The Theorem has substantial evidence and thus people recognise 
the implications for the government and the law (Nabeem 2010).  
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Since Coase assumes that the negotiation costs are negligible the court could allocate the entitlement 
of the property rights to both parties and the efficient allocation will occur. Therefore the courts 
decisions would be to change the distribution of the costs and benefits that is being incurred by the 
affected parties. Thus Coase Theorem states that if property rights are well defined and there are no 
significant transaction costs that exist, thus an efficient allocation of resources will result even with 
externalities.  
 
Ronald Coase has made an impact upon externalities and policy in relation to the negotiation 
between the parties which can be expected to approximately lead to the efficient level of the 
externality. Therefore in the absence of property rights to an externality there will be an allocation of 
resources that are Pareto optimal and independent of the assigned property rights. The assignment of 
property rights to either the victim or the generator will lead to the efficient result. These negotiations 
are often described as depicting a free market which is the alternative to government regulation. The 
Coase theorem is thought to be the ―free market environmental movement‖ (Hahnel and Sheeran 
2009, 218).  
 
The Coase Theorem can be explained below using the case of a chemical factory and brewery:  
 
Bˋ(x*) - Dˋ(x*) = 0  
 
Let x denote the amount of effluent pollution. Thus if the chemical factory produces output of 
chemicals and the effluent in fixed proportions we can determine the profit function as a function of 
the amount of effluent B(x). The damage the brewery downstream is given by the pollution Dˋ(x*). 
Figure 2.3 below indicates the marginal benefit Bˋ(x*) and marginal damage Dˋ(x*) from pollution. 
Provided we have the assumption that the proﬁts of the two ﬁrms represent the social value of their 
outputs and that the efﬂuent does not impose costs on any other individual, the efﬁcient level of 
pollution maximizes the total proﬁts of the two ﬁrms (x*) satisfying the equation Bˋ(x*) - Dˋ(x*) = 0 
(Gravelle and Rees 2012, 220) 
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Consider two alternative legal situations:  
 
(a) Permissive: The chemical factory has the legal right to discharge the amount of efﬂuent it wants to 
pollute into the stream. It therefore controls x
1
 and would choose a level of Bˋ=0. The level of pollution 
and negatively effects inflicted on the brewery are not considered.  
 
(b) Restrictive: The brewery has the legal right to prevent the chemical works to discharge efﬂuent 
which can be achieved through a court order. In this case the brewery controls the level of pollution 
and chooses a level x
2
, where the costs from the effluent is minimised. A pollution level of zero is also 
an inefficient outcome provided the assumption B(x) and D(x) as the brewery ignores the effect of its 
choices upon the profits of the chemical factory (Gravelle and Rees 2012, 220). 
 
Figure 2.3: Coase Theorem  
 
 
        (Gravelle and Rees 2012, 220)  
 
Since x
1
 and x
2
 are inefficient there is a potential to attain advantages through trade and the existence 
of contracts between the two firms to control the level of pollution. The legal framework would 
consider a reduction from x
1 
to x* to be efficient. The reduction in the chemical factory‘s profits is c the 
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area under B′(x) from x
1
 to x* and the reduction in the brewery‘s cost is c+d, the area under the D′(x) 
from x
1
. The brewery paid the chemical firm c + θd (0 > θ >1) in exchange for a reduction in pollution 
from x
1 
to x* thus enabling an efficient allocation of resources and thus enable both firms to be better 
off. This would enable the brewer‘s profit to increase by (c+d) – (c+θd) = (1-θ)d and the chemical 
factory‘s profit by –c + (c+ θd) = θd. Therefore the contract would generate a combined gain from 
trade of d (Gravelle and Rees 2012, 220) Alternatively if the legal property rights were given to the 
brewery the chemical factory would pay θa +b in exchange for an increase in effluent level from zero 
to x* such would lead to the efficient level of pollution and enable both parties to be better off. The 
payment in relation to the brewery to compensate the increase in costs (b) and the chemical factory 
increase in profit (a+b) which would see an exchange of affluent from zero to x* the efficient level of 
pollution thus allowing both parties to be improved outcomes. A contract will enable trade between the 
two firms (Gravelle and Rees 2012, 221)  
 
This is a simple example of the Coase Theorem, thus bargaining can achieve an efficient allocation of 
resources whatever the property rights. The parties can have a contract to enable the externality to be 
internalised and the party has the legal right to control the level of pollution which will take account of 
the effect upon the other parties. The assignment of property rights does affect the distribution of 
income. The permissive law an efficient bargain increases the polluter‘s profit by θd and under a 
restrictive regime that is an efﬁcient bargain increases it by θa (Gravelle and Rees 2012, 221).. 
 
The private bargaining inefficiencies arise from externalities persist for certain reasons. In some 
situation where there is an externality there may be a failure to agree on the move for efficient 
allocations. The free-rider problem, for example is difﬁcult for the polluter to control the pollution level 
for a particular victim. Reductions in pollution will tend to beneﬁt the victims. ―The individual victims 
will have a reduced incentive to contract individually with the polluter, since they will beneﬁt from 
contracts made between the polluter and other victims to whom they are not a party. Similarly, a 
contract between the polluter and a voluntary association of victims: it will be difﬁcult to exclude those 
who do not pay for a reduction in pollution from beneﬁting‖. The legal situation may not be well 
deﬁned, thus it is not clear whether the polluter has the legal right to pollute or his victim has the right 
to protect the area from pollution. The use of the courts to determine the ownership of the ―right to 
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pollute‖ can be costly, even when pollution costing is not competitive. A polluter may act like a 
monopolist in respect to changes to the level of pollution, thus there is an interest in public 
intervention as a resolution to the concern of externality (Gravelle and Rees 2012, 226). 
 
The limitation of the application of the Coase Theorem (1960) is that it is not politically feasible to 
apply the concern of property rights over non-excludable public goods such as natural open access 
resources. Therefore if the resources are privately owned their degradation would affect so many 
people that the transaction costs involved in negotiations are excessive. The non-excludability of 
resources makes it impossible for property rights to be allocated (Gravelle and Rees 2012, 226).  
 
In conclusion, the application of the Coase Theorem may not be politically feasible due to it not being 
possible to give a strict definition to property rights over non-exclusionary public goods in particularly 
open access natural capital such as the environmental or the ocean. If the resources were privately 
owned their degradation would impact upon so many individuals that the transaction costs involved in 
negotiations would be extremely large. In addition non-exclusion from the use of resources may make 
it effectively impossible for the property rights to be assorted and assigned (Elkins 1999, 240).  
2.5.2 Pigouvian tax 
A carbon tax is levied by government on the volume of greenhouse emissions and thus imposes a 
fixed price for carbon involving certainty to the price of emissions. The impact of the volume of 
emissions is uncertain as the result is reliant on the price elasticity of supply and demand of emission 
intensive goods. This will make targets for emission reduction difficult to define (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics Information Paper: Recordation Emissions Reduction Schemes in ABS Statistics 2012). 
 
Pigou‘s treatment of externalities involves a tax based on marginal damages that are caused by 
carbon emissions. This can be seen in Figure 2.4 below, the appropriate tax would be equal to the 
social cost of carbon at the point where it is equal to marginal abatement costs. Therefore the emitters 
will decide upon the appropriate abatements costs and weigh up the available options to reduce 
emissions. Pigou (1920) indicates that externalities can be mitigated through taxes and subsidies. He 
showed that taxes can be used to establish a marginal cost to a polluter, which equals marginal 
damages caused by their pollution levels (Atkinson and Stern 1974).  
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Figure 2.4: Pigouvian Tax 
 
         (Elkins 2000) 
The private party that engaged in consumption or production activity maximises his or her own utility 
or profit by equating MPC and MR, which occurs at activity level Qp. This level of activity ignores the 
external marginal costs that cause social marginal costs to exceed the marginal social benefits at that 
level of activity. Social welfare is maximised if the activity is carried only to the level Qe, where MSC= 
MR. The point of view is that all parties involved, utility or profit are maximised if consumption or 
productivity is reduced from the private optimal level Qc to the socially optimal level Qe. The policy 
concern is to persuade the producer to reduce their production so that their emissions fall to Qe, the 
socially optimal level. This can be achieved by levying a tax called a Pigouvian Tax, equal to T per 
unit of emission which is equal to the marginal social damages, which is represented by (MPC+T) 
curve. This tax will result in either the producer reducing the level of production or to abate emission 
so that they fall to the efficient level of Qe (Elkins 2000).  
 
Taxes are an economic policy tool to deal with the unfavourable externalities. Pigou in (1932) 
suggested that output of industries producing unfavourable externalities should be taxed. However 
taxing output of an industry is not usually the most efficient means of controlling unfavourable 
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externality, for example effluents. The tax on emission has two main advantages. The first is that 
taxes raise government revenue for a given level of government expenditure, which will possibly allow 
other taxes within the economy to be reduced. The purpose of such taxes is not to generate public 
revenue but to improve the allocative efficiency of resources. The more successful a tax is in reducing 
pollution or the negative externality, the smaller the level of public revenue attained. Secondly tax on 
emissions provides a continuing incentive for polluters to reduce emissions. When a tax is imposed, it 
encourages firms to seek new low-cost ways to reduce emissions, regardless of how much 
abatement is already occurring, since such technology would exempt firm from taxation. The result is 
that resources allocation will shift towards to socially optimal level of activity (Tisdell 2003, 236).  
 
There are limitations of a policy such as a carbon tax as it is difficult to set taxes on emission because 
it requires extensive monitoring to make sure that the level of pollution is not exceeded. Also there are 
rival interest groups and political pragmatism that would see it difficult to implement Pigouvian Taxes. 
There is another limitation in that a Pigouvian tax damage function or marginal external costs of 
pollution are unknown. Therefore, if the marginal external cost of pollution is not known with certainty 
it is difficult to set the optimal tax level. The idea that the optimal tax can be calculated is not accurate 
(Tisdell 2003,236).  
 
Taxes are unlikely to be responsive to changing circumstances. They are not automatically adjusted 
for inflation nor do they automatically change supply and demand conditions in an industry that may 
cause marginal externalities. A carbon tax is not favoured by polluters as compared to other methods, 
for example, restriction on quantity of emissions it is likely to reduce their income or rent. The 
advantage of the tax policy is to encourage innovation and technological progress to reduce the size 
of the unfavourable externality (Tisdell 2013, 236). 
 
The Australian Government is a proponent for a price on carbon to provide the basis for emission 
reductions. Carbon taxes can apply easily and avoid governments to make discretionary decision 
about which firms should be given the right to pollute. Carbon taxes provide certainty about the 
marginal cost of mitigation. This system does require reassessment of the relationship between the 
rate of tax and the level of emissions. Market failure of climate change is to be corrected by creating a 
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market though the imposition of a tax and thus creating a price for emissions. The Pigouvian Tax is 
the policy theory that Australia‘s Carbon Price Mechanism is based upon, which leads to the 
discussion of Australia‘s carbon price (Atkinson and Stern 1974).  
Australia’s Carbon Price 
―The introduction of carbon price to correct for the external costs of emissions in itself is an economic 
reform where the benefits fair outweigh the costs‖ (Garnaut 2011, 68). The issue of market failure will 
see the incentives associated with a carbon price as it will enable the public provision to support 
investment in research and development of low-emissions technologies. A carbon price will see the 
market change their decisions to account for the cost of climate change. It is a policy that is less 
distortionary and less economically costly form of taxation in comparison to the other areas in which 
the Australian Government raises revenue (Garnaut 2011, 69). 
 
Climate change involves social costs that are not realised by emitters, thus the cost of damage to the 
climate is not included in the cost of goods being consumed. Externality is a cost being imposed by a 
transaction on a person who was not a party involved in the transaction. The economy proposes a 
cost on emissions which should be the effective cost to society borne by both the producer and the 
rest of society, or the social marginal cost (Phillips et al 2010, 3). 
 
A market-based approach that addresses the costs associated with emissions and makes their 
private decision influence consumption and production patterns. The emissions intensive level of 
products will be discouraged whilst low-emissions products will become of particular interest within 
the economy due to lower economic costs. Thus production techniques will be influenced to see low-
emission products become more efficient to produce (Garnaut 2011, 7).  
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The global challenge is to reduce emissions to meet the world‘s commitment to limit temperatures 
increases to 2°C.  
―The cost of reducing emissions will come straight away. The benefits of reducing damage of 
climate change will come later – many of them to later generations of Australians‖ 
(Garnaut 2011, x).  
The 2008 Garnaut Review recommended that in the absence of an effective global treatment 
Australia should implement an emissions trading scheme (ETS) although it was recommended to 
begin with a fixed price period. Thus provide a target and the emissions permit price will become 
flexible when there were rules and the relevant opportunity to enable international trade in permits.  
 
A carbon price is an effective and efficient means to enable a transition to a low carbon economy. 
Market failure needs to be addressed as the cost of greenhouse gas emissions is imposed on others.  
 
o Environmental integrity – confidence that genuine emission reductions have been achieve on 
the scale required 
o Cost-effectiveness- emissions reductions should be achieved at least policies and using 
revenue from the scheme to reduce the costs of mitigation.  
o Swift revision of the scheme in response to the recommendations of regular, transparent and 
independent reviews – sound independent governance will increase the chances that the 
scheme moves to its optimal design over time. 
o Autonomy- the scheme should minimise reliance on recurring judgement by government, and 
instead harness the efficiency of the market within an independently managed framework.  
(Garnaut 2011, 69) 
The criteria for assessing the options from carbon pricing models include:  
o Administration and transaction costs 
o The ability to provide confidence for investors and participants  
o Opportunities to support and link to existing and emerging international markets 
(Garnaut 2011, 70) 
There are varying models for placing a price on carbon, options include models that set limits on the 
quantity of emissions whilst varying the price and other models set the price and enable the quantity 
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of permits to vary. The carbon price models characteristics include that there are price signals and 
they promote increased efficiency benefits in comparison to regulations. Most carbon price models 
generate income for the government (Garnaut 2011, 70).  
 
The emissions trading scheme (ETS) with a fixed priced (increasing) period has advantages. For 
example, the fixed price period can provide steadiness when a floating price would be volatile whilst 
the scheme is being the focus of political dispute. The firms will be able to understand their 
compliance requirements under the scheme and it will see Australia move towards quantity 
constraints as the scheme and level of confidence becomes more prominent. The approach enables 
gradual capacity as it will allow the establishment and testing of the institutions and administration 
infrastructures (Garnaut 2011, 70). 
 
The fixed-priced period based on the carbon-pricing mechanism will be fixed for the first three years 
which will provide stability and predictability. This will enable businesses to understand there 
regulatory obligations and thus enable a reduction in their emissions. During the fixed price period the 
Government will sell an unlimited number of Australian carbon units at the fixed price which is 
relevant to the year. The entities will be able to surrender the carbon permits although they cannot be 
traded or bank for future use. The fixed price period include the following:  
o $23 a tonne in 2012–13 
o $24.15 a tonne in 2013–14, and 
o $25.40 a tonne in 2014–15 
The fixed price period will see liable entities be required to discharge 75 per cent of their estimated 
liability by 15
 
June of the fixed charge year. This is possible by the surrendering of the required units 
or by paying the emissions shortfall charge. The liable entities will surrender the rest of their liability by 
1 February in the following year or pay a unit shortfall charge to address the remaining liability 
concern. There will be a provision of assistance provided in the form of ―free carbon units‖ which will 
be allocated freely to trade-exposed industries. These can be traded privately or sold to the 
Government until February after the financial year in which they were allocated. These free permit 
allocations cannot be banked. The liable entities will be able to surrender the Carbon Farming 
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Initiative units or provide eligible international unit to meet their carbon pollution liabilities. There will 
be no international trading during the fixed-priced period (Climate Energy Regulator 2013).  
International trade abatement is important to the efficient global mechanism to tackle climate change. 
The transition from a fixed price period to floating price will enable the linking with other schemes 
which will make emissions reductions occur where it is the most cost-effective. The advantages to 
emissions trading compared to a carbon tax or emissions trading scheme with a fixed price is that it 
will facilitate international trade (Garnaut 2011, 70). 
 
Since Australia has resource endowments and a comparative advantage is emissions-intensive 
industries it will see the nation be an importer of permits and an exporter of emission-intensive 
products. Therefore Australia lacks the ability to meet low-cost abatement on a scale required to meet 
projected targets. The opportunity to trade emission permits will enable Australia to commit to global 
action of climate change mitigation at a lower cost than possible without international linkage (Garnaut 
2011, 70).  
  
The emission trading scheme implementation with a fixed-price has relevant points that need 
consideration:  
 The starting price  
 How much to increase the carbon price in subsequent years  
 Timing 
 Conditions 
 The ability to transition to an emissions trading with a price set by the ―market exchange‖  
(Garnaut 2011, 70).  
Australia needs to have a mitigation policy that will promote effective global agreement to mitigate 
climate change. Therefore this must be a concern when policy makers that set the initial domestic 
carbon price. The price must consider how Australia can contribute to the global effort by allowing 
commitments to be met to enable emission reductions that have been discussed with the international 
community to be achieved. The initial price shall see Australia in a good position to meet the future 
emission reductions and the world challenge to mitigate climate change. Thus if Australia set the 
initial price too high it will mean that the transition will be unnecessarily costly which would make the 
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sustainability of the scheme be questioned. If the initial price is set to low this could see transaction 
costs be experienced for no real gain. This would affect Australia‘s ability to meet the emission 
reduction targets of both Australia and the international community. If there is no expected link 
between the policy and the objective of mitigation, the level of credibility of the scheme will be 
criticised.  
 
Australia‘s policy setting and commitments are related to the initial starting carbon price. Australia has 
an unconditional target to reduce emissions level by 5 per cent in 2020 relative to 2000 emission 
levels which has bipartisan support. The Copenhagen commitments in relation to international 
agreement in December 2009 provided the framework for the international agreement at Cancun in 
December 2010. The modelling by Garnaut indicates that to meet the target, Australia requires a 
carbon price of approximately $26/ t CO2 in 2012.  
 
The scheme should allow an unlimited permit importation level, thus allowing Australia to have an 
excessive amount of permits relative to the suggested amount of permits indicated by the target. The 
importation of permits must comply with the criteria that the international permits have integrity. ―There 
must be real reductions in emissions in partner countries with hard targets and they must not be 
counted against the targets of the countries from which they have been purchased‖ (Garnaut 2011, 
71) Trading partners must have targets regardless of whether they are calculated on the percentage 
reduction of emissions in a base year or a reduction in emissions intensity. The 5 per cent target is 
based on the net and not upon the domestic emissions reduction (Garnaut 2011, 71-72).  
 
The target needs to be adjusted in relation to the level of international action, with the objective to 
meet the international commitment to hold global temperatures rises below 2°C. The linking of carbon 
markets will occur with more stability if both Australian and international carbon prices are near 
equivalence or the gap is not large. The recommended Australian carbon price is between $20 and 
$30. The carbon price rate of increase will need to balance the following considerations which include 
Australia‘s contribution to global goals, existing commitments, domestic credibility and the 
consideration of other countries climate change mitigation policies and the implicit carbon prices  
          (Garnaut 2011, 72). 
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The Treasury modelling assumes that carbon prices are initially fixed, after the fixed price period 
Australian price follows the international price through linking either in a multilateral or bilateral 
market. Australia‘s carbon price will be equated to the global price thus adjusted for exchange rates. It 
is expected that the carbon price will increase 2.5 per cent on average plus inflation thus following the 
international carbon price and the depreciation of the Australian dollar. If the international carbon price 
is to increase there need to be a stabilisation of targets in order to reduce emissions. Please refer 
Figure below, which discusses the predicted international prices. For example by 2020 the carbon 
price is expected to be approximately $60/t CO2.  
Figure 2.5 Carbon Price Treasury Modelling 
 
          (Treasury 2011, 89) 
2.5.3 Pigouvian Subsidy  
A pigouvian subsidy is essentially a negative tax. Therefore, instead of taxing the activity that cause 
pollution, a subsidy scheme subsidies activities or goods that have a positive environmental effect. A 
subsidy is a policy tool that creates the same incentive as a tax for the parties, which involves altering 
their behaviour and internalising the externality. A subsidy acts as a reward for reducing emissions. 
The government would pay a polluter a certain amount per tonne of emissions, for every tonne of 
emissions it reduced. This brings about an opportunity cost, as when a polluter chooses to emit a unit 
of pollution, it is effectively forgoing a subsidy payment that it could have been endowed with, if it 
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instead chose to withhold that unit of effluent. The concept of abatement subsidy is depicted in Figure 
2.6 below:  
Figure 2.6 Pigouvian Subsidy  
 
          (Elkins 2000) 
 
Therefore to maximise one‘s own utility or profit, the consumer or firm selects activity level Q, where 
the marginal social cost equals marginal private benefits. The marginal social benefits exceed the 
private marginal benefits of the consumer or firm engaging in the activity, thus there are external 
marginal benefits. The private activity will not be undertaken far enough for maximisation of social 
welfare at Qe. In order to achieve the optimal level of activity, a subsidy (s) is paid to the firm in the 
amount required for marginal social benefits to equal marginal private benefits.  
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There are three types of subsidy schemes possible:  
1) Pay polluter  to reduce emissions e.g. Pay a fee per unit of reduction  
2) Subsidise technology and equipment that will reduce pollution through provision of tax 
breaks for cleaner technologies 
3) Subsidies green goods – offer tax cuts or grants to buyer 
(Field and Field 2009, 245) 
There are two possible limitations of Pigouvian subsidies:  
o There is a risk that the community may expect financial incentive before they undertake 
environmental work 
o Firms will be earning higher profits after the imposition of a subsidy. This can have the effect 
of making this industry more attractive for new firms. This may result in the level of firm 
specific emission to decrease. However, subsidies market, new entrants may see industry 
increase which would have the effect of increasing the total level of emissions.  
2.5.4 Command and Control  
Environmental regulation involves command and control policies, which see a maximum pollution 
standard set by policy makers (―command‖) and an agency then enforces (―control‖). Command and 
control mechanisms operate through three main means:  
 Ambient standards – amount of a pollutant that can be emitted within a specific environment 
measured in parts per million (ppm) 
 Performance-based emissions standard – provide maximum level of a pollutant that may be 
emitted by a certain entity.  
 Technology-based emission standards – the limits must be accomplished using the identified 
―best‖ technology.  
 (Phillips et al 2012, 29) 
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2.5.5 Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) 
A cap-and-trade scheme also referred to as an ETS which involves a set cap on the total number of 
emissions for a specified period and the government issues permits to emit that amount. The permits 
need to be sold or issued freely by the government which are then traded by the purchasers who are 
not required to be liable greenhouse gas emitters. The permits must see the government by liable 
GHG emitters to discharge their emission liability. The ETS is favoured by the Kyoto Protocol 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics Information Paper: Recordation Emissions Reduction Schemes in 
ABS Statistics 2012). 
 
The cap-and-trade scheme is based on the idea of the Coase Theorem, governments provide 
tradable permits that enable holders of the permits to emit a designated volume of greenhouse gas 
emissions into the atmosphere, A permit is an instrument that have well defined property rights and 
the amount of permits available to the holder determines the total of greenhouse gas emissions that is 
emitted into the atmosphere. Therefore emissions trading scheme will correct the major market failure 
associated with climate change to enable the right to pollute as it is a tradeable good (Garnaut 2011)  
There is a required price on carbon in order to implement emissions trading scheme. The property 
rights are characterised by the allowance being allocated among those causing the externality and 
those affected which is the reason for trade and bargaining. The trade and bargaining situation are 
determined by the market. Therefore an emission trading scheme is reliant on market forces such is 
critical to develop the operational changes and alternative technologies needed to lower carbon 
dioxide emission levels (Gaurnat 2011).  
 
The market equilibrium in a cap-and-trade system will be a cost-effective allocation of tradable rights. 
The overall cost of enabling aggregate emission reduction will be minimised and the final allocation of 
permits will be independent of the initial allocation of rights. The independence property is important 
as it means that governments can have a pollution reduction target for cap-and-trade system by 
setting the cap and leaving the legislature to support the program by enabling allowances to interests 
without affecting either environmental performance of the system or its aggregate social costs.  
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The Coase theorem is closely related to the market equilibrium in a cap-and-trade system as it 
provides cost-effective and independent initial allocation of tradeable rights in relation to permits. The 
cost of enabling emissions reductions will be minimised and the final allocation of permits are 
independent of the initial allocation known as the independence property which is related to the 
general equilibrium theory. Markets are complete and outcomes are efficient after transfer among 
agents. The independence property is the reason why the cap-and-trade systems have been 
employed and it is the preferred instrument in a variety of environmental policy settings. Emissions 
cap-and-trade systems in which the government specifies a level of pollution, which distributes the 
allowance in relation to the number of permits that can be, traded (Hahnel et al 2012).  
 
The environmental economics problem in design policy instruments that are efficient  in the sense that 
they equate marginal social benefits with marginal social cost, both taxes and cap and trade can 
accomplish this principle provided the regulators has adequate information on damages. The design 
policy instruments those are likely to achieve aggregate environmental targets at the lowest cost. The 
cost-effectiveness challenge can be meet by either taxes or cap and trade.  
 
Australia is faced with the concern to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A market-based price on 
emissions will see the cost that atmospheric carbon imposes on society and thus be implicit within the 
production and consumption costs. Therefore firms and households are asked to adapt to the carbon 
costs and incorporate them into the price or alternatively find solutions to reduce emissions. The 
alternative policy approach is by regulation through which firms and individuals are required by law to 
reduce the level of emission-intensive activities to an extent that meets the required emissions 
targets. This approach involves controlling decisions by firms and individuals through calculations of 
activities that will enable emission reductions to be achieved at the least possible cost (Garnaut 2011, 
68)  
 
Coase (1960) solving the problem of pollution clarifies the poorly defined property rights. The property 
rights to clean air and water are ill-defined thus the rights to these can be traded in a market. The 
agents can allocate the use of these resources in a cost-effective way. The system of transferable 
permits could provide market solution, the regulars need to focus on the total quantity of emissions 
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cap and thus distribute the rights to this total. The final allocation of the permits does not depend on 
the initial allocation.  Property tights relevant to firms have the incentive to exploit potential gains from 
trade. A functioning market and a permit price will not be altered by the initial allocation of permits as 
the initial provision does not affect firm‘s marginal abatement cost functions (Hahnel et al 2012) 
 
This independence property is of central political importance and is an essential reason that cap-and-
trade systems have been employed in representative democracies, where distributional issues may 
be of paramount importance in mustering support for a policy.
5
 In principle, the government can set 
the overall emissions cap—whether it is on the basis of economic efficiency or, more likely, some 
other grounds—and then leave it up to the legislature to allocate the available number of allowances 
among sources (locations) to build a constituency of support for the initiative without reducing the 
system‘s environmental performance or driving up its cost (Hahnel et al 2012).  
 
The notion is that a cap-and trade program is that permits, shares or allowances are granted by 
auction or some other mechanism, to polluting firms, as predetermined by the regulators cap on 
emissions. The tradability of these permits governs the pollution level of the environment, as the cap 
on the total number of permits issued within the market guarantees that the overall environmental 
target will be achieved. The scheme will see, for every unit of pollution emitted, firms are required to 
surrender one unit of allowance. Abatement decisions are made by the firms, in comparing the market 
price for emission permits and the cost of additional abatement. Polluters with lower marginal 
abatement costs would voluntarily control their abatement levels and sell their excess permits to firms 
that have higher abatement costs (Stern 2007, 359). The concept of tradable permits scheme as 
illustrated in Figure 2.7 below:  
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Figure 2.7 Tradable Permits 
 
          (Hackett 2006) 
 
Diagram A represents buyer firm with high abatement costs, where the permit price lies below the 
firms marginal cost of abatement P. The firm buys permits to reach its emission goal of Q. Section A, 
shows the costs savings achieved through the purchase of permits. Diagram B, represents a seller 
firm with low abatement costs, where the marginal abatement costs P‘ lies below the permit price P*. 
The firm reduces its emissions to its objective of Q‘* and sells its excess permits at a profit, achieving 
net benefit of section B (Hackett 2006). ―Markets will organise themselves without much political 
intervention and resistance of business actors to environmental protection measures‖ (Phillips et al 
2010, 3).  
 
The Australian emissions trading scheme will link with the European Union Emissions Trading System 
(EU ETS), which will produce the world‘s largest carbon market and will influence the global transition 
to a low carbon economy. This will see Australia‘s liable entities have access to a range of credible 
international units and there opportunity to reduce emissions costs by increasing the availability of 
abatement options. Linking simplifies the compliance obligations for multinational companies that face 
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carbon liabilities in both Australian and Europe (Australian Government, Clean Energy Future 2013).  
For further information in relation to Australian emission trading scheme please refer to Chapter 3.  
2.5.6 Conclusion  
Public goods such as the environment are part of the free market thus to price goods and services to 
meet the socially acceptable level of pollution will help diminish the existence of externalities. 
Government intervention is required due to the characteristics of public goods, which are the non-
excludability of both natural sources and sinks. Negative externalities result in inefficient outcomes 
where the private costs of consumption or production are weighted above the social costs of society. 
The theoretical premise for Coase or Pigou is that there is a reoccurring issue of market failure 
between both public goods and externalities in the absence of well-defined property rights and prices.  
Carbon pricing and emission permits are two feasible options for carbon reduction policies to ensure a 
socially optimal level of emissions and to correct market failure globally. This is why Australia has 
implemented a price on carbon which will subsequently transition to an emission trading scheme. A 
carbon pricing scheme in Australia is an effective and efficient means to allow the economy to 
transition to a low carbon economy and to improve energy efficiency through encouraging a shift to 
low carbon alternatives of electricity generation. Initially, the price on carbon for one tonne of carbon 
is fixed at $23 for the 2012–13 financial year. The fixed price will then rise by 2.5% a year, until a 
transition to an emissions trading scheme in 2015–16, where the available permits will be limited in 
line with a pollution cap. The pricing is based on the a reform package called the Clean Energy Plan, 
which aims to reduce greenhouse gas emission in Australia by 5% below 2000 levels by 2020 and 
80% below 2000 levels by 2050. The plan sets out to achieve these targets by encouraging 
Australia's largest emitters to increase energy efficiency and invest in sustainable energy. The 
scheme will be administered by the Clean Energy Regulator. Compensation to industry and 
households is being funded by the revenue derived from the price on carbon.  
The aim of Chapter 3 is to discuss the concept of tradable emissions permits and its applicability to 
Australia‘s situation. I will present the design features of both the Australian and European em ission 
trading scheme. There will be presentation of the key concerns prevalent in relation to the transition 
from a fixed priced period to an emission trading scheme for Australia, which will see Australia link to 
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the European Union Emission trading scheme (EU-ETS). This will be on basis of European design 
flaws, timing and the accuracy of carbon pricing forecasts.  
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Chapter 3: Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) 
3.0 Introduction   
Carbon pricing has been relevant to ongoing consideration in Australia since the 2008 Australian 
Government announced a Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS), a cap-and-trade emissions 
trading scheme is designed to reduce Australia‘s greenhouse gas emissions. The legislation to 
establish the scheme was rejected in Australian Parliament twice and was reintroduced to Parliament 
with amendments on 2 February 2010. In September 2010, the Government announced the 
establishment of the Multi-Party Climate Change Committee (MPCCC) to consult and report to 
Cabinet through the Minister for Climate Change and Energy Efficiency, who will provide advice and 
participate to increase community consensus to act on climate change mitigation. The Government 
and the Multi-Party Climate Change Committee provided information to allow the Carbon Price 
Mechanism to be announced. Similarly on 10 July 2011, the Government provided the Clean Energy 
Plan, which included the Carbon Pricing Mechanism and a transition to an emissions trading scheme 
(ETS).  
Australia introduced a price on carbon to support our transition to a low carbon economy. The carbon 
pricing mechanism started on 1 July 2012. It applies to Australia‘s biggest polluters who have to 
report on, and pay a price for; their carbon pollution thus providing incentives to reduce emissions 
(refer to Appendix A for list of liable entities). The price is fixed each year for the first three years and 
it started at $23 a tonne in 2012–13 and from 2015–16 the price will be set by the international market 
price of permits. The Clean Energy Acts enacts a carbon price as a foundation to the introduction of 
an ETS (Australian Bureau of Statistics Information Paper: Recordation Emissions Reduction 
Schemes in ABS Statistics 2012). 
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The Clean Energy Act 2011 indicates that there must be a database kept, known as the Liable 
Entities Public Information Database (LEPID). The LEPID includes legal persons that are believed to 
potentially be liable entity for the eligible financial year. The liable entities must meet the criteria 
specified under the Clean Energy Act 2011: to have their name appear in LEPID. The LEPID for 
2012-2013 financial year can be viewed as a state and territory breakdown as of May 2013 of the 374 
potentially liable entities published on LEPID:  
o 90 operate solely in New South Wales and Australian Capital Territory  
o 82 operate solely in Queensland 
o 64 operate solely in Victoria 
o 62 operate solely in Western Australia 
o 15 operate solely in South Australia 
o 8 operate solely in Tasmania 
o 6 operate solely in Northern Territory  
o 47 liable entities have operations across multiple states  
(Clean Energy Regulator LEPID for 2012-2013 Financial year, 2013) 
LEPID is updated on the basis of information available which may include liable entities reported 
emissions and emissions unit information. There may be changes to the list of liable entities due to 
changes to corporate structure, divestment, expected change in liability, expected changes in 
emission levels and the number of permits surrendered. The database will be updated when 
information becomes available.  
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In addition, the following are added to the database as information becomes available:  
o Emissions numbers 
o Estimate of total emissions 
o Unit shortfalls 
o Unpaid unit shortfall charges 
o Relinquishment requirements  
o Unpaid administrative penalties 
o Number of relinquished units 
o Correction of rectification 
(Clean Energy Regulator LEPID 2013) 
3.1 Carbon price mechanism  
The carbon pricing mechanism is an emissions trading scheme that places a price on Australia's 
carbon pollution. It was introduced by the clean energy legislation and applies to Australia's liable 
entities that are the largest carbon emitters. This will see the liable entities be accountable for their 
annual carbon emissions. The liability involves 60% of Australia's carbon emissions including from 
electricity generation, stationary energy, landfills, wastewater, industrial processes and fugitive 
emissions. The carbon pricing mechanism will see large businesses and industrial facilities meet their 
carbon responsibilities (Clean Energy Regulator 2013). The top 50 polluters are listed below in Figure 
3.0. There is a common theme in relation to the top polluter, as these companies are mainly from 
steel, mining or energy industry. Since these industries are highly energy intensive and thus produce 
a large proportion of emissions.  
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Figure 3.0: Australia's Top 50 Polluting Companies 
 
    (Climate Institute Action Plan on Pollution and Climate Change 2010) 
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3.1.1 How does the carbon pricing mechanism work 
The liable entities listed (LEPIDs) are required to report annually on their emissions or potential 
emissions under the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 (NGER Act).The liable 
entities will be required at the end of the financial year to submit one carbon unit for every tonnes of 
carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2) emissions that have been produced, which provides the economic 
incentive to reduce pollution levels (Clean Energy Regulator 2013). 
There are two stages to the carbon pricing mechanism:  
o Fixed price: The carbon price is fixed for the first three years in 2012-13 it is $23 per tonne of 
carbon, in 2013-14 the carbon price will be $24.15 and 2014-15 it will be $25.40 a tonne of 
carbon. The liable entities will see the purchase of units to meet their emission levels; these 
purchase units cannot be traded or banked. 
o Flexible price—will commence from 1 July 2015 the price on carbon will be set by the market. 
The units can be auctioned by the Clean Energy Regulator—auctioning units will occur from 
the first half of 2014, prior to the commencement of the flexible price period. The number of 
pollution permits that are issued will be limited; the cap will be set by regulation. 
The liability entities are required to surrender the sufficient number of permits or the entity must pay 
the ―unit shortfall-charge‖:  
Fixed Price Period: 
The carbon price was expected to apply to 294 of the nation‘s largest carbon polluters involving 2012-
13. The emission units are equivalent to ETS permits they will be issued at the fixed priced period. 
The carbon price will be replaced by the ETS in July 2015. The fixed price period has certain requires 
which include a carbon unit (tonne of CO2) that has a fixed price, initially for $23. The emissions are 
taxable and are recorded by the Clean Energy Regulator. The entities are liable to pay 75% of their 
tax liability payable by mid-June. The final acquittal is due to the following February, for example 
February 2014 for the 2012-13 tax year. The registered parties can purchase permits from the 
Government at any time at a discounted fixed price (the permits cannot be traded, but the 
Government may buy them back and there may be some limited transferability). There will be free 
permits issued to disadvantaged parties, for example trade exposed industries (the Government will 
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buy back permits at a discounted value). The permits will be recorded in a register system maintained 
by the Clean Energy Regulator. Foreign issued permits will not be acceptable to discharge a tax 
liability (Australian Bureau of Statistics Information Paper: Recordation Emissions Reduction 
Schemes in ABS Statistics 2012, 10). 
Flexible Price Period 
o (2012 to 2015) - The charge is set at 130 per cent of the fixed price for the relevant fixed price 
year 
o (From 2015 onwards) – When the carbon price mechanism moves from the flexible price 
period, the unit shortfall will involve a 200 per cent of the benchmark involving the average 
auction price for the period.  
(Clean Energy Regulator 2013) 
The existence of the shortfall will provide the incentive to submit permits under the mechanism 
instead of paying for the shortfall-charge which is more costly. There are conditions that apply for the 
flexible priced period. For example large emitters will need to acquire and surrender carbon emission 
permits for every tonne of CO2 equivalent emissions. The number of permits will be capped and there 
will be some permits allocated freely approximately 30% whilst the remaining 70% of permits will be 
auctioned in advance to the flexible price period. The details of the mechanisms for auctions, for 
example vintages and reserve prices are still being determined. The first auction is likely to occur in 
2014. The GHGs emitters will be required to participate in the first year accounting for 75 per cent of 
Australia‘s total carbon emissions.  
Any entity will be able to buy permits which include banks and non-residents and the permits will be 
transferable in secondary markets. The derivatives will be permitted, for example, future contract and 
options to provide risks management strategies. The Government buy back option which existed 
during the fixed price period will not be available. Foreign permits up to 50% of liability will be 
acceptable for surrender to meet emission levels (Australian Bureau of Statistics Information Paper: 
Recordation Emissions Reduction Schemes in ABS Statistics 2012, 10-11). 
The flexible price period will have a pollution cap on annual greenhouse gas emissions from all 
covered sources of carbon pollution. There will be no limit on specific sectors, firms or facilities. The 
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Government will auction and issue Australia with carbon units up to the quantity of the pollution cap. 
The carbon price will be implemented by the market. The entities will buy the number of carbon 
permits required to meet their pollution obligations. The entities that value them the most will pay the 
most to acquire them. Therefore it may be cheaper to reduce pollution than to buy carbon units. The 
opportunity for banking and to limit borrowing of carbon units is possible in the flexible price period to 
provide efficiency within the carbon market. This will allow units to be surrendered in the later years 
instead of using them in their vintage year. The unlimited banking of carbon units is acceptable in the 
flexible price period. The liable entities can meet their obligations with eligible international units for up 
to 50 per cent of an entity‘s annual liability. The liable entities will see the carbon price satisfy liability 
by discussing the ―eligible emission units‖. The emission units represent the one tonne of carbon 
pollution permits in relation to carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. The emission units used from the 
entities account will be recorded in the Australian National Registry of Emissions units (ANREU) by an 
electronic notice that will acknowledge the Clean Energy Regulator of the transactions. The eligible 
emissions unit include: 
o a carbon unit 
o an eligible Australian carbon credit unit (ACCU), or 
o an eligible international emissions unit. 
(Clean Energy Regulator 2013) 
3.1.1 How is Liability Determined?  
The entities that are liable will exceed the threshold for the covered Scope 1 emissions, or if they 
supply or use natural gas. The Scope 1 emissions coverage will see those that emit 25,000 tonnes of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions per year. The emissions types covered in Scope 1 include the 
following:  
o carbon dioxide (CO2) 
o methane (CH4) 
o nitrous oxide (N2O), or 
o perfluorocarbons specified in the NGER  
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The emissions are measured in carbon dioxide equivalence (CO2 –e). The equivalence measure of 
global warming is that each greenhouse gas is to be standardised in relation to carbon dioxide. 
Entities are not liable for Scope 2 emissions such that are released into the atmosphere through 
activities that generate electricity, heating, cooling or steam consumed.  
Entities are not liable for emissions from the operation of a facility include the following: 
a) Agricultural emissions are involved in the carbon price mechanism. The Carbon Farming 
Initiative (CFI) will see the farmers and other managers earn carbon credits for storing carbon 
or reducing greenhouse gas emissions. There is an exclusion of the soil-related emissions 
that is limited to the emissions that result from or are produced in the soil. Carbon-capture 
and storage or emissions from landfill operations are not exempt.  
b) Emissions from particular fuels which are excisable or subject to customs duty: Liquid 
petroleum-fuel, liquefied petroleum gas, liquefied natural gas and compressed natural gas 
which have excise or customs duty are not covered emissions when these fuels are 
combusted in the operation of a facility or consumed in transport .  
c) Fugitive emissions from decommissioned underground coal mines. The fugitive emissions 
from decommissioned underground mines are not a part of the covered emissions.  
d) Legacy emissions from the operation of landfill facilities (that is, arising from waste deposited 
before 1 July 2012) are not included. Although legacy emissions do count for the purpose of 
deciding whether a landfill facility exceeds emission thresholds.  
e) There will be certain emissions from landfill facilities that have not accepted any waste since 1 
July 2012 which will not be included in the scheme. 
f) Emissions of synthetic greenhouse gases, which are excluded from the carbon price 
mechanism. except for perfluorocarbons emitted as a result of aluminium production  
g) The emissions from biomass, biofuel and biogas result in carbon dioxide being released. 
However these sources of emissions are a part of the natural carbon cycle thus it is not 
applicable to Australia‘s emissions obligation requirements. (The greenhouse gases from the 
combustion of these sources are not counted to provide administration simplicity.  
(Clean Energy Regulator 2013) 
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3.2 The Clean Energy Package Legislation:  
Table 3.0: Policy scenario assumptions 
 
(Treasury 2011, Strong Growth, Low Pollution Modelling A Carbon Price Update, 4) 
3.2.1 Coverage 
The coverage will involve the following sectors stationary energy sector, transport, industrial 
processes, non-legacy waste, and fugitive emissions. There are landfill facilities that emit greater than 
25,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions per year. The carbon price will not apply to household transport 
fuels, light vehicles business transport or off-road fuel used by agriculture, forestry or the fishing 
industry. It is recommended that an effective carbon price will apply to domestic aviation, domestic 
shipping, rail transportation and non-transport use of fuels. The users of fuels can opt-in to the 
mechanism through the existence of an Opt-in Scheme (Clean Energy Regulator. 2013).  
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3.2.2 International linking:  
There will be international linking to credible international carbon markets and emissions trading 
schemes which will occur during the flexible price period.  There is a requirement that liable entities 
meet half of their emissions through the use of domestic permits or credits (Clean Energy Regulator 
2013). 
3.2.3 Energy Security  
The Energy Security Fund was established to allow a transition to a low carbon economy whilst 
providing energy security. The Energy Security Fund has two components:  
o Provision of free carbon permit units and cash payments to coal fired electricity generators. 
These allocations are provided on the basis that these electricity generators that are affected 
by the carbon price be published. The Clean Energy Investment Plans indicate how they will 
reduce pollution levels and meet power system reliability standards.  
o The Government was seeking to negotiate the closure of around 2,000 megawatts (MW) of 
highly polluting generation capacity by 2020. The closure of these highly polluting coal-fired 
power stations will provide investment in lower pollution plants. It was perceived that this 
would change the energy industry profile.  
(Australian Government An overview of the Clean Energy Legislative Package 2013).  
The Coal-Fired Generation Assistance will provide assistance to highly emissions-intensive coal-fired 
generators to allow adjustment to the carbon price. The Australian Government has identified that a 
carbon price will transform the electricity generation sector – the Energy Security Fund, Government 
loans and an Energy Security Council. The government will be able to provide assistance over six 
years to emissions-intensive coal fire power generators which will see them adjust to the carbon price. 
This is possible through the existence of the Energy Security Fund which will see emissions-intensive 
coal-fired generators in the form of 41.705 million free carbon permits from 1 September 2012 and 
there will be annual allocations until 2016-17. Similarly the Department of Climate Change and 
Energy Efficiency will see Energy Security Fund cash payments be given to highly emissions-
intensive coal-fired generators, the cash payments were given in June 2012. However there was a 
cancellation of the contract for closure program which saw the Government announce that it will not 
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offer financial support to close the highly emissions intensive power stations under the Contract for 
Closure program (AusIndustry 2013). There ceased to be negotiation with the electricity generators 
involved such will be discussed in Chapter 4.  
3.2.4 Household Assistance  
There will be assistance provided to Australian households through tax-cuts and increased payments, 
to help them deal with the increased living costs that result from the introduction of a carbon price. 
The carbon price is a charge on the largest polluting businesses. These businesses will pass on some 
or all of the costs thus there will be a rise on the cost of some goods and services. There is an 
expectation that in 2012-2013 the carbon price will increase the cost of living by 0.7% which is 
approximately a 70 cents increase in every $100 spent. Household costs are predicted to increase by 
$9.90 per week. There is a predicted average increase of $1.50 per week for gas and $3.30 for 
electricity. There is no rise in household fuel costs. The Government will provide assistance payments 
to help reduce the impact of the rise of weekly costs. The assistance is permanent and low and 
middle income households will be better off.  
The Australian Government will provide assistance to those that require it the most through the 
Household Assistance package. The Assistance the initial payment was to be paid in May-June 2012 
to more than 6 million Australians including families, seniors and individuals. The tax cuts from July 
2012 which would have increased the tax-free threshold from $6,000 to $18,200 would have benefited 
wage earners. Australians that have taxable incomes up to $80,000 will receive tax cuts of $300. 
There will be increases in regular payments that will be ongoing after March 2013.  
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It is expected that: 
o Milk and bread will cost approximately 10 cents a litre extra per week. 
o Fruit and vegetables will cost around 10 cents per kilogram more per week. 
o Meat and fish will cost around 10 cents per kilogram extra per week. 
 
(Australian Government An overview of the Clean Energy Legislative Package 2013).  
3.2.5 Governance  
o Clean Energy Authority: advises on the pollution caps, manages Australia‘s pollution levels 
and progresses towards meeting target and undertaking review based on the carbon pricing 
mechanism.  
o Clean Energy Regulator: administers the carbon price mechanism, the existing the 
regulatory framework for the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Scheme, the 
Renewable Energy Target and the Carbon Farming Initiative.  
o Climate Change Authority: provides advice on the pollution, measures Australia‘s pollution 
level and progresses towards and will review the carbon pricing mechanism.  
o Productivity Commission: provides reviews involving industry assistance and carbon 
pollution reduction activities in other countries.  
o Land Sector Carbon and Biodiversity Advisory Board: provides reviews and oversees 
land sector initiatives to provide advice to the Government and enable effectiveness of 
assistance.  
o The Energy Security Council: advises the Government on risks to energy security and may 
offer loans to coal-fired electricity generators for the refinancing of existing debt.  
 (Australian Government: An overview of the Clean Energy Legislative Package 2013). 
3.2.6 Industry Assistance 
There are a range of methods to enable energy efficient to be directed towards households, 
businesses, communities, Government, buildings and transport. The Government will see a $1.2 
billion Clean Technology Program to promote energy efficiency and reduce carbon pollution in 
manufacturing industries and support research and development in low carbon technology (Australian 
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Government 2013). The Clean Technology Investment Program provides assistance to manufacturing 
businesses which will allow investment in energy efficient capital equipment and low emissions 
technologies, production, processes and products. The Clean Technology Investment Program is an 
$800 million competitive based grant program which will help support manufacturers to meet 
competitive requirements in a ―carbon constrained economy‖. This will see grants for investments in 
energy efficient capital equipment and low emissions technology to improve production processes 
(AusIndustry 2013). This program is central to the Clean Energy Future plan which was announced 
on July 2011. The plan will see assistance to businesses and industry. This will be possible through 
the $8.6 billion Jobs and Competitiveness Program, the $1.2 billion Clean Technology Program, the 
$300 million Steel Transformation Plan and the $1.3 billion Coal Sector Jobs Package (AusIndustry 
2013). 
The Jobs and Competitiveness Program will see $9.2 billion provided to support jobs and allow 
protection to the competitiveness of the emissions-intensive trade-exposed industries (EITEs) 
(Australian Government 2013). The carbon pricing mechanism will see that the Jobs and 
Competitiveness Program provides assistance to entities that will have high carbon costs and have 
concern in passing their costs within the global market. There will be assistance to cover 94.5% of 
industry carbon costs in the first year of a carbon price. The other entities that are less-intensive trade 
exposed activities which will see the assistance to provide 66% of the industry average carbon costs 
within the first year. The assistance will be lowered to provide 1% annually to allow industry to lower 
pollution levels (Clean Energy Regulator 2013).  
The Productivity Commission will examine the Jobs and Competiveness Program and the subsequent 
carbon price in 2014-15 and at other intervals to address the issues that adopt the framework for 
assistance proposed by the Garnaut Climate Change Review—Update 2011. The Productivity 
Commission will examine the impacts of carbon pricing on the competitiveness of emissions-intensive 
trade-exposed industries and there may be a requirement to alter the assistance levels and the 
carbon productivity contribution in relation to particular activities and sectors. There will be reviews of 
the Jobs and Competitiveness Program to follow international action on climate change and will 
continue to support jobs and competitiveness (Clean Energy Regulator 2013).  
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The $300 million Steel Transformation Plan will provide assistance and support to industry that 
transition to a clean energy future and it recognises the pressures currently facing this industry 
(Australia Government 2013). Steel manufacturing businesses will be there to support investment, 
innovation and competitiveness in Australia‘s steel industry to allow the transformation to a 
sustainable and efficient industry in a low carbon economy. The Steel Transformation Plan will see a 
$300 million initiative to operate over six years and the aim is to encourage investment to promote 
innovation and competitiveness within the steel industry in order to assist the industry to become 
more economically sustainable in the transition to a low carbon economy. There are two separate 
areas of the plan, the first will see a $300 million entitlement scheme that will operate for five years 
from 2012-13 (AusIndustry 2013). 
The second area will see a provision of payments for competiveness assistance in advance payments 
to approximately $164 million in 2011-12. The legislative instrument is the Steel Transformation Plan 
(STP) 2012 which will see administrative details be provided and the plan came into effect on 1 May 
2012. The aim of the plan is to support manufacturers of iron, steel and carbon steel. The 
Government (2011) announced that it would provide BlueScope Steel with competitiveness 
assistance advance of $100 million involved in the STP. This will allow BlueScope to become 
competitive by investing in research and development (R&D), to improve environmental outcomes 
through provisions of projects, maintain equipment to allow optimal efficiency and production 
operation restructuring. Similarly the Government on 30 January 2012 provide OneSteel with 
competitive assistance valued at $64 million under the STP. The assistance will improve productivity 
and reduce and improve environmental performance by allowing waste reductions, reuse and 
recycling, maintenance, and employee training (Department of Industry, Innovation, Climate Change, 
Science, Research and Tertiary Education 2013).  
The Coal Sector Jobs Package will involve $1.3 billion to provide transitional assistance to allow the 
coal-industry to implement the carbon abatement technologies for the mines that produce a majority 
of the carbon pollution. Coal mine pollution levels involve various amounts of carbon pollution. 
Therefore it is important for assistance to be provided to the mines that are most heavily impacted by 
a carbon price (Australian Government 2013). This will see a $200 million Clean Technology 
Innovation Program to allow research and development of new clean technologies and services 
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related to low carbon and energy efficient solutions that will allow a reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions. This program will see grants between $50,000 and $5 million which will be based on the 
idea of co-investment which will see one-dollar of government funding provided for each dollar the 
applicant has invested (AusIndustry 2013). Similarly the Clean Technology Food and Foundries 
Investment Program will allow assistance provisions to food and beverage processors, metal forgers 
and foundries which will provide the funding for efficient capital equipment provisions and low 
emissions technologies (AusIndustry 2013)  
The Government will buy back free carbon units issued through the Jobs and Competitiveness 
Program and Coal-Fired Generators Assistance Package. The first free units will be provided to coal-
fired generators in September 2013. If an entity has free carbon units during the fixed-charge year 
2012-13 to 2014-2015 it is possible to cancel the units through the Australian National Registry of 
Emissions Units (ANREU) to receive a payment known as a ―buy-back amount‖ (Clean Energy 
Regulator 2013).  
3.2.7 Assistance to Trade-Exposed entities (EITE) 
The Australian Government needs to assist emissions-intensive, trade-exposed entities (EITE) to 
reduce the likelihood of emitters moving overseas and thus provide support to move to a low-carbon 
future. The development of EITE assistance is based on the belief that there should be a focus on 
entities that produce internationally tradable goods which will have large exposure to a carbon price. 
The assistance will be calculated on the industry-wide emissions averages, which will favour entities 
that are less-emission intensive. The EITE assistance program will be designed to enable firms that 
receive free permits have an incentive to reduce their carbon pollution (Australian Government 2013). 
The development of EITE assistance is based on the belief it should focus on entities that produce 
internationally tradable goods which will have large exposure to a carbon price. The assistance will be 
calculated on the industry-wide emissions averages, which will favour entities that are less-emission 
intensive.  
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Activities that are likely to be eligible for the highest assistance (90%) include: 
o aluminium smelting 
o cement clinker production 
o lime production 
o silicon production 
o integrated iron and steel manufacturing 
Activities that are likely to qualify for the (60 %) assistance include:  
o alumina refining 
o petroleum refining 
o liquefied natural gas production 
(CPA 2009, 11) 
3.2.8 Renewable energy  
There will be $13 billion invested in clean energy investments which is possible through the Clean 
Energy Finance Corporation. The carbon price and Renewable Energy Target will see investment 
level expand in the clean energy sector in Australia.  
Clean Energy Finance Corporation: The corporations will encourage the commercialisation and see 
the deployment of renewable and clean energy projects  
Australian Renewable Energy Agency: The agency is able to increase the level of competitiveness 
of renewable energy and related technologies providing support for renewable energy technology 
innovation.  
(Australian Government An overview of the Clean Energy Legislative Package 2013).  
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3.2.9 Land-use:  
The farming, forestry and land sector is to lower carbon pollution and increase the amount of carbon 
stored on the land. The funding involves bio-diverse carbon stores and policies to help farmers and 
land managers make the most of carbon farming opportunities. These measures will be supported by 
the existence of the Carbon Farming Initiative (CFI). 
  (Australian Government An overview of the Clean Energy Legislative Package 2013).  
3.3 Overview of the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme and design feature 
 
Emissions trading 
A Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) is a cap-and-trade emissions trading scheme which 
will see at the end of each subsequent year, liable parties will be required to surrender one permit for 
every tonne of greenhouse gas that is emitted into the environment. The number of tradeable permits 
is fixed to limit the total quantity of emissions that can be produced in a period. These permits can be 
traded between emitters subject to certain rules. The units would need to be issued mainly by auction, 
but although in some circumstances through direct allocation. The Australian Government under the 
CPRS will need to allocate emission permit units that equate to the level restricted based on the 
annual cap. The number of permits available within the economy will be reduced annually. The cap on 
carbon pollution means that CPRS will enable Australia to meet its carbon pollution targets. Emitter‘s 
will trade permits in a market, which will see the purchase of additional permits to cover excess 
emissions or to sell surplus permits (Austalia Government Senate Committee Report 2009 4-5).  
The cap on carbon pollution will see businesses obtain permits to meet their carbon footprint. The 
CPRS will drive business demand for permits and thus see a market price on carbon within the 
economy. The scheme allows businesses to sell permits to other participants if their permit 
endowment exceeds their emission levels. Participants can also buy permits from the Australian 
Government auction or from other businesses if they require more permits (Australian Government 
Senate Committee Report: Energy and Fuel 2009, 5). 
The trade in permits will help lower the cost of emissions reductions. A cap-and-trade scheme will 
allow the market to provide the best outcome. Trade in emission permits will see businesses that 
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value them the most to be endowed with the permit allocations. Therefore this will see businesses 
that have cheap abatement options available. The overall outcome is that Australia would meet 
carbon pollution targets at the least possible overall cost (Climate Change Commission 2013).  
3.3.1 CPRS Coverage:  
The CPRS was designed to cover approximately 80 per cent of Australia‘s carbon pollution including 
the following:  
o Stationary energy - electricity generation and industrial fuel combustion (52%).  
o Transport (14%),  
o Industrial processes (5 %)  
o Waste (2%) 
o Fugitive emissions from coal mining, oil and gas extraction, and gas pipeline transport (7%).  
o All six greenhouse gases included under the Kyoto Protocol were to be covered by the 
scheme. 
o Reforestation activities would have been eligible to generate permits under the CPRS on a 
voluntary basis. 
o 1000 entities approximately will be included under the scheme and thus be subject to the 
mandatory obligations.  
o Exclusions include: agriculture, legacy waste, and deforestation. Although it is possible that 
the subjects excluded from the coverage will be able to create offset credits, dependent on 
the development of robust methodologies, and potentially where abatement could be counted 
towards Australia‘s international targets. 
 
(Climate Change Commission 2013) 
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The Influence of the Permit Price: 
Factors influencing movements in the price of permits include: 
o Demand for emissions-intensive goods and services, such as electricity 
o Abatement opportunities the supply of permits (as influenced by the Scheme caps) 
o Banking and borrowing of permits. Banking will be driven by market views of future prices 
o The price for eligible international units  
o The breadth of the scheme. The broader the scheme, the more emissions it covers, thus 
decreasing the pressure on permit prices. If there were more emissions targeted by the 
scheme, the pressure on each targeted emission would be less. 
(CPA 2009, 8) 
International linking 
International linking will enable liable parties within the CPRS to acquire international emissions 
permit units in Australia to allow compliance with their CPRS obligations rather than acquiring 
Australian emission permits issued under the scheme for example the EU ETS. The existence of 
international abatement will reduce the abatement costs by enabling the cheapest possible abatement 
opportunity to be negotiated regardless of where in the world they are available. There are only 
certain international permits that will be accepted into the CPRS to sustain environmental integrity. It 
will be possible to change the types of permits included, thus providing the option to allow further 
types of units to be included or certain permits types can be excluded if their integrity is questioned. 
The CPRS has no qualitative limit on the number of international permits that can be used. 
International units that will be eligible are: 
o Certified emission reductions (CER) generated from Clean Development Mechanism projects 
(with the exception of temporary CERs and long-term CERs).  
The Australian carbon price started at $23 a tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent on July 1 2012, which 
will rise annually and after the three-year fixed-price period it will revert to a trading scheme. The 
international price on carbon will be set by the European Union emissions trading scheme (EU-ETS) 
as it is the largest scheme and the only one that is trading across international borders. There is a 
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concern about the fixed price period carbon price as the European carbon price has not been near 
$23 since 2009. It is considered that the carbon price will be high for three years and then collapse to 
the European carbon price as the carbon emitters will be able to buy overseas permits. Producers will 
not invest in low-emissions technology or change production methods when the price signals indicate 
that the carbon price is expected to slump. The European trading scheme since the beginning has 
been subject to deviations and it is far too low to have an effect on the behaviour of companies. This 
represents design flaws of the European Union system which need to be fixed. However this does not 
seem likely given the fiscal and currency crisis that is occurring across Europe (Lawson 2012).  
The Federal government has moved to link the Australia Carbon Price Mechanism (CPM) and the 
European Union‘s Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). The ETS involves the European Unions, 
Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein. It is the world‘s largest emissions trading scheme involving 11,000 
facilities and in 2011 was valued at US$ 176 billion. Emissions in the EU fell to 17.5% below 1990 
levels in 2011. The Australian price of carbon units will follow the European price, thus Australian 
entities will be affected by choices made by European energy regulators (Australian Government 
2013).  
The linking of markets makes it possible to have inter-system trading which will increase the size of 
carbon markets by connecting what would otherwise be domestic emissions trading schemes. The 
more participants involved the greater diversity available thus providing more abatement options. The 
expansion will improve market liquidity and efficient allocation of resources at the least cost-
abatement option. There will be a lower overall cost to achieve the level of emission reductions. It is 
thought that trading can take place until carbon prices are equalised within the linked system. Policy 
makers need to understand and consider the characteristics of the different schemes emerging within 
the world, the apparent driving forces and to be aware of the requirements to allow linking (Grubb 
2009, 339).  
The policy situation for Australia and the world is in favour of implementing emissions trading 
schemes (ETS) and other environment policy examples. Fossil fuel combustion is the main source of 
human-induced emissions providing resources to enable heat, light and electricity to firms and 
households (IPCC, 2007a). The international community needs to limit greenhouse gas emissions 
that are released into the atmosphere (Pearman, 2008). The world will need to limit its emissions in 
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the long run to no more than the capacity of natural absorptions rates of carbon (Canadell et al., 
2007).  
3.4 European ETS design 
The European Union is leading global effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from human 
activities that are threatening to cause dangerous climate change. The strategy for reducing its own 
greenhouse gas emissions is the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS).  The launch 
of the scheme was in 2005, where the EU ETS became the world‘s ﬁrst international company-level 
‗cap-and-trade‘ system of allowances for emitting carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases. 
The scheme builds on the mechanism set up under the Kyoto Protocol – international emissions 
trading, the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and Joint Implementation (JI). The EU-ETS 
placed a price on each tonne of carbon emitted, to promote investment in low-carbon technologies. 
This has made businesses consider innovation and the least-cost ways to fight climate change. The 
system has seen service sectors develop carbon trading, carbon finance, carbon management and 
carbon auditing.  
Details of the EU-ETS 
 Geographically, it has grown as the EU enlarged to 27 Member States, and since the start of 
2008 the EUs neighbours Iceland, Leichenstein and Norway has participated in the system. 
The international emissions trading market will establish links with other compatible 
mandatory cap-and-trade systems for greenhouse gases in other parts of the world including 
Australia.  
 The EU-ETS covers 11,000 heavy energy consuming installations in power generation and 
manufacturing. From 2012 it expanded to include emissions from air flights to and from 
European airports.  
 In 2013 EU-ETS aims to strengthen, expand and improve its functioning. This scheme will 
see EU‘s emissions reduction targets for 2020, with Europe‘s future commitments under the 
international climate change agreement currently being negotiated 
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The EU Emissions Trading Scheme is based on the idea of creating a price for carbon, which is a 
cost-effective way to reduce emissions of global greenhouse gases. The system was proposed by the 
European Commission and approved by the EU Member States and the European Parliament; it is 
based on the following fundamental principles:  
 
o It‘s a cap-and-trade system 
o Participation is mandatory for businesses in the sectors covered 
o It contains a strong compliance framework 
The market is EU-wide but it will expand into emission reductions opportunities for the world by 
accepting credits from emission-saving projects carried out under the Kyoto Protocol Clean 
Development Mechanism (CDM) and Joint Implementation (JI). The EU ETS will establish links with 
compatible cap-and-trade systems in countries that have ratified the Kyoto Protocol, for example 
Australia.  
(European Commission 2009) 
  
European Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS) 
  
The issue of global climate change is a key area that governments can no longer avoid and cannot 
neglect. Thus in an attempt to lower the damaged caused by the change in the climate the European 
Union and internal institutions have committed to environmental goals aimed at stabilising the global 
temperature. The mitigation of climate change is on the European political agenda. The ratification of 
the Kyoto Protocol, the European Commission expressed its intentions to enforce emission reductions 
climate policies beyond the Kyoto Protocol. The European Climate Package provides a 20% reduction 
target below 1990 emissions level to be met by 2020. The targets are ambitious and costly, thus 
require the public and private sectors to make substantial long-term investments in a relatively short 
period of time to enable a transition to a low-carbon economy. The main challenge to the European 
Union is to reduce emissions without reducing the growth of the economy (Clo‘ 2011, 1). 
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3.4.1 Criticisms of international linking with European Union 
The scheme was established in 2003 and it began on 1 January 2005. The first stage ran from 2005 
to 2007 and at least 95% of emission permits were distributed free of charge. The number of permits 
that were allocated initially exceeded actual emissions which meant that emissions remained cost free 
as there was an over-allocation of permits. The first phase covered power generation, metals and 
minerals processing facilities. There were exclusions for transport, construction, waste processing, 
agriculture or some industrial plants. The EU-ETS involved a ―learning by doing‖ exercise thus a 
number of lessons were noted by the European Commission. The main concern was the over-
allocation of permits and the fact that the permits had a defined end point which meant the value of 
permits fell dramatically (Australian Government Senate Committee Report: Fuel and Energy 2009, 
17). The Australian emissions trading scheme (ETS) is expected to link with Europe on 1 July 2015, 
there are concerns over this decision.  
The Australian legislation originally stipulated that market prices were to be influenced by a 3 years 
price floor of $15/ tonne of CO2- equivalent, rising 4% annually in real terms and a price ceiling 
starting at $20/ tonne of CO2 above international prices– equivalent to the market price and rising at 
5% a year in real terms between 2015-2016 to 2017-18. However the government has since 
announced that it will amend the legislation to remove the price floor and thus link to the EU 
emissions trading market which will determine the Australian carbon price (Jotzo et al 2013, 399). The 
justification of removal of floor price is to ensure that the carbon unit in the Carbon Price Mechanism 
(CPM) reflects the cost of carbon in the international market.  
The Federal Treasury on 15 May 2013 revised the forecasts for the carbon price; there is confusion 
as how these new figures were obtained. The Treasury revised down expected carbon prices in 2014-
15 when Australia links to the European Union emission trading scheme from $29 to $12.10. This 
revision has removed $6 billion from the expected carbon revenue over the four years and thus 
resulted in climate change spending being reduced. The forecast need to factor in future European 
carbon prices and the Australian dollar. It is necessary to note the historic volatility of the carbon price 
and thus forecasts from any point in time has not given an accurate view of what the carbon price will 
be in the future. Brett Harper of Reputex said that it was unlikely that the carbon price would exceed 
$15 by 2020. Treasury‘s predictions were awfully optimistic. There is uncertainty in both the Australian 
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and European markets (Priest 2013). The budget predictions are based on the EU-ETS market future 
price for 2013-14 and 2014-15. The price projections in later years rely on longer-term factors and rise 
to reach $38 in 2020 a figure estimated by Treasury in 2011, as part of its carbon modelling 
projections. The long-term modelling of the carbon prices reflects the price level required to meet 
long-term environmental goals as well as international pledges for 2020. The Centre for International 
Economic - Executive Director David Pearce, said the Treasury projections are possible scenarios 
although there are various other more likely outcomes. Similarly, Frank Jotzo at the Australian 
National University Centre for Climate Economics and Policy said it was impossible to see the 
Australian price reach $29 in 2015. There is expected to be 60 million Australian carbon permits that 
could be sold to companies from February 2014 for as little as $3.25 each, under the auction 
managed by the Federal Government. The European carbon price is predicted to be approximately 
$5.40 a tonne for 2015-16 (Priest 2013). 
Labour changed one of the basic rules underlying the regulated price changes imposed on the 
Australian economy. This will impact upon Labours budgetary outcomes as there has been an 
overcompensation of low-and middle-income earners for the cost-of living. The budget will see a 
permit revenue shortfall when the carbon price shifts to a floorless trading price. Combet rejects this 
as Treasury predicted that the European price will recover to $29/tCO2 by 2015 which would raise 
$9.4 billion of revenue and a $40/tCO2 price by 2020. It is not responsible to be basing Australia‘s 
federal surplus on the action by Europeans to increase the carbon price when there is increasing 
unemployment levels and budgetary hostility within the Eurozone. This will impact upon budgetary 
credibility unless the government recognises the implication of a lower international carbon price. 
Opposition Leader Tony Abbott said the changes were an admission by the government as the 
carbon price is fundamentally flawed (Priest 2012) The Australian Government‘s revenue and 
business carbon costs are dependent on European conditions (Priest and Drummonds 2012).  
 
Initially, the linking with the European Union will only be one-way and by 2018 a two-way trade will 
commence when a formal treaty is negotiated. The removal of the price floor occurred due to concern 
from the energy sector that the floor would increase costs in face of strong political opposition. The 
government will continue to have the three-year fixed price for carbon which began on 1 July 2012 at 
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$23, a policy designed to allow heavy emitters such as power stations and aluminium producers to be 
liable (Priest 2012).  
A market-based mechanism such as a price on carbon is the least costly way to reduce carbon 
emissions. The Australian carbon price should have started low, rather than high. Labour should cap 
the carbon price at $23/tCO2 rather than increasing it over the next three years if it is only to fall 
towards the world market carbon price when the flexible emission trading period begins. International 
trade is the way forward as both businesses and government support an emissions trading scheme 
as the best way to meet Australia‘s objective to reduce climate change mitigation. However, the 
existence of a floor price for carbon in the Clean Energy Act was contentious. The floor price was 
considered to be crucial to Australia‘s policy aims. Frank Jotzo, Erwin Jackson, Tony Wood and 
Cameron Hepburn, believe it is important to let the market work to meet national interest objectives, 
and to start the transition to a lower-carbon economy. Therefore, to allow the carbon price to fall this 
will lessen the incentive to make low-carbon investments, increase uncertainty in the energy sector 
and increase the cost of reducing emissions (Forrister and Abdurahma 2012).  
The Reserve Bank of Australia board member Warwick McKibbin said the abolishment of the $15 
floor price would be a mistake and they did not have a coherent plan for this to occur. The Australian 
Industry Group executive Willox said. Australian companies should not pay more for carbon tax 
credits in comparison to what they cost overseas. Substituting the floor price with excessive 
restrictions on access to international offsets would not be progress. International permits are the 
cheapest way to meet Australia‘s mitigation target (Roberts et al 2012). What is required is a realistic 
assessment of what the price in the combined EU-Australian market might be, given economic 
developments in Europe and the price trajectory (Priest 2012). The international linkage of the 
Australian and European carbon market may make it more difficult for a future Coalition government 
to renege the scheme. Since, Australia is joining Europe this could provide stimulus to increase the 
carbon price to a level that will encourage investment in green energy (Drummond 2012) 
Climate change mitigation is both a national and global ambition which requires co-operation with 
trading partners and the establishment of carbon goals through frameworks, whilst allowing 
Australia‘s energy exports to grow. The implementation of a price fall is at odds with Australia‘s 
objective to increase international trading. A preferred option is to allow global market access and to 
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embrace free-market pricing. Emissions reduction through international units will allow economic 
growth and will align Australia‘s cost structure with our international trading partners. The excessive 
costs of the fixed price period brings about the question why not move to an international system 
where the prices are set by the market sooner (Forrister and Abdurahma 2012). 
The World Bank estimates Australia will need to obtain 516 to 613 million tonnes of abatement 
between 2015 and 2020 to meet out level of energy production projections. Australia should source 
this abatement internationally to obtain the lowest prices, regardless of where the abatement takes 
place; the only requirement is that the emission reductions are genuine (Forrister and Abdurahma 
2012). 
Australia‘s involvement in the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) projects sees 84 per cent of 
projects sponsored by our trading partners China, India and South Korea. This allows Australia, to 
align its fossil fuel comparative advantage with international climate change mitigation requirements. 
Therefore, Australia is involved in Asia‘s long-term transformation strategies to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. The international prices do not indicate efficient climate policy or the long-term value 
of lowering emissions nor do they offer evidence as to what is the real cost of emission reduction 
outside the CDM. Australia needs to link our transformation to Asian trading partners through the 
CDM which will manage our transition at an appropriate scale and pace. The integration of climate 
change mitigation efforts will facilitate the foreseeable replacement of the CDM with a much larger 
global framework in 2020 (Forrister and Abdurahma 2012). The Australian position since the Howard 
government is that an emissions trading scheme would allow our carbon-intensive economy to reduce 
emissions at the least possible cost by paying the rest of the world to reduce emissions for us. The 
weaknesses of the Clean Development Mechanism, is that there is no way to enforce carbon permits 
to be sold by countries such as Russia and Indonesia (Daley 2013).  
Climate Change Minister Greg Combet said from July 2015 Australia‘s carbon price will be same as 
that covering 30 European countries and 530 million people. The European Union price will determine 
the Australian price which will effectively be the floor price in our system. Therefore what happens in 
Australia to the price of carbon will now in effect be determined by the European economy and 
whether the European Union decides to take measures to strengthen its sagging emissions trading 
scheme (Priest 2012). The fall in the carbon price is partly the result of there being too many permits 
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in circulation and not enough CO2 emissions to compensate. In addition, the effects of the economic 
crisis, has resulted in a reduction in greenhouse gases. The European carbon market has cumulated 
an excess of 1.4 billion credits which is equivalent to a nine-month quota allocations (Symons 2012) 
The carbon price scheme is not high enough to justify investment in clean technology and all the 
compensation will result in a large budgetary hole. Business Council of Australia Chief Executive 
Jennifer Westacott said linking Australia‘s emissions trading system to the European Union scheme 
failed to address the problem that Australian businesses would be impacted by the world‘s largest 
carbon price until 2015. The Greens floor price in the emissions trading scheme was flawed as it 
imposed an artificial starting price thus unnecessarily increasing business costs. The carbon price 
floor was simply going to increase the cost of energy without providing the incentive to invest in clean 
energy generation as said by Energy Supply Association of Australia. Investor Group on Climate 
Change Chief Executive Nathan Fabian believes the two carbon price schemes would create a liquid 
market which would see price discovery and subsequently could lower the cost of abatement in the 
long-run (Priest 2012).  
The economic costs of the existing policy occur as there is greater uncertainty about the price of 
carbon in the future years. The Australian Government has made an error in relation to policy for 
future years, when the global future economic situation is uncertain. The value of a carbon permit 
depends on the credibility of the government. The currency in Europe is under pressure due to certain 
Government‘s within the Eurozone not following policies that support the value of the currency. The 
lack of credibility not only caused an economic downturn, there is a potential that it can reduce the 
entire currency unit and its value depends on the credibility of all governments in the system. This 
idea can be applied to emission trading scheme across various countries. In a global system which is 
vulnerable to the behaviour of key players in the carbon market (McKibbin 2012). Australia has 
chosen a bad time to link its carbon permits scheme to the European Union's emissions trading 
system, given the falling carbon price and the euro zone debt and political crises (Symons 2012).  
The EU member states need to remove according to their choice- 400 million, 900 million or 1.2 billion 
permits in 2013 and then reintroduce them to the market from 2016. This would reduce the supply to 
support the carbon price. The EU needs to have more rigorous emissions targets that would help 
revive the emissions trading market (Symons 2012). The EU plans to undertake structural changes to 
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its ETS that could affect Australia‘s market. The changes could cover more industries and tighten the 
carbon reduction targets after 2020 (Drummond 2012).  
The European Parliament needs to fix the design flaws. However, The European situation has caused 
a removal of any urgency in a policy reform, due to focus shifting from the climate to the economy. 
The European market price fell to a record $3.23 in April, which came after the European Parliament 
rejected the quick fix design flaws in the market (Daley 2013). The International Emissions Trading 
Association Australia and New Zealand representative Rob Fowler said the European market has a 
structural flaw. Since, the amounts of permit units in the market are not automatically adjusted for the 
level of economic activity which is prevalent in Europe (Murphy 2013).  
European Parliament has rejected the plan to prop up the world‘s largest carbon market thus sending 
permits plunging. Tony Shepard from the Business Council of Australia states that Australia has a 
fixed carbon price of $23 a tonne of carbon and European markets carbon permits reached a low of 3 
euros a tonne on 17 April 2013, its pollution going cheap. The instability in the carbon market is a 
concern as it will affect the budgetary outcomes. In 2015 Australia‘s carbon price will be linked to 
Europe‘s, the budgets predictions are based on 29 dollars a tonne which will affect the budgetary 
outcomes. Greg Combet, Climate Change Minister suggests that in 2012/2016 there will be budgetary 
preparation that revises the forecast. The concern is that revenue predictions have be committed to 
tax provisions and pension‘s increases thus there will be a budgetary shortfall of approximately 5 to 6 
billion every year according to Danny Price, Economist of Frontier Economics. Greg Hunt Opposition 
believes that they have made huge mistakes in aiming to link up with a market that is in chaos. There 
are European traders and analyst that are optimistic in relation to the European market recovering. 
Therefore if pricing mechanism remains the same when linking to European markets occurs, there will 
be less emissions reductions (Henderson et al 2012).  
The Australian Federal Government‘s decision to give up the right to determine its own carbon price 
and allow Europe to determine the carbon price has been questioned. The credibility in policy design 
is important and policy should not be based on the future. The government made an error in providing 
compensation based on estimated revenue, which meant whatever happens to the carbon pricing 
system, the compensation will still be required to be paid (McKibbin 2012). Professor McKibbin, 
believes the European scheme was a failure, the low prices for European carbon credits provides little 
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incentive to reduce emissions. Coalition leader Tony Abbott said: "This idea we somehow secure our 
economic future by tying up with Europe, when Europe is going backwards and Asia is going 
forwards, just shows how wrong-headed this government is‖ (Priest and Drummond 2012).  
Australian carbon emitters will explore new options to purchase cheap overseas emissions permits. 
Companies would take the opportunity to reduce their cost of compliance in light of the changes that 
will align the Australian carbon system more closely with overseas schemes said Tim Jordan a carbon 
analyst at Deutsche Bank (MacDonald-Smith 2012). The emitting companies support the linking of the 
two systems as they would pay less for permits to offset the pollution they emit. There is less 
incentive for companies and for energy users to shift away from fossil fuels and into wind and solar. 
The companies would source cheaper overseas permits, and power generation would return to coal 
(Daley 2013). 
After a partial linking of the ETS scheme, the Australian government plans to sign a treaty to enable 
full linking in 2018 with the EU. However, Australia needs to fix the differences between their schemes 
including which industries are covered. There is a concern; in relation to Australia‘s carbon farming 
initiative, which allows farmers to earn credits by storing carbon or reducing carbon emissions will not 
be a part of the scheme. Since Europe opposes land-abatement schemes and there is a concern the 
Australian program could be removed from Australia‘s environmental policy as a result (Drummond 
2012. Tony Wood from the Grattan Institute said there is a need to be thinking about longer term 
targets, because if the price stays low, the Australian price will follow when the flexible trading occurs 
(Daley 2013).  
Labor‘s carbon package was to involve a $1.4 billion of tax cuts schedules for 2015 but has since 
been delayed. Similarly there has been a reduction in energy initiatives due to the lower European 
carbon price which has resulted in Treasury reviewing revenue forecasts from the sale of carbon 
permits. The government needs to reduce the level of spending and tax cuts to improve the budget. 
The Greens encouraging the government to go further and dump funding for carbon capture and 
storage after the Parliamentary Budget Office recognised it would save $768 million (Jotzo et al 2013, 
399). 
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Similarly funding for renewable energy, carbon capture and clean coal projects as well as support for 
regional communities has been reduced due to a $3.4 billion change of climate change programs. 
The changes occur to lessen the budget shortfall, due to the revised lower carbon price in 2015-16. 
The federal government revised projected carbon price from $29 to $12.10 in 2015-16, when the fixed 
price period transitions to an emissions trading scheme. These changes are due to troubles in relation 
to the European emissions trading scheme. The result is a revenue reduction of approximately $6 
billion over the four years to 2015-16 and lower cash receipts from the sales of permits of an 
additional 3.7 billion. Treasurer Wayne Swan and Climate Change Minister Greg Combet said the 
budget carbon projections in relation to market information and long-term modelling (Priest 2013).  
The reduction in revenue expectations has been offset by $3.9 billion reduction in the value of 
industry assistance in the form of free permits to heavy polluters and cash payments to workers. The 
Government has also had to gather a $3.4 billion in savings to climate change programs over the four 
years to 2016-17. There were also tax cuts thus saving $1.5 billion. There have been major cuts to 
climate change programs. The regional communities such as Latrobe Valley were going to receive 
funding equal to $180 million for six years to adjust to the carbon price which has been reduced as 
the government says it is not required. Research and development of renewable energy projects will 
be delayed by moving the $370 million in funding for the Australian Renewable Energy Agency to 
later years. There were unallocated funding for the solar-flag ship program for research worth $160 
million to be cut as only $40 million of the $200 million allocated in 2009 has been spent (Priest 2013). 
 The Biodiversity Fund establishes to support regional carbon reduction projects has been moved to 
2017-18 and 2018-19. The other $32 million from the fund has been redirected to help pay for the 
federal government‘s contributions to the Tasmanian Forestry Agreement. However, manufacturing 
will see the government bring forward the $160 million for clean technology plan to 2014 due to 
demand for funding (Priest 2013).  
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3.5 Conclusions 
 
To reduce global greenhouse gas emissions in the most cost-effectively way, the international carbon 
market needs to be developed by creating a network of linked cap-and-trade systems. In this process, 
international crediting mechanisms can play a valuable but transitional role. Linking allows 
participants in one system to use units from a linked system for compliance purposes. Linking the EU-
ETS with other cap-and-trade system has the potential to reduce the cost of reducing emissions, 
increasing market liquidity, making the carbon price more stable, levelling the international playing 
field by providing similar cost structures and supporting global cooperation on climate change.  
 The Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) formed the basis for Australia‘s current climate 
change policy. Australia‘s emissions trading scheme needs to be compatible with the European 
system. However, there are key concerns in relation to the design of the Australian policy and what 
the potential implications will be on the economy if the market price remains low when the carbon 
price transitions to a flexible price period. This could mean unnecessary costs would be incurred 
during the fixed price period, if there was a subsequent reduction in the carbon price when there is a 
transition to an emissions trading scheme. There would be a budgetary shortfall, which in turn means 
there would be over-compensation as the predicted carbon price would not have been reached. The 
forecast for Europe is that carbon price will not be above $12.10 which is the reason for Treasury 
revises budgetary predictions and thus removing the price floor of $15.  
Australia‘s carbon policy demonstrates concerns in relation to the design of climate policy in an 
uncertain world. The price on carbon in the European Trading System is at record lows clearly 
showing that there is risk of linking Australia to the European market. There are economic costs to 
having a high carbon price in Australia, which would fall to an unknown international price on the 1 
July 2015. 
There are many aspects of Australia's carbon policy that demonstrates a clear misunderstanding of 
how to design climate policy during an uncertain time. A policy should not be based on the success of 
reliable forecasts. All policy should acknowledge that the future is difficult to predict due to the 
potential of unexpected events. Australia‘s policy lacks the awareness of these unexpected events 
hence why budgetary forecasts have changed. Policy design requires an understanding of the risks of 
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taking action in reducing carbon emissions and that there are risks of not taking climate action. 
Basically the risks and costs need to be balanced against each other. 
Climate policy should be designed to enable all low cost abatement and adaptions option that can be 
afforded in the near term and encourage long term investment in alternative ways of generating 
electricity. A well-designed climate policy should create credible expected future carbon prices over 
various decades. The credibility in relation to expected prices on carbon would provide the incentive 
to change behaviour today and invest in low emissions options thus providing a means to adapt when 
carbon is more expensive. The expected future price gives the incentives to change behaviour today 
and invest in low emissions that come on line in future decades when carbon-intensive options are 
more expensive than low-carbon alternatives. Australia‘s current high carbon price irrespective of the 
future carbon price implies that there are excessive economic costs to be incurred with little 
environmental benefits. There is a need to have an institutional commitment to pricing carbon in the 
future, whilst stabilising short-term carbon prices. 
Although the predictions for the future in relation the emissions trading scheme are relevant, there is a 
need to refer to the initial impact of the carbon price mechanism. Therefore, Chapter 4 will provide an 
economic analysis of the initial carbon price impact on various areas of the economy. There is a 
prominent theme that the carbon price impacted largely on energy prices. Since Australia‘s energy 
industry is highly carbon intensive and thus contributes to a large proportion of the country‘s emission 
levels. There will reference to the Consumer Price Index (CPI), electricity prices, employment, the 
household assistance package and the subsequent pass-through rate of business due to rising input 
costs.  
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Chapter 4: An Analysis of the Economic Impacts of Australia’s 
Carbon Price 
4.0 Introduction  
The Australian Government on 1 July 2012 introduced a $23 per tonne carbon price on greenhouse 
emissions, to be paid directly by Australia's largest greenhouse gas emitting companies. There were 
provisions relating to compensation and incentive packages. The carbon pricing mechanism alters the 
relative prices of high and low emission-intensive goods. The extent of the carbon costs translating 
into general increases in prices is dependent on various factors which will be discussed. Carbon 
pricing occurred at the same time as normal variations in prices resulting from productivity, terms of 
trade and changes in preferences. The extent to which businesses pass on the carbon price will 
depend on their operating costs, margins and other economic factors such as the level of competition. 
This section will discuss the initial economic impacts of the carbon price in relation to the Consumer 
Price Index (CPI), electricity prices, distributional effects, the household assistance package, 
employment figures and an analysis of the rise in input costs for various sectors of the economy 
impacts upon business cost structures.  
The Australian Government‘s Clean Energy Future package is helping to tackle climate change and 
reduce global greenhouse gas emissions. The world is warming and high levels of carbon pollution 
pose both environmental and economic risks The Government‘s policy involves a carbon price; 
innovation and investment in renewable energy; encouraging energy efficiency; and creating 
opportunities to cut emissions. A price on carbon reduces greenhouse gas emissions at the least 
possible cost as it is the most environmentally and economically effective option to lower emissions.  
The Clean Energy Package is considered to secure Australia‘s economic competitiveness as 
countries around the world move to reduce carbon emissions and transform their economies. The 
carbon price commenced with a three-year fixed price from 1 July 2012 and moves to an emissions 
trading scheme with a market price from 1 July 2015. The fixed price has begun the transformation of 
our economy as it has provided investment in renewable energy sources and has reduced emissions 
in the National Electricity Market (NEM). The fixed price period, is important to allow stability and 
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predictability as businesses require time to prepare for an emission trading scheme in 2015 
(Australian Government 2012).  
The Australian Government has emission targets to reduce carbon pollution by 5% compared to 2000 
levels by 2020 and by 80% compared to 2000 level by 2050. The carbon price in 2020 is predicted to 
be $29/t CO2 and $131/t CO2 by 2050. The predictions for emission per person are expected to be 
24.2 tonnes of CO2 by 2020 and 15.7 tonnes of CO2 by 2050 under the Clean Energy package. GNI is 
expected to be $64,000 by 2020 and $86,900 by 2050 with Australia‘s current climate policy. 
Employment for 2020 is expected to be 13,000,000 people and by 2050 17,400,000 people with be in 
the work force. These figures indicate that the employment levels will continue to grow with a price on 
carbon. For further information in relation to key macroeconomic indicators please refer to Table 4.0 
below:  
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Table 4.0: Headline Indicators  
 
 (Treasury Strong Growth, Low Pollution Modelling a Carbon Price Update 2011, 4) 
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4.1 Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
Predicted impacts of the carbon price on CPI 
The impact of a carbon price on household expenditure as modelled by Treasury for the Clean 
Energy Future Package announced on 10 July 2011. Treasury modelling predicted the estimated 
price changes for household expenditure categories in relation to the consumer price index (CPI). The 
modelling of inputs in the different sectors involved generating the goods and services that are a part 
of the CPI sub-groups which included energy use and transportation. The modelling intended to 
provide the best estimates of how prices in various categories of goods will change on average 
(Treasury 2011, 1) 
Carbon pricing will change the comparative prices of goods and services and there will be an initial 
increase in the level of consumer prices. There was an expectation that the initial impact of the carbon 
price would occur in 2012-13 with the introduction of the price, with a smaller increase in 2015-16, 
when the scheme transitions to the international carbon price. Carbon pricing was expected to 
increase overall consumer price level by 0.7% in 2012-13 and by a further 0.2% in 2015-16, a total of 
0.9 % in 2015-16. Beyond 2015-16 there will be minimal implications for inflation. The average weekly 
expenditure was expected to increase by around $9.90 in 2012-13, of which electricity accounts for 
around $3.30 and gas around $1.50. The real household income and living standards will continue to 
grow, even with higher prices for emission-intensive goods and services, mainly electricity and gas. 
Consumers are expected to respond to carbon pricing, by finding ways to lower their consumption of 
emission-intensive products, providing mitigation effort (Treasury 2011 Strong Growth, Low Pollution 
Modelling a carbon price, 8). The historical impact of the carbon price on the CPI is expected to be 
less than that of the GST on CPI. Figure 4.0 indicates that the GST impact on CPI was 2.5 %, whilst 
predictions for the carbon price are 0.9% in total.  
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Figure 4.0: CPI impact from carbon pricing compared with history  
 
(Treasury Strong Growth, Low Pollution Modelling a Carbon Price 2011, 136) 
 
The headline rate will fall below 2 % in the middle of 2012, before increasing again to above 3 %. This 
increase is partly due to the introduction of a price on carbon, which is estimated to add 0.7 
percentage points to headline inflation in the 2013 financial year. The carbon price will be viewed in 
the same way as the GST that was implemented more than a decade ago. The Reserve Bank will 
incorporate this effect into monetary policy. However underlying terms inflation is expected to remain 
within the 2-3% range for the next couple of years, with a carbon price approximately increasing 
underlying inflation by 0.25 % in 2013 financial year (Lowe 2012). Figure 4.1 depicts these Consumer 
Price Inflation Forecasts.  
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Figure 4.1: Consumer Price Inflation Forecasts 
 
 
     (Lowe 2012 - The Forces Shaping the Economy Over 2012) 
Actual impact of the carbon price on CPI 
The RBA stated that there was initially little information on price thus the introduction of the carbon 
price did not have significant effect on price pressures until the month of September 2012. There were 
only a few examples of suppliers who attributed price increases to the carbon price. Therefore there 
was no evidence to suggest that the carbon price had increased medium-term inflation expectations 
(RBA 2012). The rate of inflation was up in the September quarter from the low level recorded in the 
June quarter. Underlying inflation was approximately 0.75% in the quarter and approximately 2% over 
the year. The CPI increased by 1.2 % in September on a seasonally adjusted basis and was expected 
to be 2 % over the year. The changes reflect the introduction of the carbon price which had a notable 
effect on electricity and gas prices. Similarly dwelling and grocery prices increased. The inflation in 
the health area increased as a result of tightening of restrictions eligible for the private health 
insurance rebate. The inflation rate was also subdued due to lessening inflation in the areas of market 
services, automotive fuels and rents (RBA 2013).  
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The inflation in utilities has been higher than overall consumer price inflation over the past decade 
with main increases in electricity, gas, water and sewerage resulting from the increase in capital costs 
related to infrastructure investment. Electricity networks require investment to replace degrading 
infrastructure to meet peak demand and reliability standards. Similarly gas networks and water 
supplies require expansions and improved reliability. Consumers are inflicted with the cost associated 
with capital expenditure which is the reason utility prices have increased (RBA 2012, 1).  
The carbon price introduced on 1 July 2012 has increased the utilities price rises, which have 
increased 15 % partly due to the carbon price. These utilities have a weight in the consumer price 
index (CPI) of 4% as price increases contributed 0.5% to inflation over the year to September quarter 
2012. The carbon price accounted for less than half of the increase in utility prices. A utility such as 
electricity has the largest weight in CPI at 2.5% whilst gas and water have weights of 1 %. Electricity 
prices rose by 18.5% over the September quarter. The introduction of the carbon price increases the 
cost of generating electricity. The household electricity prices are regulated in most states and the 
level of generation costs have been incorporated to determine the regulated price increases. State 
price regulators imply the carbon price accounted for approximately half of the increase in electricity 
prices over the year. The level of network costs continued to contribute to the retail electricity prices 
(RBA 2012, 1).  
The gas price increased 19% over the past year. The growths in costs contributed to the increase in 
gas prices in states. Although, the actual price increases vary across states. The carbon price has 
accounted for less than half of the increase in gas prices in the year to September quarter 2012 which 
are consistent with the Treasury‘s modelling. Similarly the water and sewerage price rose by 3.8% 
over the past year. The impact of the carbon price has only had a small effect on water and sewerage 
prices (RBA 2012, 1).  
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Figure 4.2 Utilities Price Inflation 
 
(RBA Recent Box D: Developments in Utilities Prices 2012, 1) 
The inflation level of headline price pressures in October 2012 was considered to be the result of the 
carbon price. The increases in inflation were predicted not to be enough to prevent policy makers 
from cutting official cash rate. The low rates are designed to increase the non-mining parts of the 
economy such as construction. Consumer prices have risen 0.75% in the September quarter, after 
gaining 0.5% in the second quarter. Headline annual inflation increased to 1.6%, from 1.2%. The 
RBA's preferred measures of core inflation – the so-called trimmed and weighted gauges – are 
expected to see annual inflation increase slightly to 2.2% (Greber 2012). The Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS) indicates consumer prices increased 1.4% in the three months ending on 30 
September 2012, resulting from an 18.5% increase in electricity partly due to the carbon price and a 
4.5% rise in medical expenses (Greber and Mitchell 2012).  
Treasury modelling forecasted that electricity and gas prices were to rise approximately 10% and 9% 
respectively in 2012-13 due to the carbon price, raising the CPI by 0.7%. The Australian Bureau of 
Statistics estimated that the impact of the carbon price on power costs added 0.2 % to CPI. Overall, 
the carbon price added between 0.3 to 0.4% to headline CPI for the quarter of September. 
Commonwealth Bank Chief Michael Blythe stated that existing price projections rely on Treasury 
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modelling of the impact of the carbon price which is too high. Citi Head Economist Paul Brennan 
believes that the carbon price is not a driver of CPI. Greg Evans from the Australian Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry stated the price impacts of the carbon price were a concern due to the sharp 
rise within a three month period to September (Priest 2012 2012). 
Westpac Senior Economist Justin Smirk calculated that the introduction of the carbon price was to 
add 0.1% to the core inflation in the third quarter. The core inflation level without a carbon price would 
be 2.3% a year in December rather than 2.6% with a carbon price. Headline CPI increased 0.2% 
which is down from the 1.2% in the September quarter resulting mainly from a fall in fruit and 
vegetable prices. The bank predicted that headline CPI probably rose 0.4% from September quarter 
when it gained 1.2%. The annual CPI level up to December 2012 increased to 2.4% from 2 % (Greber 
2013). 
 
Stevens indicated that the inflation rate was lower than RBA expectations the consumer price index 
rose by 2.5% over the past year to December which was inflated due to the impact of the carbon 
price. Labour costs moderated slightly over the quarter and productivity growth appeared to be 
improving. The RBA now predicts that inflation will be within the official range of 3% over the next one 
to two years (Stevens 2013). The CPI rose 0.4% in the March quarter 2013, compared to a rise of 
0.2% in the December quarter 2012. The annual inflation rate was 2.5% up to the March quarter 
2012, compared with a rise of 2.2% in the year to December 2012 (Australian Bureau of Statistics 
2013). These outcomes are mostly consistent with earlier expectations that the introduction of the 
carbon price which would have only a modest effect on underlying inflation.  Although it is not possible 
to identify the carbon price effect precisely this was said in the May 2013 Statement on Monetary 
Policy (RBA 2013). 
4.1.1 Conclusion 
Inflation has moderated and there has been no significant impact from the introduction of the carbon 
price. The Australian Bureau of Statistics and the Reserve Bank of Australia said the consumer price 
index (CPI) rose by 0.2% in the December quarter, which was half of what economists expected. This 
was less than the 1.4% increase in the September quarter and thus meant the annual inflation rate 
was at 2.2%. Underlying inflation grew by 0.55% in the December quarter, for an annual rate of 2.2%, 
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which reflect the price pressures with a number of seasonal factors putting downward pressure on 
inflation. Consumer prices rises were consistent with Treasury modelling. The majority of the impact 
of the carbon price on inflation occurred in the September quarter.  
4.2 Electricity Prices 
Predictions of the Carbon Price on Electricity Prices  
 
Treasury predicted that carbon pricing will impact upon goods and increase the overall prices. The 
largest price increases will be for goods with high emissions intensity such as electricity and gas. 
Households will be provided with assistance to compensate for the price increases. The increase in 
weekly expenditure was thought to be around $9.90 of which electricity and gas will contribute $3.30 
and $1.50 respectively. The electricity prices are expected to increase with or without a carbon price. 
Carbon pricing is estimated to increase electricity prices by approximately 10% and 9% for gas prices. 
A $23/ t CO2 carbon price in 2012-13 is estimated to increase the consumer price index (CPI) by 
0.7%, whilst there will be a 0.2% increase in CPI which is expected to occur in 2015-16 with a carbon 
price of $29/t CO2-e. Therefore the CPI impact will be 0.9% over 4 years.  
Table 4.1 Effect of $23/t CO2-e carbon price on expenditure, 2012-13 
 
(Treasury 2012 Strong Growth, Low Pollution Modelling a Carbon Price: Overview) 
Under the Clean Energy Future Plan electricity prices are expected to vary between 7- 10% 
depending on state jurisdictions. In 2013-2017 the predicted energy increases are 10 %, for 2018-
2022 increase 8% and 2046-2050 electricity prices are expected to increase 32%. Electricity is a 
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major source of emissions for Australia this is why electricity prices increase as coal generation 
energy produces a large amount of carbon pollution. Please refer to Table 4.2 depicted below:  
 
Table 4.2: Electricity Average household electricity price increases  
   
(Treasury Strong Growth, Low Pollution Modelling a Carbon Price Update 2011, 12) 
 
The impact of the electricity industry of carbon abatement policies requires modelling of the changes 
within the national wholesale electricity market. The impact of the policy that reduces the carbon 
emission level through a carbon price is known as ―carbon pass-through‖ which is essential in 
understanding and estimating the relationship between the carbon price and wholesale electricity 
prices and the role and extent of industry assistance through the allocation of free permits (Wild et al 
2012, 3). The carbon pass-through is the carbon price or tradable carbon permit incidence and refers 
to the proportion of the carbon prices that are passed into wholesale electricity spot prices ($/MWh).  
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The proportion of carbon pass-through is determined by the following:  
 
o Emissions intensity of capital stock – high emission intensity capital stock tends to have high 
carbon pass-through rates.  
o Demand and supply elasticity‘s – the level of carbon pass through would be higher, the more 
inelastic demand and the more elastic supply  
o The existence of substitutes – depends on the availability of low emissions intensive forms of 
electricity to substitute highly intensive forms of electricity generation which would lower the 
carbon pass-through rate 
o The ability to access offsets or international credits which allow the domestic rate of carbon 
pass through by lowering the requirement for domestic substitution of emissions intensive 
forms of production.  
o Market competition- competitive versus oligopolistic/ monopolistic structures.  
 
(Wild et al 2012, 4-5) 
 
The carbon pass-through rate for Australian state emission factors measured in (tCO2/ MWh) and the 
contribution of wind generation produced variable results with Victoria having the largest emissions 
intensity factor of 1.23, Tasmania has the lowest with 0.32, Queensland 0.89, New South Wales 0.90 
and South Australia 0.72. The states with a high amount of wind generation relative to the states of 
National Electricity Market (NEM) had lower emissions intensity factors. The NEM emissions intensity 
factor was found to be 0.94. The 0.94 NEM implies that a carbon pass through rate of 0.94 to 
consumers implies if the carbon price was $10/ t CO2 there would be an increase of the whole sale 
electricity price by 9.40/MWh. The carbon-intensity rate indicates that consumers bear a large amount 
of the carbon price if sources of electricity are highly carbon intensive, whilst a low-carbon intensity 
rate would indicate that producers involved have lower emissions. The level of carbon pass-through 
indicates who should bear the costs of reducing climate change. Society as a whole will benefit from 
the mitigation of emissions in face of climate change. A high carbon pass-through rate would imply 
that generators would pass the increase in costs onto consumers in the form of high electricity prices 
(Wild et al 2012, 6).  
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Electricity prices for households have increased approximately 70% nationally over the past 4 years. 
The electricity networks require replacing, and there are more appliances- air conditioning, laptops 
and televisions that increase the demand on the electricity system. Therefore to have reliable 
electricity consumers are imposed with higher electricity prices. The maintenance and reliability of the 
network is expensive due to the age of the networks and the demand placed upon the system. The 
Australian Government does not set electricity prices but it does understand the impacts on 
businesses and households in relation to increasing electricity prices. This is why states and 
territories need to implement reforms to reduce the price pressures for consumers whilst providing 
sufficient supply (Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism 2012, 2) 
Figure 4.3: Electricity and gas retail price index (real)- Australian capital cities.  
 
     (Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism 2012, 2) 
The average Australian household electricity bill in 2012-13 consists of the following:  
o Network charges – accounting for 51% of the bill which represents the cost of building and 
maintaining energy networks.  
o Wholesale costs- the costs for generating electricity and trading represents approximately 
20% of the total bill.  
o Carbon price – cost for fossil fuel generators for their emissions which will account for 9% of 
household bills.  
o Retail and energy scheme costs – The electricity supply and costs from schemes for energy 
efficiency and renewable which amount to approximately 20% of the average electricity bill.  
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(Australian Government Clean Energy Future 2012) 
Figure 4.4: Electricity Price Rise Components 
 
(Australian Government Clean Energy Future 2012) 
Distributional effects 
Consumer prices have differing impacts on various households, due to differences in initial emission 
intensity of consumption, household types and their relative ability to alter their consumption. Low 
income households are largely impacted by carbon pricing. Low income earners tend to spend on 
average, a higher proportion of their disposable income on emission-intensive goods, such as 
electricity and gas. For example the average price impact for a single pensioner household in the 
lowest income quintile is estimated to be 1.0% in 2012-13, whilst for a one-income household with no 
children in the highest income quintile the average price impact is estimated to approximately to be 
0.6%. The estimates of the impact of carbon prices on average consumer prices are overstated as 
they ignore the ability of households to adjust towards lower emission intensive goods. Households 
who can change their consumption patterns will face lower price impacts compared to those 
households that cannot change. These estimates do not incorporate the Government‘s financial 
assistance to household. Therefore households that receive assistance will be better off if they 
transfer to less emission-intensive goods to improve energy efficiency (Treasury 2011) 
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Table 4.3 Estimated price impacts by household type $23 carbon price in 2012-13 
 
(Treasury Strong Growth, Low Pollution Modelling a Carbon Price 2011, 138) 
Actual Impacts of carbon price on electricity prices 
a) Western Australia 
The Federal Government‘s Clean Energy Initiative will see certain liable entities such as Synergy be 
required to pay a carbon price. The carbon price will start at $23 per tonne of carbon dioxide 
equivalent in 2012/13 and will rise by approximately 2.5% per year for the next two year. Synergy is 
impacted by the Federal Government‘s carbon price and Synergy‘s estimated carbon costs will be 
passed on to the consumer in the form of a carbon charge. Therefore as of 1 July 2012 a carbon 
charge will be incorporated into consumer electricity bills. 
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For 2012/13, Synergy‘s estimated carbon charge is: 
For residential customers 
Approximately 2.255 cents per unit 
          (Synergy 2012) 
Synergy purchases electricity from a range of power stations within the South-West Interconnected 
System (SWIS). The sources of generation may include coal-fire, gas-fired and renewable sources. 
Power stations will emit different amounts of greenhouse gas emissions and the outputs are 
monitored and audited. Synergy estimates its likely carbon costs and thus averages the overall cost 
increases across customers of electricity. Synergy then applies allowable return and GST. The carbon 
charge is incorporated in to consumer electricity energy charge, reviews will take place annually. The 
estimate for the Federal Government‘s carbon price is 2.255 cents per kilowatt hour, which includes 
Synergy‘s estimate of the carbon price, allowable return and GST included (Synergy 2012). The 
estimated increase electricity account is 9.13% for the average customer with an average daily usage 
of 15.89 units. This estimate can vary depending on the customers actual consumption levels 
(Synergy- Media Release 2012).  
b) Queensland:  
Queensland residential electricity customers from 1 July 2012 would see on their bill an estimate as 
to how much the Commonwealth Government´s carbon price increases the three main domestic 
electricity tariffs (11, 31 and 33). The aim is to provide transparency about how the carbon price 
contributes to the price they pay on electricity. This may also allow customers to decide whether the 
compensation provided by the Commonwealth Government, to offset the carbon price, is adequate. 
The estimated carbon price on domestic Tariff 11 is approximately 2.4 cents per kilowatt hour (c/kWh) 
(Queensland Government 2012).  
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Since the estimated carbon price is approximately 2.4 cents per kilowatt hour (c/kWh). For a 
customer paying 23.07 c/kWh, the carbon price will be 2.4 cents c/kWh. If Sandy uses 1500 kWh of 
electricity to calculate the carbon price component of her bill she would have to multiply her electricity 
usage by 2.4 cents, such can be below: 
1500 kWh X 0.024 = 36 
Therefore, Sandy´s carbon price cost increases the monthly bill by approximately $36 for electricity. 
This calculation is a guide only. The price paid for electricity will depend on the contract with the 
electricity provider and the overall level of consumption (Queensland Government 2012).  
c) New South Wales  
The Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) set retail prices for both residential and 
business customers in contracts until 2013.  
The two main regulated electricity retailers are: 
o Energy Australia supplies central Sydney and the Hunter region. 
o Origin Energy (formerly Country Energy and Integral Energy) supplies western Sydney, the 
Illawarra and the rest of NSW. 
The final electricity price includes generation costs, network costs, retail costs, and the cost of the 
Commonwealth Government‘s carbon price and other green schemes. IPART reviews electricity costs 
regularly. Network charges are regulated by Australian Energy Regulator (AER) which is an 
independent body. The regulated retail electricity prices were estimated to increase on average by 
18% over the year from 1 July 2012.The Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) sets 
prices to show the efficient cost of supplying electricity to customers. The 'efficient cost' requires 
energy retailers to allocate money wisely and find cost saving methods before passing costs onto 
consumers.  
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The regulated prices for electricity in 2012/2013 include the following:  
o The Commonwealth‘s carbon price, which was predicted to increase average NSW  bills by 
8.9% 
o Network charges, which was predicted to increase average NSW bills by 8.4%.  
(New South Wales Government 2012). 
IPART recognised the green schemes would contribute approximately $316 on an average household 
bill of $2,200 annually, which includes the Commonwealth‘s Carbon price ($168), Renewable Energy 
Targets ($102), NSW Energy Savings Scheme ($13) and NSW Climate Change Levy ($34) to fund 
the Solar Bonus Scheme (New South Wales Government 2012).  
In April, New South Wales Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) estimated an 
average increase of 18.1% on electricity prices. IPART indicates that the carbon price accounts for 
half of the increase and the other half was due to network infrastructure costs (wires and poles), 
green scheme and retail costs. The cost of generating electricity actually fell 1%. IPART has the final 
decision on regulated average retail electricity price increased on 1 July 2012 (IPART 2012, 1).  
Table 4.4 IPART’s final decision on regulated average retail electricity price increases from 1 
July 2012 (including inflation, %) 
 
         (IPART 2012, 1) 
The average price increases in relation to consumer of 3 regulators electricity retailers are as follows:  
o EnergyAustralia electricity prices increased 20.6% which is equivalent to $7.00 per week or 
$364 annually on an average residential customers electricity bills. This would increase the 
residential customer‘s bill to $2,762 
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o Integral Energy electricity prices increased 11.8% which is an extra $4.00 a week or $208 
annually. This would increase on the average bill to $1,972. Similarly small businesses 
electricity increased $5.19 a week or $270 annually on an average thus increasing the 
average business annual electricity bill to $2,561.  
o Country Energy customers, electricity bill increased 19.7% which translates to an extra $8.21 
per week or $427 per year for the average residential customer‘s. Therefore increasing the bill 
to an average to $2,590. Small businesses electricity prices increased $10.67 per week or 
$555 per year electricity price on average for small businesses, which would result in an 
annual bill increasing to $3,364.  
(IPART 2012, 2) 
The past 2 years the main reason for the increase in average regulated prices is due to the following:  
o Rising network costs – costs associated with transmission and distribution networks to 
transport electricity to customers‘ premises 
o Green scheme costs - (the costs of complying with Commonwealth and NSW Government 
schemes aimed at mitigating increased carbon emissions, including the carbon pricing 
mechanism and Renewable Energy Target scheme.  
 
(IPART 2012, 3) 
d) South Australia  
 
Electricity prices were predicted to increase by the average of 18%. The essential Services 
Commission of South Australia stated that the carbon price accounted for over a quarter of total 
increase in electricity bills. There are other factors which include the rise in network charges and the 
solar tariff scheme that gives money to those that export electricity back to the grid. The commission 
says the price rises especially wholesale cost components will represent 40% of the total price. On 18 
December 2012, the South Australian Government declared a major policy change in relation to price 
regulation of retail energy prices. The Commission suspended its wholesale electricity cost (WEC) 
review thus such information on per unit increase is unavailable (ESCOSA. 2012).  
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e) Australian Capital Territory 
 
The estimated price increases for a range of average residential customers ranged between $155 and 
$391 depending on their electricity usage refer to Table 4.5 below. For example a customer with a 
large consumption level of 12,000 (kWh) they would be charged $391 of which $313 is the carbon 
contribution charge. The price rise was largely attributable to the introduction of the carbon price 
which represents approximately 14 % of the 17.74% of the increase in retail electricity prices for   
2012-13. The Independent Competition and Regulatory Commission (ICRC) underestimated the 
ACTs average of price increases. The Commission stated the rise in regulated retail tariffs is largely 
due to an increase in the cost of wholesale electricity, which is almost entirely attributed to the carbon 
price. The ICRC estimated that with the new tariffs, electricity costs for an average customer will rise 
by around $273 a year, or around $5.25 a week (ICRC 2012, 38).  
 
Table 4.5: Estimated price increases for residential customers 
 
          (ICRC 2012, 38) 
 
The cost increases for non-residential customers were estimated to increase annual electricity bill by 
$436 for a ‗small‘ non-residential customer and increase electricity by $1,577 for a ‗large‘ customer. A 
large proportion of the increase is attributable to the price on carbon refer to Table 4.6 below.  
 
Table 4.6: Estimated price increases for non-residential customers 
          (ICRC 2012, 38) 
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Customers with a larger energy usage tend to have larger increases in cost of electricity. However, 
there are many factors that impact upon expenditure on electricity such includes household 
characteristics, such as dwelling structure, efficiency of appliances used, electricity prices, rebates 
electricity prices and income which alter behaviour. The Australian Government and the ACT will help 
customers to reduce their electricity bills. There are both concession and assistance programs 
available at both levels of government (ICRC 2012, 39) 
 
f) Victoria 
Electricity prices were expected to increase up to 15% in some areas. Victoria will see different 
increases depending on location which occurs in other states. The Victorian power supplies are 
deregulated and the state government said that the carbon price would lead to a 10 % increase in 
power prices. Three of Victoria‘s electricity retailers include the following AGL's residential electricity 
bills increased between 12.8 and 14.8%, Origin‘s price increased between 13.8 and 14%, whilst 
TRUenergy customers can expect between 8.2 and 9.3% price increase as a result of the carbon 
price. Victoria has 15 retailers; the 3 biggest retailers have the states majority of customers (Morton 
2012).  
 
g) Northern Territory 
 
Andrew Macrides, the Managing Director of Power and Water Corporation stated that the budget 
estimated that the electricity prices will see a 7% resulting from the carbon price and the remaining 3 
per cent was factored into the inflation rate. The electricity prices in the Northern Territory electricity 
prices increased by 9.6%. Therefore an average annual electricity bill of $2000 will result in a total 
increase of approximately $182. The electricity bills will be less in the Territory as 90 per cent of its 
electricity is generated through gas sources in comparison to other higher coal-fired power stations in 
other states (Hind 2012). 
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h) Tasmania 
 
Electricity prices for all households increased by 10.56%. Tasmania is Australia‘ smallest state which 
has a low level of carbon emissions and Tasmania initially over-estimated the carbon price impacts 
upon electricity prices which was predicted to be an increase of 26% in electricity prices. The actual 
price rises were less than half and electricity prices resulted in a $240 increase for households with 
annual electricity bill of $2300 for electricity. The Tasmanian Regulator approved a 10.56% increase 
in Aurora Energy‘s electricity charges for 2012-13.This meant that both residential customers and 
businesses experienced a rise in electricity prices. The 10.56% increase is greater than the 8.71% 
that the Tasmania Economic Regulator estimated in October 2010. The actual price rises are higher 
than the initial forecasts due to large increases in network charges, greater cost of complying with the 
Australian Government‘s renewable energy scheme, carbon price and higher rates of inflation, which 
are the reason as to why electricity prices increased above 2010 forecasts. Table 4.7 summarises the 
impact of the major factors on the price increase (Tasmanian Economic Regulator 2012). The carbon 
price increase electricity price by 5.60%.  
 
Table 4.7: The Impact of carbon price on electricity in Tasmania 
  
       (Tasmanian Economic Regulator 2012) 
4.3: Electricity Generation in Australia  
Electricity generation account for a large proportion of Australia‘s emissions, a transition to a low-
emission future will require a shift to low-emission intensive means to generate electricity. Australia 
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has a range of renewable and sustainable options such as gas, wind, solar and geothermal 
resources. Australia‘s coal resources could be important in an emission-constrained world if carbon 
capture and storage technologies become commercial. The modelling shows that an introduction of a 
carbon price will change the composition of electricity generation in Australia. The carbon price will 
change the mix of technologies and fuels used in the electricity sector (Treasury 2011, 11). 
The carbon price will alter the generation of electricity thus providing incentive to implement new 
cleaner technologies and moderate growth in relation to electricity demand. There will be a transition 
to new renewable technologies with gas electricity generation increasing and there will be a decline in 
the number of traditional coal fired power stations. It is expected that there will be a transition to 
renewable energy up to approximately 40% by 2050 due to a $100 billion investment in renewables 
(Treasury 2011, 11).  
Figure 4.5 Electricity generation 
 
     (Treasury Low Pollution and Growth Modelling 2011, 11) 
The emissions in the updated policy scenario Clean Energy Future is lower than in the SGLP policy 
scenario due to the higher initial carbon price. Consumer prices were predicted to increase by 0.7% in 
2012-13. Similarly household electricity prices were predicted to increase 10 % with a carbon price of 
$23/t CO2 emissions. There will be a small amount of divergence and there will be a convergence of 
long term energy prices to reflect cost of new generation capacity (Treasury 2011, 12) 
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There is pressure on state governments to reform their energy markets ―for too long, some state 
governments have been increasing their revenue at the expense of the family electricity bill – that has 
to stop‖. The TD Securities-Melbourne Institute Monthly Inflation Gauge yesterday revealed that 
electricity prices rose 14.9% in July. The Council of Australian Governments is concerned about 
electricity price rises and energy ministers will focus on reviews to allow efficient investment 
provisions without creating undue pressure on prices. Transmission companies are criticised for 
spending too much on upgrading their equipment, which increases electricity prices (Priest 2012). 
Abbott‘s claim that carbon price is responsible for an average of half the amount of recent increases 
in electricity prices across the country such is overstating the effect of the carbon price according to 
the Australian Energy Regulator. The effect of the carbon price on retail prices vary as electricity 
increases from 4.6% in South Australia, 5.6% in Tasmania, 8.9% in NSW, 10.6% in Queensland and 
14.2% in the ACT. The energy industry sources stated that Abbott may have confused his figures with 
the decision by the NSW Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal stated that half of the average 
18% rise in electricity prices this financial year was due to the carbon price which was introduced on 
July 1 (Ludlow 2012) 
Origin Energy Managing Director Grant King criticised the government‘s renewable energy target and 
carbon legislation as it was said that they will not achieve the purpose they were designed to achieve 
and will subsequently increase prices for consumers. The carbon policy is adding costs with little 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. The $23 price on carbon is too low to change investment 
decisions. This will mean that there will be no incentive for new power plant development projects and 
thus the price advantage of coal fired powered generation compared to gas will persist. Since the 
introduction of the carbon price the share of coal generation unit outage and emissions fell due to the 
decline in activity rather than the impact from the carbon policy legislation. Therefore Australians are 
paying a large price for carbon abatement which questions whether the policy is appropriately 
designed (Macdonald-Smith 2013) 
 
4.4 The Clean Energy Future Plan: Household Modelling 
On 10 July, 2011 the Federal Treasurer announced the Clean Energy Future plan which would see a 
$23 carbon price on greenhouse gas emissions to be paid directly by Australia‘s largest greenhouse 
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gas emitting companies from 1 July 2012 (refer to Appendix A for the list of liable entities). Industry 
was expected to pass on some of the carbon price to households; the Australian Government 
announced the household assistance package. NATSEM provided an independent analysis of the 
impact of this package on Australian households, which would see assistance to low and middle 
income households through subsequent personal income tax reductions to individuals earning under 
$80,000 and increased transfer payments to those on government benefits (Phillips and Taylor 2011, 
1). Treasury modelling of the household package indicated that for 2012-13 financial year, the 
average cost impacts of the carbon price on households would be $9.90 per week. The average 
benefits to households from tax and transfer changes would be $10.10. Treasury modelling also 
suggests that two out of three households will be no worse off (Phillips and Taylor 2011, 2). 
 
The University of Canberra – National Centre for Social and Economic Modelling (NATSEM) shows 
that Australian households will be on average $2.50 better off per week under the Federal 
Government‘s carbon price package. The NATSEM modelling shows that household will gain $6.50 
per week from tax cuts and $4.50 per week from increased government payments. The carbon price 
impact is $8.50 per week on average for households. ―The overall net gain to households is $2.50 per 
week compared to just 20 cents in the Treasury modelling‖ (Phillips 2011, 1). NATSEM provides an 
independent household sector analysis of The Clean Energy Future Plan: Household Modelling. The 
report estimates that there will be 69% of households that are better off under the plan and the 
package assistance provisions are targeted at low income households and those on government 
welfare benefits. Households are generally better off apart from the richest 20% of the population. 
Table 4.8 below shows the distributional impacts for different family and income types. Low and 
middle income families are better off under the carbon price reforms, while the highest income 
families tend to be moderately worse off. However overall, families are on average $2.50 per week 
better off. 
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Table 4.8 The Clean Energy Future Plan: Household Modelling – Ben Phillips 
 
     (National Centre for Social and Economic Modelling 2011, 6) 
 
Treasury has estimated that the carbon price will add $7.7 billion in revenue in 2012-13. The carbon 
prices will add around 2 per cent to the total tax revenue and the plan is targeted at the high pollution 
expenditure areas such as electricity and gas. The key difference between the Treasury modelling 
and NATSEM report is the use of the ABS household expenditure survey (HES) data for 2009-10 
rather than the 2003-04 Treasury survey data. The carbon impact are lower in the NATSEM report 
due to the report examining expenditure figures which show that there has been a decline in average 
household energy consumption and a change in the mixture of expenditure towards low carbon 
intensity products. The NATSEM modelling indicates that the Government‘s household package 
provides sufficient support to low and middle income households to counteract the cost impacts of a 
carbon price during the initial fixed price phase. The Clean Energy Future Plan Household model and 
NATSEM modelling results are represented in Table 4.9 below:  
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Table 4.9: Clean Energy Future Plan Household Modelling 
 
 
 
 
(Phillips Clean Energy Future Plan: Household Modelling: Household Analysis of the Clean Energy 
Future Package 2011, 2) 
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The above Tables represent that the majority of assistance went to both low and middle income 
households. The mean and median net gain is $2.50 as the actual carbon price impact was 8.50 
which is less than Treasury predictions. Therefore households were compensated above the impact 
of the carbon impact leaving them better off. The distribution by State on average shows that there 
was an even distribution of the $2.50 net gain.  
Australian families were significantly over-compensated for the impacts of the carbon price scheme 
which has been seen through the analysis of the tax cuts and welfare payment provisions. The 
National Press Club and Climate Change Minister Greg Combet represented how revenue from the 
government‘s $23 carbon price on larger emitters made low and middle- income families up to $2000 
a year better off. The analysis of the Household Assistance Package (HAP) by the Treasury and 
Department of Housing and Community Services over-estimated the likely impact of the carbon price. 
The benefits from HAP along with growth in wages and other payments have exceeded the rise in the 
cost of living for both low and middle income households. The Australian Government used the 
carbon price to improve the position of low and middle income earners and the tax reform which 
involves increasing the tax free threshold from $6000 to $18,200 (Priest 2013).  
 
Prior to the introduction of the carbon price the Treasury predicted families would be on average 20 
cents better off per week. The analysis of pensioners indicates that the maximum rate of gain was 
$53.55 net income per fortnight and families with a combine income and two children were $80.48 
better off. There were errors in modelling as Treasury used 2003-04 household expenditure data to 
estimate the cost to families of the carbon price. The proportion of household expenditure on both gas 
and electricity has been in decline between 2003-04 and 2009-10. This is why Treasury over-
estimated the impact of the carbon tax on energy prices (Priest 2013).  
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4.5 Employment  
Since the carbon price commenced, Australia's economy and employment has continued to grow. 
This can be represented by the Australian Bureau of Statistics seasonal adjusted data in Figure 4.6 
below. 
Figure 4.6: Employed persons and Unemployed, seasonally adjusted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
(Australian Bureau of Statistics 6202.0 - Labour Force, Australia, May 2013) 
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Employment increased over the June quarter 2012 and there was little change in unemployment rates 
which remained around 5.25%. The distribution of unemployment across the regions remained 
relatively low. Employment growth continued to reflect the new effect of strong growth in education, 
resource-related areas and health industries and structural developments, which saw movement from 
retail, manufacturing and construction. The indicators show that there is modest growth in 
employment (RBA 2012).  
Employment in the month of July 2012 increased at the same pace as the working-age population 
and the unemployment rate remained steady at 5.25%. The number of individuals receiving 
unemployment benefits increased. The indicators show that labour demand had slightly fallen though 
there was a modest increase in employment growth figures. Similarly, the unemployment rate 
increased in September 2012, which was consistent with other indicators that show that the labour 
market demand had fallen. A substantial reduction in construction employment over the past year 
reflects a somewhat delayed response to weakening condition with the construction sector. 
Employment in October moderately increased; whilst the unemployment rate remained at 5.4%. The 
unemployment rate in January was steady at 5.4%, whilst the growth of employment continued to 
increase at a modest pace. There was a rise in employment in February accompanied by an increase 
in the participation rate. However the increase in employment could reflect changes in the sample. 
The unemployment rate remained unchanged at 5.4%. The labour markets were expected to remain 
somewhat restrained, with growth of employment projected to be below that of the working-age 
population over expected quarters. Employment growth is expected to increase as output growth 
improves (RBA 2013).  
4.5.1 Future Predictions for Employment:  
It is predicted that employment will continue to increase, with 1.6 million jobs created by 2020 and 6 
million jobs by 2050 – these are predictions with or without carbon pricing. These results are constant 
across all policy scenarios. The modelling predicts that there will be a structural change due to a 
carbon price as there will be a shift from high-emission intensive to low-emission intensive industries 
and production processes. Although this shift would be small in comparison to the structural change 
from other factors such as the high terms of trade, ageing population, changes in tastes and the 
ongoing expansion of Asian economies (Treasury 2011, 7).  
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Energy Minister, Martin Ferguson believes that Australia is unlikely to create green manufacturing 
jobs as there is difficulty in competing with low-cost foreign manufacturers. The Chinese Government 
announced that $1.1.billion in additional subsidies will be given to solar-power industry, which will 
place a further challenge on the Australian solar panel providers. The Australian Manufacturing 
Workers Union is encouraging energy companies to use Australian-made wind projects. Local 
manufacturing jobs have been lost because of contracts going to foreign suppliers (Priest 2012).  
 
Ferguson promises $83 million in grants for solar research and development programs to reduce the 
wholesale cost for solar energy and to make it competitive with fossil fuels. There needs to be a focus 
on innovation and research and development. It is difficult to compete internationally in relation to 
green manufacturing. Greg Combet the Climate Change Minister promoted green manufacturing jobs 
and the Prime Minister Julia Gillard spoke of manufacturing jobs when selling the benefits of a carbon 
price. Hunt said ―the carbon price would send Australian jobs overseas due to higher electricity prices‖ 
(Priest 2012). 
 
Job losses and closure of production facilities in the manufacturing sector brings about the issue of 
whether the government should deal with the transformation of the Australian economy and the issue 
within the manufacturing sector. It is necessary to understand that structural adjustment is occurring 
within Australia. The issues occur when the costs of producing goods is greater than the price that 
could be achieved by selling goods in a competitive market. Input costs include the price of labour, 
the cost of capital and the cost of energy driven by infrastructure spending on generation and 
distribution and by the carbon price. Manufacturing has been declining as share of gross domestic 
product (GDP) in Australia for many decades. Since, it is not possible to compete with foreign goods 
that have lower cost structures (MKibbin 2012)  
4.5.2 Structural change and relevant impacts of carbon pricing  
The structure of the Australian economy is changing, jobs will be different industries in the future 
compared to the past. The mining and construction sector will continue to grow fast. The incomes will 
continue to improve and subsequently tastes change thus there is a long term trend towards a service 
based economy and a relative reduction of the importance of goods productions. Structural changes 
resulting from a carbon price are less than the changes to terms of trade or tastes. There will be 
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changes to the mining and construction sector as a carbon price will see changes in growth rates. The 
effects are small compared to the changes that affect the underlying growth trends within the sector or 
underlying growth rates that occur in relation to decadal changes. Thus sectors will grow at similar 
growth rates with or without a carbon price (Treasury 2011, 103). 
Figure 4.7: Output growth by broad sector, 1990 to 2050  
Annual average growth rates Medium global action scenario and effect of carbon pricing 
 
(Treasury 2011, Strong Growth, Low Pollution Modelling a Carbon Price 104) 
The effect is due to movement of resources between different sectors and industries. Australia will 
persist to have a strong mining and construction and manufacturing sectors with a price on carbon. 
The manufacturing sector may see a decline in growth rates, whilst other areas grow. This will see 
employment and investment to be directed towards less-emissions intensive manufacturing areas. 
The mining sector will be impacted as the energy extraction industry growth rates will slow, whilst 
other parts of the mining sector will remain on their growth path (Treasury 2011 105).  
The Australian economy will not be majorly affected by structural changes. Industries accounting for 
95% will notice their employment level in 2020 change by approximately 1%. The level of changes in 
employment due to the carbon price will be small compared to the situation of no carbon price with 
the standard movements in and out of employment (Treasury 2011, 105).  
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Conclusions 
The carbon price introduction cannot be directly attributed to changes in employment growth and 
unemployment. Since there are many factors that alter the employment statistics within the economy. 
The major attributor would be a reduction in the labour market demand levels and changes in 
economic environment. Tony Abbot said ―the carbon price would act as a wrecking ball through the 
economy‖. Swan believes that Abbott ―is misleading Australians and talking our economy down 
(Greber 2012).  
4.7 Impact of Carbon Price on Business:    
Prior to the introduction of carbon pricing, 42% of Australian businesses within manufacturing, 
services and construction sectors stated that they would try to recuperate their input costs by 
increasing their selling prices. The Australian Industry Group has considered market based 
approaches that aim to lead to a reduction of Australia‘s emissions are more likely to meet national 
objectives at the least possible cost. There are concerns about the design and implementation of the 
carbon price as there are initial fixed prices which are above international standards and there is 
uncertainty in both local and global business conditions due to the global financial crisis. The business 
estimate that the carbon price increased energy costs on average by 14.5% in a survey of 485 
businesses which was conducted in November 2012 and this increase was consistent across sectors.  
For example:  
o Manufacturing businesses indicated that their total energy input costs increased on average 
by 14.5% as a result of the carbon price. 
o Service sector increase was stated to be 13.6%. 
o Construction sector reported the carbon price to increase energy costs by approximately 
14.8% 
o The direct impact of the carbon price remains to be unclear for a minority of businesses. 
 
      `  (Australian Industry Group 2013, 1) 
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These estimated increases have not been reflected in the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 
Producer Price Index (PPI) data on electricity prices to date, which show an increase of only 6.7 per 
cent in the September quarter of 2012 when carbon pricing was introduced. However, the PPI data 
does show that there was the role of pressure in various areas, with the electricity prices for 
manufacturers increasing by a total of 17.2% over the year to the month of September and by 28.8% 
from September 2010. The factors causing the electricity price rises include the rising cost of 
electricity networks, the poles and wires that provide power. The costs for networks and maintenance 
accounted for half of the electricity increases from July 2012. For example in New South Wales 
household electricity price increased 18% on average from 1 July 2012, with 8.9 percentage points 
due to the carbon price and the rest due to rising network costs and maintenance (Australian Industry 
Group 2013, 1). 
There were 49% of businesses in the survey that experienced an increase in their inputs costs. The 
input prices increased for 61% of manufacturers, 36% of service businesses and 52% of construction 
businesses. There is a cost burden that is unequally distributed of the carbon price as various 
business have differing ability to pass on price rises to customers thus there are many businesses 
that are not able to pass on the increased price rises. The factors that impact upon a business‘s ability 
to pass on costs include the following:  
o Price expectation 
o Price power of customers 
o Local demand conditions  
o Level of import competition.  
   (Australian Industry Group 2013, 2) 
Food manufacturers experienced immediate input prices rises and were the least likely to pass on the 
higher costs resulting from the supply chain. The carbon price alters the production costs and profit 
margins. Business competitive is a concern due to the high Australian dollar and strong growth in 
wage levels. There are competitive grants available for various businesses including food processors 
under the Clean Technology Program to promote innovative technologies that will reduce impact of 
carbon pricing (Australian Industry Group 2013, 2).  
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The Australian Industry survey indicates that 49% of businesses – manufacturing, construction and 
services sectors reported that the price rose for at least some of their inputs from 1 July as a result of 
the carbon price. The input prices increased for 61% of manufacturing businesses, 36% of service 
businesses and 52% of construction businesses. The carbon price increases manufacturing inputs 
costs mainly through increased electricity and gas prices (Australian Industry Group 2013, 3).  
Electricity costs increases due to the carbon price seem to be nationally consistent with 2.1 to 3.3 
cents per kilowatt hour. Similarly gas prices impacts from the carbon price ranged from $1.18 to $2.08 
per gigajoule, the greater emission intensity of gas fields. There were some businesses that were not 
able to quantify the increase in their total energy costs as a result of the carbon price. Therefore 
businesses that were able to quantify the increase in input costs, for example manufacturing saw 
energy input costs increased approximately 14.5% on average, whilst services and construction saw 
increase of 13.6% and 14.8% respectively in relation to energy input costs (Australian Industry Group 
2013, 4). A previous Ai Group study indicated businesses spent 2% or less of their total revenue on 
energy. The carbon price impact on total costs is an increase of approximately 0.2% of revenue 
(Greber 2013). 
Manufacturing  
The first six month of the carbon price indicates that there is a large gap between the proportion of 
manufacturers that experience immediate input price increases resulting from carbon pricing (61%) 
and the proportion of manufacturing businesses that plan to increase their selling prices as a result of 
the carbon price (40%). There is a source of unwelcome profit reduction, which highlights the 
competitive price pressures that prevent many trade exposed businesses from passing on higher 
costs of doing business in the current environment of a high Australian dollar and weak local demand 
for goods. Manufacturing businesses tend to be highly trade exposed, competing against both China 
and India which offer lower costs. The price of manufacturing goods cannot rise without reducing our 
competitiveness. The ability to pass on costs depends on whether competitors are imposing similar 
costs. The survey indicates that food manufacturers appear to be facing great profit reduction as a 
result of the carbon price with over 90% reporting price rises for at least some of their inputs, whilst 
only 10% of food processing businesses can pass on the costs to customers (AusIndustry 2013, 6). 
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This is common to a lesser extent among businesses in basic metals, chemicals and machinery and 
equipment manufacturing which is depicted in Table 5 below:  
Table 5: Input prices and selling price intentions, manufacturing 
 
         (AusIndustry 2013, 10) 
Food manufacturers indicate that major food retailers and those within the food service industry would 
not tolerate price increases. Therefore manufacturers will improve energy efficiency, cut other costs or 
accept lower profit margins. Similarly metal manufacturers find that customers will not tolerate a price 
pass-through. There were other manufacturing sectors that experience smaller gaps between input 
price increases and selling price rises, including miscellaneous manufacturers such as 
pharmaceuticals and transport equipment. The demands for these goods are relatively inelastic due 
to the limited availability of substitutes and a larger amount of brand loyalty. The actual and 
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anticipated carbon price impacts are mixed in relation to investment decisions relative to other 
pressures such as the high Australian dollar (AusIndustry 2013, 6-7). 
Services  
Input price increased approximately for half of all service businesses surveyed and they were able to 
quantify the impact of the carbon price on their total energy input costs. The service business will 
experience total energy costs increases of 13.6% annually resulting from the carbon price. Service 
businesses considered to be either less affected by energy price rises or they were less aware of the 
impact that an increase in energy price could have on business costs compared to other sectors such 
as manufacturing or construction. Service businesses electricity costs tend to account for a smaller 
proportion of total input costs in comparison to manufacturing and construction businesses.  
The service sector experienced larger average increases in energy costs in the property sector up to 
22.3% and 17.8% for transport and storage businesses. Small service businesses indicated an 
average increase in total energy costs (17.1%), compared to medium sized business (10.9%) or large 
service business (11.0%). The differences between the average energy prices in relation to business 
sizes could be relevant to customer size and bargaining strength thus indicating higher energy costs 
can be passed through businesses of greater size. The increases in energy costs involved 36% of 
service businesses who reported that input costs have increased as a result of the carbon price 
(AusIndustry 2013, 9-10). 
The service sub-sectors that experienced higher proportional input cost increases included transport 
and storage (65%); accommodation, cafes and restaurants (40%); and communication services 
(38%). This may be due to the higher fuel and electricity intensity of businesses in these sub-sectors. 
The service areas in relation to retail trade (23%); personal and recreational (27%); and property and 
business services (31% although were less likely to report price increases of the carbon price). There 
were output price rises and price pass-through for 77% of the service business that reported a rise in 
input cost due to the carbon price. This suggests that sectors that are less trade-exposed are able to 
pass on costs (AusIndustry 2013, 9-10) 
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Figure 4.8: Average increase in total energy costs as a result of the carbon tax 
 
         (AusIndustry 2013, 8) 
Construction  
There were 1.5% of construction businesses that had reported that their total energy costs had 
increased as a result of the carbon price. The average total increase in energy costs which could be 
attributable to the carbon price was only 14.8% for construction businesses. There was 50.8% that 
reported a rise in energy costs between 1-10%, whilst 20% of construction businesses report a total 
increase of 20% or more in energy costs. There was 52.1% construction industry businesses that 
reported an immediate increase in inputs, 63% of businesses said prices increased on less than half 
of inputs, 23% said prices increased on more than half of their inputs and 14% said prices had 
increased on all of their inputs. There was 40% business that reported they would share the input 
costs increases across all their services and products, whilst 33% stated they would raise their prices 
on less than half of their services. The construction industry is not trade exposed in the same way 
manufacturing is although it does face demand condition concerns at present. There may be 
contracts that are likely to prevent price-pass through of the carbon price impact on input costs 
(AusIndustry 2013, 8).  
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The construction industry is experiencing poor demand and subsequently has a lower number of 
projects. However, there are sustainable builders that with the rise in electricity prices have clients 
that are looking to save money. For example, Acubuild Director Yanni Halias said the company 
designs both commercial and residential buildings that have lower long term electricity costs. Acubuild 
uses reduce heating and cooling costs to insulate concrete forms instead of standard bricks. There is 
a need to differentiate thus providing them with a competitive edge. The Australian Industry Group‘s 
Performance of the Construction Index points to the suffering sector. The July 2012 index fell 2.2 
points to 32.6 the lowest level since September 2011. The General Manager of Ecobuild, Pia 
Robinson said that sustainable designs in his work since the late 1990s and in the last 5 years green 
buildings have made up 80% of projects as energy prices increase and environmental concerns are 
on the agenda, this trend will continue. The carbon price is expected to increase interest into how a 
building can be built sustainably and to provide solutions to businesses in relation to rising energy 
costs (Gardner 2012). 
Conclusion  
The ability of various sectors to pass on the rise in input cost from the carbon depends on their ability 
to compete within the market. The manufacturing industry especially food professor businesses find it 
very difficult to pass on a rise in input costs. They may be required to find energy efficient mean to 
reduce electricity costs or to accept the reduction in profit margins. The extent to which prices can be 
passed on depends on the level of competition within the market given international price cost 
structures. The service and the construction industry were able to pass on increases in input prices in 
comparison to manufacturing that found it difficult to pass on rising cost structures. 
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Chapter 5: Concluding Recommendations and Findings 
Australia‘s carbon price impact on inflation has moderated and there was no significant impact from 
the introduction of the carbon price in July 2012. The Consumer Price Index increased by 0.2% in 
December quarter, which was half of what was expected. This was low in comparison to the 1.4% 
jump in September quarter and left Australia‘s annual inflation rate at 2.2%. Underlying inflation grew 
by an average of 0.55% in December quarter, for an annual rate of 2.3%. This reflects a subdued 
impact on seasonal factors putting downward pressure on inflation. There has been no significant 
broad-based increase in consumer prices as a result of the carbon price. The major impact of the 
carbon price occurred in September 2012. Although overall there has been a modest impact of the 
carbon price on inflation. The carbon price added between 0.3 to 0.4% to headline inflation for the 
quarter of September and 0.2% for the December quarter. Therefore Treasury‘s prediction of 0.7% 
increase in CPI in 2012-13 appears to be somewhat accurate.  
Treasury predicted that there would be an increase in expenditure of $9.90 where electricity and gas 
contributed $3.30 and $1.50 respectively. Electricity prices were predicted to increase with or without 
a carbon price. The carbon price was expected to increase electricity prices on average by 10%. The 
rise is electricity costs are the result of network charges, wholesale cost, the carbon price and retail 
and energy green schemes. The State Price Regulators implied that the carbon price impact on 
electricity prices was less than half of the overall increases in electricity prices.  The effect of the 
carbon price on retail electricity prices increases vary from 4.6% in South Australia, 5.6% in 
Tasmania, 8.9% in NSW, 10.6% in Queensland, 14.2% in the ACT and 9.13% in WA. The variance in 
the carbon price impact across the nation is dependent on the emission intensity factors, 
infrastructure, the types of electricity generation and the level of regulation within the state to monitor 
electricity price rises.  
Inflation in utilities has been higher over the past decade due to the replacement of infrastructure to 
meet peak demand and reliability standards. Utility cost increased 15% the carbon price contributed 
to less than half of the price increases in electricity. The State Governments are under pressure to 
reform their energy markets as there needs to be efficient investment provisions and infrastructure 
improvements without increasing pressure on electricity prices. The transmission companies are 
thought to spend too much on equipment which increases energy prices as a result.  
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Treasury estimated that the carbon price will add $7.7 billion in revenue in 2012-13, which has 
subsequently been revised due to lower international carbon price forecasts. Carbon prices were 
expected to add approximately 2% to the total tax revenue. There was a modelling undertaken by 
NATSEM which revise Treasury predictions. The key difference between the two reports is that 
NATSEM used the ABS household expenditure survey (HES) data for 2009-10 rather than the      
2003-04 which was used in the Treasury survey data to predict the potential impacts of the carbon 
price.  The NATSEM modelling indicates that the Government‘s household package provides 
sufficient support to low and middle income households, which offsets the cost of the carbon price 
impacts during the initial fixed-price period. Australian families were over-compensated for the 
impacts of the carbon price scheme through the provision of the tax cuts and welfare payments 
provisions. Since between 2003-04 and 2009-10 there was a decline in the share of household 
expenditure on electricity and gas. The Treasury overestimated the impact of the carbon price on 
energy prices.  
The University of Canberra – National Centre for Social and Economic Modelling (NATSEM) indicated 
that Australian households will be on average $2.50 better off per week under the Federal 
Government‘s carbon price package. The NATSEM modelling shows that household will gain $6.50 
per week from tax cuts and $4.50 per week from increased government payments. The carbon price 
impact is $8.50 per week on average for households. Therefore the net gain to households is $2.50 
per week in comparison to 20 cents in the Treasury modelling.  
The Australian economy‘s employment levels have continued to grow even with a price on carbon. 
There has been strong growth in employment figures, whilst there was a slight reduction in labour 
demand. The unemployment rate in January was steady at 5.4%, whilst the growth of employment 
continued to increase at a modest pace. The key concern for employment figures in the future would 
be whether Australia can create green manufacturing jobs given the comparative advantage of low 
cost foreign producers particularly China. Australia will experience structural adjustment as the 
economy shifts to a low carbon economy. This will see a reallocation of resources between different 
areas of the economy to correspond to changes. 
Businesses input cost increased as a result of the carbon price impacting upon electricity prices. The 
ability of the business to pass on the rise in input costs depends on the cost structure of the 
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businesses and the level of competition within the market. The factors that impact on a firm‘s ability to 
pass on cost increases include the following – price expectations, price power of the customer, level 
of import competition and local demand. The input prices increased for 61% of manufacturing 
businesses, 36% of service businesses and 52% of construction businesses that were surveyed by 
the Australian Industry Group. The carbon price altered the production costs and profit margins of 
businesses. It is necessary to note the high Australian dollar and strong growth in wages levels would 
have also increased the cost of production. Manufacturing businesses were largely impacted by a rise 
in electricity prices, due international price structures being highly competitive. Electricity costs 
increases in the carbon price seem to be nationally consistent with 2.1 to 3.3 cents per kilowatt hour. 
Manufacturing businesses that were able to quantify the increase in input costs saw energy input 
costs increased approximately 14.5% on average. Similarly services and construction saw increases 
of 13.6% and 14.8% respectively in relation to energy input costs. The carbon price impact on total 
costs was approximately 0.2% of revenue.  
The purpose of this thesis was to examine the initial economic impacts of the carbon price. The 
common theme was that electricity was a major economic variable in the analysis of the carbon price 
impacts. This is due to the Australian energy industry being highly emission-intensive as coal-fired 
power stations being major contributors to emissions.  Future areas of research could perhaps 
examine the long-run impacts of the carbon price on Producer Price Index (PPI), Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP), Gross National Index (GNI), International Trade Price Index and the Australian 
System of National Accounts etc. These recommendations are provided on the basis that the 
Australian carbon price is not repealed in the future by the Coalition.   
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Appendix 
Appendix A Liable Entities Public Information Database  
NAME                                                                                                                                                                                                                          ID                                                        No of Permits             International Permits     Domestic/permits    Total Permits 
A.J. BAXTER PTY LTD 62 004 476 519         
A.J. BUSH & SONS (MANUFACTURES) PTY LTD 94 000 058 453         
ACI OPERATIONS PTY LTD 94 004 230 326 336,455 0 0 336,455 
ACTEW DISTRIBUTION LTD 83 073 025 224         
ACTEW RETAIL LTD 23 074 371 207         
ADELAIDE BRIGHTON MANAGEMENT LTD 82 008 144 214 2,055,921 0 0 2,055,921 
AGL ACT RETAIL INVESTMENTS PTY LIMITED 53 093 631 586         
AGL ENERGY LIMITED 74 115 061 375         
AGL ENERGY SALES AND MARKETING LIMITED 18 076 092 067         
AGL ENERGY SERVICES PTY LTD 57 074 821 720         
AGL HP1 PTY LIMITED 86 080 429 901         
AGL HP2 PTY LIMITED 75 080 810 546         
AGL HP3 PTY LIMITED 22 080 735 815         
AGL POWER GENERATION PTY LTD 45 086 586 192         
AGL RETAIL ENERGY LIMITED  21 074 839 464         
AGL SALES (QUEENSLAND) PTY LTD 85 121 177 740         
AGL SALES PTY LTD  88 090 538 337         
AGL SOUTH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  49 091 105 092         
AGL TORRENS ISLAND PTY LTD 67 081 074 197         
AGL WHOLESALE GAS LIMITED 26 072 948 504         
ALBURY CITY COUNCIL 92 965 474 349         
ALCOA AUSTRALIA ROLLED PRODUCTS PTY LTD 50 069 853 229 65,536 0 0 65,536 
ALCOA OF AUSTRALIA LIMITED 93 004 879 298 4,646,004 0 0 4,646,004 
ALINTA CO-GENERATION (PINJARRA) PTY LTD 12 102 893 309 423,863 0 0 423,863 
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ALINTA CO-GENERATION (WAGERUP) PTY LTD 62 111 280 614         
ALINTA ENERGY CEA PTY LTD 77 154 977 492 67,432 0 0 67,432 
ALINTA ENERGY RETAIL SALES PTY LTD 22 149 658 300 9,059 0 0 9,059 
ALINTA SALES PTY LTD 92 089 531 984 576,950 0 0 576,950 
ALLGAS ENERGY PTY LTD 52 009 656 446 34,012 0 0 34,012 
AMCOR PACKAGING (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 55 004 275 165 309,438 0 0 309,438 
ANGLO COAL (CAPCOAL MANAGEMENT) PTY LTD 73 010 037 564 993,018 0 0 993,018 
ANGLO COAL (DARTBROOK MANAGEMENT) PTY LTD 62 007 377 577 35,885 0 0 35,885 
ANGLO COAL (DAWSON MANAGEMENT) PTY LTD 15 006 746 701 150,551 0 0 150,551 
ANGLO COAL (DRAYTON MANAGEMENT) PTY LTD 67 002 028 257 180,484 0 0 180,484 
ANGLO COAL (FOXLEIGH MANAGEMENT) PTY LTD 27 089 726 492 43,535 0 0 43,535 
ANGLO COAL (MORANBAH NORTH MANAGEMENT) PTY LTD 14 069 603 587 313,682 0 0 313,682 
APA FACILITIES MANAGEMENT PTY LIMITED 76 140 898 424         
APA GASNET AUSTRALIA (OPERATIONS) PTY LIMITED 65 083 009 278         
APACHE ENERGY LIMITED 39 009 301 964         
APEX GOLD PTY LTD 95 124 893 778         
APSP PTY LTD 61 085 462 335         
APT FACILITY MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 91 124 754 365         
APT PETROLEUM PIPELINES PTY LTD 39 009 737 393         
ARROW (DAANDINE) PTY LTD 99 114 927 481 34,231 0 0 34,231 
ARROW (GENERATION) PTY. LTD. 12 114 927 490         
ARROW (SOUTHERN GENERATION) PTY LTD 51 128 813 490 432,427 0 0 432,427 
ARROW (TIPTON) PTY LTD 17 114 927 507 35,453 0 0 35,453 
ARROW CSG (ATP 364) PTY LTD 34 092 970 557 5,510 0 0 5,510 
ATCO AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 74 091 033 546         
ATCO GAS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 90 089 531 975         
ATCO POWER AUSTRALIA (KARRATHA) PTY LTD 15 132 830 043         
AURORA ENERGY (TAMAR VALLEY) PTY LTD 29 123 391 613 502,371 0 0 502,371 
AURORA ENERGY PTY LTD 85 082 464 622         
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AUSTRALIA PACIFIC LNG PTY LIMITED 68 001 646 331         
AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY ACT NOWaste 
ACT Government, 
Territory and 
Municipal Services 
GPO Box 158 
Canberra ACT 2601 
        
AUSTRALIAN CHAR PTY LTD 26 006 398 072         
AUSTRALIAN ENERGY MARKET OPERATOR LIMITED 94 072 010 327         
AUSTRALIAN GOLD REAGENTS PTY LTD 93 009 140 121         
AUSTRALIAN POWER AND GAS PTY LTD 26 118 609 813         
BARRICK (PLUTONIC) LIMITED 42 004 680 997         
BGC (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 62 005 736 005         
BHP BILLITON MINERALS PTY LTD 93 008 694 782 89,299 0 0 89,299 
BHP BILLITON MITSUI COAL PTY LTD 34 009 713 875 119,605 0 0 119,605 
BHP BILLITON NICKEL WEST PTY LTD 76 004 184 598 177,852 0 0 177,852 
BHP BILLITON OLYMPIC DAM CORPORATION PTY LTD 99 007 835 761         
BHP BILLITON PETROLEUM PTY LTD 97 006 918 832 451,121 0 0 451,121 
BHP BILLITON WORSLEY ALUMINA PTY LTD 58 008 905 155 1,654,499 0 0 1,654,499 
BIRLA NIFTY PTY LTD 19 074 145 636         
BLACKTOWN WASTE SERVICES PTY LTD 21 102 860 944         
BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED 16 000 011 058 4,657,034 0 0 4,657,034 
BLUEWATERS POWER 1 PTY LTD  93 106 034 879         
BLUEWATERS POWER2  PTY LTD  57 122 896 968         
BM ALLIANCE COAL OPERATIONS PTY LTD 67 096 412 752 677,731 0 0 677,731 
BOC LIMITED 95 000 029 729         
BORAL LIMITED 13 008 421 761         
BP AUSTRALIA INVESTMENTS PTY LTD 66 102 991 551 985,309 0 45,341 1,030,650 
BPL MELBOURNE PTY LTD 49 115 955 541         
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BRAEMAR POWER PROJECT PTY LTD 54 113 386 600 773 0 0 773 
BREEN HOLDINGS PTY LTD 57 000 039 225         
BRICKWORKS BUILDING PRODUCTS PTY LTD 63 119 059 513 85,567 0 4,500 90,067 
BRICKWORKS LTD 17 000 028 526         
BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 72 002 765 795         
BULGA COAL MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 48 055 534 391         
C S ENERGY LIMITED 54 078 848 745 1,059,479 0 141,363 1,200,842 
C S ENERGY MICA CREEK PTY LTD 82 075 522 093         
CALEDON COAL PTY LTD 40 120 967 839         
CALLIDE ENERGY PTY. LTD. 86 082 468 746         
CALTEX AUSTRALIA LIMITED 40 004 201 307 1,329,193 0 25,884 1,355,077 
CARBOROUGH DOWNS COAL MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 15 108 803 461 487,656 0 0 487,656 
CEMENT AUSTRALIA HOLDINGS PTY LTD 99 001 085 561         
CENTENNIAL ANGUS PLACE PTY LTD 87 101 508 945         
CENTENNIAL MANDALONG PTY LTD 74 101 508 892         
CENTENNIAL MANNERING PTY LTD 56 101 509 120         
CENTENNIAL MYUNA PTY LTD 95 101 508 981         
CENTENNIAL NEWSTAN PTY LTD 68 101 508 865 40,437 0 0 40,437 
CESSNOCK CITY COUNCIL 60 919 148 928         
CH4 PTY LTD 29 092 501 016 12,856 0 0 12,856 
CHARBON COAL PTY LTD 71 064 237 118         
CHEVRON AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 29 086 197 757 112,216 0 0 112,216 
CITIC NOMINEES PTY LTD 59 006 587 819         
CITY OF ARMADALE 79 863 269 538         
CITY OF BOROONDARA 83 441 314 965         
CITY OF KALGOORLIE-BOULDER 63 711 737 609         
CITY OF ROCKINGHAM 63 101 842 180         
CLARENCE VALLEY COUNCIL 85 864 095 684         
CNA BENGALLA PTY LIMITED 41 003 713 399         
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CNA RESOURCES LIMITED 96 004 447 938         
COCKBURN CEMENT LIMITED 50 008 673 470         
COMMONWEALTH STEEL COMPANY PTY LTD 58 000 007 698 50,715 0 0 50,715 
CONOCOPHILLIPS (03-12) PTY LTD  73 064 963 346         
CONOCOPHILLIPS PIPELINE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 60 093 316 959 687,486 0 0 687,486 
COOGEE ENERGY PTY LTD 69 092 473 795 14,924 0 0 14,924 
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SHELLHARBOUR 78 392 627 134         
CRISTAL PIGMENT AUSTRALIA LTD 50 008 683 627 109,288 0 0 109,288 
CROWN MELBOURNE LIMITED 46 006 973 262         
CSBP LIMITED 81 008 668 371 525,862 0 0 525,862 
CSR LIMITED 90 000 001 276 195,498 0 10,289 205,787 
DALBY BIO-REFINERY LIMITED 69 101 796 436         
DARWIN CITY COUNCIL 11 503 313 301         
DARWIN LNG PTY LTD 48 085 130 981         
DBNGP (WA) TRANSMISSION PTY LTD 69 081 609 190         
DELTA ELECTRICITY 67 139 819 642         
DENDROBIUM COAL PTY LTD 85 098 744 088 283,712 0 0 283,712 
DODO POWER & GAS PTY LTD 15 123 155 840 365 0 0 365 
DYNO NOBEL MORANBAH PTY LTD 63 115 650 649         
EAST AUSTRALIAN PIPELINE PTY LTD 33 064 629 009 37,736 0 0 37,736 
EASTERN ALUMINIUM PORTLAND PTY LTD 96 067 391 824 39,729 0 0 39,729 
EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL 89 631 866 056         
ECOGEN ENERGY PTY LTD 86 086 589 611         
EDL CSM (NSW) PTY LTD 66 064 847 490         
EDL CSM (QLD) PTY LTD 48 098 224 269         
EDL NGD (NT) PTY LTD 28 065 496 577         
EDL PROJECTS (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 37 084 776 616         
ELECTRICITY GENERATION CORPORATION 58 673 830 106 145,735 0 0 145,735 
ELECTRICITY RETAIL CORPORATION 71 743 446 839 118,629 0 0 118,629 
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ENDEAVOUR COAL PTY LTD 38 099 830 476 2,248,743 0 0 2,248,743 
ENERGEX LIMITED 40 078 849 055         
ENERGY BRIX AUSTRALIA CORPORATION PTY LTD 79 074 736 833         
ENERGYAUSTRALIA GAS STORAGE PTY LTD 71 079 089 311         
ENERGYAUSTRALIA PTY LTD 99 086 014 968         
ENERGYAUSTRALIA TALLAWARRA PTY LTD 69 081 074 142         
ENERGYAUSTRALIA YALLOURN PTY LTD 47 065 325 224 469,324 0 100,000 569,324 
ENI AUSTRALIA B.V. 18 092 812 023         
ENVESTRA LIMITED 19 078 551 685         
ENVIROGEN PTY LIMITED 95 088 169 135         
EPIC ENERGY QUEENSLAND PTY LTD 67 066 656 219         
EPIC ENERGY SOUTH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 54 068 599 815 26,313 0 0 26,313 
ERM POWER GENERATION PTY LTD 44 117 443 035         
ESPERANCE POWER STATION PTY LTD 24 086 409 949 50,000 0 0 50,000 
ESSO AUSTRALIA RESOURCES PTY LTD 62 091 829 819 1,247,681 0 0 1,247,681 
FONTERRA AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 52 006 483 665 58,521 0 0 58,521 
FQM AUSTRALIA NICKEL PTY LTD 92 135 761 465         
GAS TRADING AUSTRALIA PTY LIMITED 94 128 382 374 15,916 0 0 15,916 
GEORGE WESTON FOODS LIMITED 45 008 429 632         
GIPPSLAND POWER PTY LTD 30 077 851 079         
GLEN EIRA CITY COUNCIL 65 952 882 314         
GOLD COAST CITY COUNCIL 84 858 548 460         
GOLDFIELDS GAS TRANSMISSION PTY LTD 87 004 273 241 40,740 0 0 40,740 
GOLDFIELDS POWER PTY LTD 81 062 186 243         
GOSFORD CITY COUNCIL 78 303 458 861         
GRANGE RESOURCES (TASMANIA) PTY LTD 30 073 634 581 87,692 0 0 87,692 
GREAT ENERGY ALLIANCE CORPORATION PTY LTD 69 105 266 028         
GREATER GEELONG CITY COUNCIL 18 374 210 672         
GRIFFITH CITY COUNCIL 81 274 100 792         
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GUJARAT NRE COKING COAL LTD 28 111 244 896         
GUJARAT NRE WONGA PTY LTD 77 111 928 762         
H C EXTRACTIONS PTY LIMITED 70 002 945 655         
HAIL CREEK COAL PTY LTD 59 080 002 008         
HANSON LANDFILL SERVICES PTY LTD 59 006 299 832         
HONAN HOLDINGS PTY LTD 31 000 392 727         
HRL LIMITED 89 061 930 756 118,000 0 0 118,000 
HUME CITY COUNCIL 14 854 354 856         
HUNTER VALLEY ENERGY COAL PTY LTD 39 062 894 464 60,000 0 0 60,000 
HYDRO ALUMINIUM KURRI KURRI PTY LTD 55 093 266 221         
IDEMITSU AUSTRALIA RESOURCES PTY LTD 45 010 236 272         
IG POWER (CALLIDE) LTD 53 082 413 885         
ILLAWARRA COKE COMPANY PTY LTD 85 000 009 807 89,771 0 0 89,711 
ILUKA MIDWEST LIMITED 14 008 763 666 269,503 0 0 269,503 
ILUKA RESOURCES LIMITED 34 008 675 018 4,902 0 0 4,902 
INCITEC PIVOT LIMITED 42 004 080 264 53,010 0 38,206 91,216 
INTEGRA COAL OPERATIONS PTY LTD 96 118 030 998 562,898 0 0 562,898 
IPM (KWINANA) PTY LTD 93 067 541 655         
IPM AUSTRALIA LIMITED 87 055 563 785         
IPOWER 2 PTY LTD  24 070 374 293 101,879 0 0 101,879 
IPOWER PTY LTD 111 267 228 101,879 0 0 101,879 
ISAAC PLAINS COAL MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 76 114 277 315 36,864 0 0 36,864 
JBS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 14 011 062 338         
JELLINBAH GROUP PTY LTD 54 010 754 793         
JEMENA EASTERN GAS PIPELINE (1) PTY LTD 15 068 570 847 38,729 0 0 38,729 
JEMENA EASTERN GAS PIPELINE (2) PTY LTD 77 006 919 115 38,729 0 0 38,729 
JEMENA GAS NETWORKS (NSW) LTD 87 003 004 322 280,964 0 0 280,964 
JEMENA NETWORKS (ACT) PTY LTD 240 085 52 663         
JEMENA QUEENSLAND GAS PIPELINE (1) PTY LTD 97 083 050 284 35,982 0 0 35,982 
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KESTREL COAL PTY LTD 42 079 044 689         
KILCOY PASTORAL COMPANY LIMITED 89 009 671 112         
KIMBERLY-CLARK AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 65 000 032 333         
KIMBRIKI ENVIRONMENTAL ENTERPRISES PTY LTD 65 136 789 261         
KOGAN CREEK POWER STATION PTY LTD 82 088 229 832 0 0 25,558 25,558 
LA TROBE UNIVERSITY 64 804 735 113         
LAKE MACQUARIE CITY COUNCIL 81 065 027 868         
LAKECOAL PTY LTD 094 084 787         
LAUNCESTON CITY COUNCIL 73 149 070 625         
LIDDELL COAL OPERATIONS PTY LTD 40 058 857 882 51,671 0 0 51,671 
LOGAN CITY COUNCIL 21 627 796 435         
LUMO ENERGY (NSW) PTY LTD 92 121 155 011         
LUMO ENERGY AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 69 100 528 327 355,000 0 0 355,000 
MACKAY REGIONAL COUNCIL 56 240 712 069         
MACKAY SUGAR LIMITED 12 057 463 671         
MACQUARIE GENERATION 18 402 904 344 15,939,762 0 48,953 15,988,715 
MAITLAND CITY COUNCIL 11 596 310 805         
MARANOA REGIONAL COUNCIL 99 324 089 164         
MARUBENI ALUMINIUM AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 60 056 598 871         
MELBOURNE WATER CORPORATION 81 945 386 953         
METROPOLITAN COLLIERIES PTY LTD 91 003 135 635         
MIDDLEMOUNT COAL PTY LTD 49 122 348 412         
MIDWEST VANADIUM PTY LTD 65 113 874 712         
MILLENNIUM COAL PTY LTD 21 089 566 021         
MILLMERRAN OPERATING COMPANY PTY LTD 68 083 536 181         
MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL 17 015 003 687         
MITSUI E&P AUSTRALIA PTY LIMITED 45 108 437 529         
MOBIL REFINING AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 48 004 300 163 498,356 0 0 498,356 
MONASH CITY COUNCIL 23 118 071 457         
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MORETON BAY REGIONAL COUNCIL 92 967 232 136         
MOUNT ISA MINES LIMITED 87 009 661 447 529 0 0 529 
MOUNT THORLEY OPERATIONS PTY LIMITED 47 000 013 249         
MULTINET GAS (DB NO. 2) PTY LTD 57 086 230 122 203,642 0 0 203,642 
MURRAY GOULBURN CO-OPERATIVE CO. LIMITED 23 004 277 089 62,580 0 0 62,580 
MURRIN MURRIN OPERATIONS PTY LTD 43 076 717 505         
N.T. GAS DISTRIBUTION PTY. LIMITED 34 071 741 618 1,047 0 0 1,047 
NARRABRI COAL OPERATIONS PTY LTD 15 129 850 139         
NATIONAL POWER AUSTRALIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED 51 075 257 537 13,269,683 0 43,169 13,312,852 
NEW ACLAND COAL PTY. LTD. 90 081 022 380         
NEWCASTLE CITY COUNCIL 25 242 068 129         
NEWCREST MINING LIMITED 20 005 683 625 301,343 0 0 301,343 
NEWGEN POWER KWINANA PTY LTD 52 116 827 546         
NEWMONT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 86 009 295 765 0 0 2,219 2,219 
NORSKE SKOG PAPER MILLS (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED 84 009 477 132         
NORTH QUEENSLAND MERCHANT PTY LTD 63 126 648 851 128,288 0 0 128,288 
NRG GLADSTONE OPERATING SERVICES PTY LTD 90 061 519 275         
NUBRIK PTY LTD 59 004 028 559 26,254 0 1,000 27,254 
NYRSTAR HOBART PTY LTD 49 124 818 113         
NYRSTAR PORT PIRIE PTY LTD 31 008 046 428         
OAKEY ABATTOIR PTY. LTD. 57 009 677 598         
OCEANIC COAL AUSTRALIA LIMITED 39 003 856 782         
ONESTEEL MANUFACTURING PTY LTD 42 004 651 325 1,826,605 0 0 1,826,605 
ONESTEEL NSW PTY LTD 59 003 312 892 39,896 0 0 39,896 
ORICA AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 99 004 117 828         
ORICA LIMITED 24 004 145 868         
ORIGIN ENERGY (VIC) PTY LTD 11 086 013 283         
ORIGIN ENERGY ELECTRICITY LIMITED 33 071 052 287         
ORIGIN ENERGY LPG LIMITED 77 000 508 369         
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ORIGIN ENERGY RESOURCES LIMITED 66 007 845 338         
ORIGIN ENERGY RETAIL LIMITED 22 078 868 425         
ORIGIN ENERGY SWC LIMITED 48 079 764 391         
ORIGIN ENERGY URANQUINTY POWER PTY LTD 26 120 384 938         
OSBORNE COGENERATION PTY LTD 89 072 027 331 97,698 0 0 97,698 
PAPER AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 63 061 583 533 294,902 0 0 294,902 
PEABODY (BOWEN) PTY LTD 50 010 879 526         
PEABODY (BURTON COAL) PTY LTD  63 077 679 513         
PEABODY (WILKIE CREEK) PTY LTD 93 007 683 454         
PEABODY ENERGY AUSTRALIA PCI (C&M MANAGEMENT) PTY LTD 65 077 890 932         
PELICAN POINT POWER LIMITED 11 086 411 814 798,899 0 0 798,899 
PENRICE SODA PRODUCTS PTY LTD 62 008 206 942         
PENRITH WASTE SERVICES PTY LTD 19 003 960 745         
PERTH ENERGY PTY LTD 39 087 386 445         
PILBARA IRON PTY LTD 75 107 216 535 401,501 0 0 401,501 
PORT MACQUARIE-HASTINGS COUNCIL 11 236 901 601         
PORT STEPHENS WASTE MANAGEMENT GROUP PTY LTD 34 071 096 421         
POWER AND WATER CORPORATION 15 947 352 360         
PREMIER POWER SALES PTY LTD 33 065 618 019 3,024 0 0 3,024 
PTTEP AUSTRALIA PERTH PTY LTD 74 134 686 525         
QENOS PTY LTD 62 054 196 771         
QGC PTY LTD 11 089 642 553         
QGC SALES QLD PTY LTD 80 120 323 588         
QUEENSLAND ALUMINA LIMITED 98 009 725 044 2,205,094 0 0 2,205,094 
QUEENSLAND NICKEL PTY LTD 85 009 842 068 493,205 0 0 493,205 
QUEENSLAND NITRATES PTY LTD 63 079 889 268 147,283 0 0 147,283 
RATCH-AUSTRALIA CORPORATION LIMITED 31 106 617 332 95,302 0 0 95,302 
RAVENSWORTH OPERATIONS PTY LTD 12 098 937 761         
RED ENERGY PTY LTD 60 107 479 372 197,892 0 0 197,892 
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REDBANK PROJECT PTY LTD 34 075 222 561         
REGIONAL POWER CORPORATION 57 955 011 697         
REMONDIS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 95 002 429 781         
RESOURCE PACIFIC LIMITED 65 106 177 708         
RIO TINTO ALUMINIUM (BELL BAY) LIMITED 91 009 483 201         
RIO TINTO ALUMINIUM LIMITED 51 009 679 127         
RIO TINTO COAL (NSW) PTY LTD 44 075 612 216         
RIO TINTO COAL AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 74 010 542 140         
ROCKHAMPTON REGIONAL COUNCIL 59 923 523 766         
RTA YARWUN PTY LTD 73 137 266 301 860,029 0 0 860,029 
SANTOS AUSTRALIAN HYDROCARBONS PTY LTD 83 010 850 487 112 0 0 112 
SANTOS DIRECT PTY LTD 62 108 846 288         
SANTOS LIMITED 80 007 550 923 2,532,472 0 0 2,532,472 
SANTOS PETROLEUM PTY LTD 95 000 146 369 1,745 0 0 1,745 
SANTOS QNT (NO.1) PTY LTD 54 083 077 221         
SANTOS QNT PTY LTD 33 083 077 196 5,899 0 0 5,899 
SCA HYGIENE AUSTRALASIA PTY LTD 62 004 191 324         
SHELL REFINING (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 46 004 303 842 764,789 0 0 764,789 
SIBELCO ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD 70 092 916 811 354,899 0 0 354,899 
SIMCOA OPERATIONS PTY LTD 42 009 064 653         
SIMPLOT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 98 070 579 609 10 0 0 10 
SITA AUSTRAIA PTY LTD 70 002 902 650         
SMITHFIELD INVESTORS NO. 1 PTY LTD 13 062 386 850         
SNOWY HYDRO LIMITED 17 090 574 431 4,977 0 0 4,977 
SOJITZ MINERVA MINING PTY LTD 35 108 510 309         
SONOMA MINE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 96 124 677 443 67,214 0 0 67,214 
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN WATER CORPORATION 69 336 525 019         
SOUTHERN CROSS FERTILISERS PTY LTD 30 004 936 850         
SOUTHERN REGION WASTE RESOURCE AUTHORITY 37 443 975 085         
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SPI NETWORKS (GAS) PTY LTD 43 086 015 036         
ST BARBARA LIMITED 36 009 165 066 27,800 0 0 27,800 
STANWELL CORPORATION LIMITED 37 078 848 674 3,000,000 0 541,399 3,541,399 
STATE TRANSIT AUTHORITY OF NSW 51 750 635 629         
STONNINGTON CITY COUNCIL 67 688 032 530         
SUGAR AUSTRALIA PTY LIMITED 82 081 245 169 4,224 0 0 4,224 
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 37 876 973 913         
SYNTECH RESOURCES PTY LTD 67 095 102 971         
TAHMOOR COAL PTY LTD 97 076 663 968         
TAMWORTH REGIONAL COUNCIL 52 631 074 450         
TAS GAS RETAIL PTY LTD 90 110 370 726         
TASMANIAN ELECTRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY PTY LTD 23 004 456 035 268,169 0 0 268,169 
TATURA MILK INDUSTRIES LIMITED 66 006 603 970 28,591 0 0 28,591 
TEC DESERT NO.2 PTY LTD 13 084 953 088         
TEC DESERT PTY LTD 47 084 695 661         
TEYS AUSTRALIA BEENLEIGH PTY LTD 97 009 672 459         
TEYS AUSTRALIA MEAT GROUP PTY LTD 65 065 093 709         
THALES AUSTRALIA LIMITED 66 008 642 751         
THE AUSTRAL BRICK CO PTY LTD 52 000 005 550         
THE AUSTRALIAN STEEL COMPANY (OPERATIONS) PTY LTD 89 069 426 955 70,929 0 0 70,929 
THE GRIFFIN COAL MINING COMPANY PTY LTD 16 008 667 285         
The Trustee for SOUTHERN PAPER CONVERTERS TRUST 49 984 541 896 124,232 0 0 124,232 
The Trustee for THE LACHLAN A KENNETT FAMILY TRUST 68 835 612 007         
The Trustee for THE MADDINGLEY MINE TRUST 63 604 564 597         
The Trustee for THE PATON UNIT TRUST 90 613 374 004         
THE WALLERAWANG COLLIERIES LIMITED 39 000 001 436         
THIESS PTY LTD 87 010 221 486         
THIESS SERVICES PTY LTD 69 010 725 247         
TOMAGO ALUMINIUM COMPANY PTY LTD 68 001 862 228 758,686 0 0 758,686 
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TOOWOOMBA REGIONAL COUNCIL 99 788 305 360         
TOWNSVILLE CITY COUNCIL 44 741 992 072         
TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION AUSTRALIA LIMITED 64 009 686 097         
TRANSALTA ENERGY (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 40 062 135 844         
TRANSPACIFIC BAXTER PTY LTD 94 099 618 998         
TRANSPACIFIC CLEANAWAY PTY LTD 79 000 164 938         
TRANSPACIFIC WASTE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 55 120 175 635         
TRONOX MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 59 009 343 364 371,176 0 0 371,176 
ULAN COAL MINES LIMITED 80 000 189 248         
UNITED COLLIERIES PTY LTD 67 001 990 209 166,700 0 0 166,700 
VAMGAS PTY LTD 76 006 245 110 700 0 0 700 
VEOLIA ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 20 051 316 584         
VERMILION OIL & GAS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 29 113 023 591         
VISY PULP AND PAPER PTY LTD 30 086 513 144 38,126 0 0 38,126 
WAGGA WAGGA CITY COUNCIL 56 044 159 537         
WAMBO COAL PTY LTD 13 000 668 057         
WASTE ASSETS MANAGEMENT CORPORATION 56 784 733 957         
WASTE MANAGEMENT PACIFIC (S.A.) PTY LTD 94 097 829 644         
WESFARMERS CURRAGH PTY LTD 90 009 362 565         
WESFARMERS GAS LIMITED 63 008 795 471         
WESFARMERS LPG PTY LTD 32 009 214 831 60,041 0 0 60,041 
WESPINE INDUSTRIES PTY LTD 88 052 954 337         
WEST AUSTRALIAN LANDFILL SERVICES PTY LTD 84 051 060 890         
WESTERN DOWNS REGIONAL COUNCIL 91 232 587 651 4,332 0 0 4,332 
WESTSIDE CORPORATION LIMITED 74 117 145 516         
WHITEHORSE CITY COUNCIL 39 549 568 822         
WILMAR SUGAR REFINING INVESTMENTS PTY LTD 69 054 982 071 67,524 0 0 67,524 
WILPINJONG COAL PTY LTD 87 104 594 694         
WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL 63 139 525 939         
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WOODSIDE BURRUP PTY LTD 20 120 237 416 891,116 0 0 891,116 
WOODSIDE ENERGY LTD 63 005 482 986 3,419,257 0 0 3,419,257 
WYNDHAM CITY COUNCIL 38 393 903 860         
XSTRATA COAL QUEENSLAND PTY LTD 69 098 156 702 498,668 0 0 498,668 
XSTRATA MANGOOLA PTY LTD 54 127 535 755         
XSTRATA MT OWEN PTY LTD 83 003 827 361 69,303 0 0 69,303 
XSTRATA QUEENSLAND LIMITED 69 009 814 019 364,906 0 0 364,906 
YANCOAL AUSTRALIA LTD 82 111 859 119         
YARA PILBARA FERTILISERS PTY LTD 74 095 441 151 1,110,825 0 0 1,110,825 
YOLARNO PTY LTD 95 002 255 183         
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